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ïaš - 1                                                                                                                                                      
v§fŸ jÄœ

	 mUŸbe¿	m¿it¤	juyhF«

	 	 mJnt	jÄH‹	FuyhF«

	 bghUŸbgw	ahiuí«	òfHhJ

	 	 ngh‰wh	jhiuí«	ïfHhJ.	

	 bfhšyh	Éuj«	F¿ahf¡

	 	 bfhŸif	bghŒah	be¿ahf

	 všyh	kÅjU«	ï‹òwnt

	 	 v‹W«	ïirªâL«	m‹gwnk

	 m‹ò«	mwK«	C¡»ÉL«

	 	 m¢r«	v‹gij¥	ngh¡»ÉL«

	 ï‹g«	bghÊ»w	thbdhÈah«

	 							v§fŸ	jÄbHD«	nj‹bkhÊah«.

 - ehk¡fš fÉP® bt. ïuhkÈ§fdh®

ïaš - 2

fhL
	 g¢ir	kÆšeo¡F«

	 	 g‹¿	»H§bfL¡F«

	 e¢ru	t§fy§F«	-	»Ëna

	 	 eÇbayh«	CisÆL«.

 mâkJ	u¤jiHia

	 	 ahidfŸ	â‹wgo

	 òJeil	nghLkO	-	»Ëna

	 	 ó§FÆš	Tîko!

 á§f«	òÈfuo

	 	 áW¤ij	Éy§»d§fŸ

	 v§F«	âÇíkO	-	»Ëna

	 	 ïa‰if	ÉLâÆny!		 - Rujh

âU¡FwŸ

òw§Twhik

4.	 Vâyh®	 F‰w«nghš	 j«F‰w«	

	 fh©»‰ã‹

	 ÔJ©nlh	k‹D«	cÆ®¡F.

thŒik

7.	 thŒik	 vd¥gLtJ	 ahbjÅ‹	

	 ahbjh‹W«

	 Ôik	ïyhj	brhyš.

9.	 cŸs¤jhš	 bghŒahJ	 xG»‹	

	 cyf¤jh®

	 cŸs¤JŸ	všyh«	cs‹.

ïiwkh£á

10.	 ïa‰wY«	<£lY«	fh¤jY«	fh¤j

	 tF¤jY«	tšyJ	muR.		 

 - âUtŸSt®

ïaš - 3

òÈ j§»a Fif
á‰¿š	e‰ù©	g‰¿	Ã‹kf‹

ah©L	csndh	vdÉdîâ	v‹kf‹

ah©Lcs‹	MÆD«	m¿na‹	XU«

òÈnr®ªJ	ngh»a	fšmis	nghy

<‹w	tÆnwh	ïJnt

njh‹Wt‹	khnjh	ngh®¡fs¤	jhnd.	

 - fht‰bg©L

kd¥ghl¢ brŒíŸ
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kâ¥ÕL

rÇahd Éilia¤ nj®ªbjL¤J vGJf.

1. ‘be¿’ v‹D« brhšÈ‹ bghUŸ .................... . 

 m)	 tÊ	 M)	 F¿¡nfhŸ	 ï)	 bfhŸif	 <)	 mw«	 [Éil: m) tÊ]
2. ‘FuyhF«’ v‹D« brhšiy¥ ãÇ¤J vGj¡ »il¥gJ .................... .

 m)	 Fuš	+	ahF«	 	 M)	Fuš	+	MF«

	 ï)	 Fu	+	yhF«	 	 <)	 Fu	+	MF«	  [Éil: M) Fuš + MF«]
3. th‹ + xÈ v‹gjid¢ nr®¤bjGj¡ »il¡F« brhš .................... .

 m)	 th‹	xÈ	 M)	 thbdhÈ	 ï)	 thbthÈ	 <)	 thbdÈ 
 [Éil: M) thbdhÈ]

fÉij¥ngiH

mKj¤ jÄœ

1
ïaš

v§fŸ jÄœ
        üš btË 

‘v§fŸ	jÄœ’	fÉijia¥	gil¤jt®	fÉP®	ehk¡fš	bt.	ïuhkÈ§fdh®.	

g‹Kf« gil¤jt® :		jÄH¿P®,	 fÉP®,	 ÉLjiy¥	 nghuh£l	 åu®,	

fhªâa¡	fÉP®	

bfhŸif  :		fhªâaofË‹	 bfhŸiffshš	 <®¡f¥g£L¡	

fhªâa¤ij¥	ã‹g‰¿ajhš	ït®	fhªâa¡	fÉP®	

v‹W«	miH¡f¥gL»wh®.	

Kjš murit¡ fÉP® :		ït®	 jÄHf¤â‹	 Kjš	 murit¡	 fÉPuhf	

És§»at®.

ït® gil¤j üšfŸ :		ehk¡fš	 fÉP®	 ghlšfŸ,	 kiy¡fŸs‹,	 v‹fij,	 r§bfhÈ	

cŸË£l	gšntW	üšfis	vGâíŸsh®.

e« ghl¥gFâ  :		ehk¡fš	 fÉP®	 ghlšfŸ	 v‹D«	 üÈÈUªJ	 ï¥ghlš	

vL¤jhs¥g£LŸsJ.

ghlÈ‹ bghUŸ

e«	jhŒbkhÊah«	jÄœ	bkhÊ,	mUŸ	be¿fŸ	Ãu«ãa	m¿it¤	jU»wJ.	mJnt	jÄœ	

k¡fË‹	Fuyhfî«	És§F»wJ.	jÄœ	bkhÊia¡	f‰nwh®,	bghUŸ	bgWtj‰fhf	ahiuí«	

òfœªJ	ngr	kh£lh®.	j«ik¥	ngh‰whjt®fisí«	ïfœªJ	ngrkh£lh®.

bfhšyhikia¡	 F¿¡nfhshfî«	 bghŒahikia¡	 bfhŸifahfî«	 bfh©L,	 	 všyh	

kÅj®fS«	ï‹ò‰W	thH	m‹ò«	mwK«	cjî«.

e«	jÄœbkhÊ	midtÇl¤J«	m‹igí«	mw¤ijí«	ö©L«;	m~J	m¢r¤ij¥	ngh¡»	

ï‹g«	jU«;	v§fŸ	jÄœbkhÊ	nj‹	ngh‹w	bkhÊ	MF«.
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ea« m¿f

1.  ‘v§fŸ jÄœ’ ghlÈš Kjš vG¤J x‹Wnghš tU« nkhid¢ brh‰fis 
vL¤J vGJf.

 nkhid:

 mUŸbe¿	 -	mJnt

 bghUŸ	bgw	 -	ngh‰wh

 bfhšyh	 -	bfhŸif

2.  ‘v§fŸ jÄœ’ ghlÈš ïu©lh« vG¤J x‹Wnghš tU« vJif¢ brh‰fis 
vL¤J vGJf.

 vJif :

 mUŸ	 	 -	bghUŸ

	 bfhšyh	 -	všyh

 m‹ò«	 	 -	ï‹g«

3.  ‘v§fŸ jÄœ’ ghlÈš ïWâ vG¤J x‹Wnghš tU« ïiaò¢ brh‰fis vL¤J 
vGJf.

 ïiaò :

	 juyhF«	 -	FuyhF«

	 òfHhJ 	 -	ïfHhJ

	 F¿ahf		 -	be¿ahf

	 C¡»ÉL«	 -	ngh¡»ÉL«

FWÉdh

1. jÄœbkhÊÆ‹ g©òfshf ehk¡fš fÉP® TWtd ahit?

(i)	 jÄœ	bkhÊ,	mUŸ	be¿fŸ	Ãu«ãa	m¿it¤	jU»wJ.

(ii)	 mJnt	jÄœ	k¡fË‹	Fuyhfî«	És§F»wJ.

2. jÄœbkhÊia¡ f‰wtÇ‹ ïašòfis vGJf.

(i) jÄœ	bkhÊia¡	f‰nwh®,	bghUŸ	bgWtj‰fhf	ahiuí«	òfœªJ	ngrkh£lh®.

(ii)	 j«ik¥	 ngh‰whjt®fisí«	 ïfœªJ	 ngrkh£lh®.	 ïitna	 f‰wtÇ‹	

ïašòfshF«	vd	ehk¡fš	fÉP®	bt.	ïuhkÈ§fdh®	TW»wh®.

áWÉdh

1. ‘v§fŸ jÄœ’ ghlÈš ehk¡fš fÉP® TW« fU¤Jfis¤ bjhF¤J vGJf.

 jÄœbkhÊÆ‹ g©òfŸ:

(i)	 jÄœbkhÊ,	mUŸbe¿fŸ	Ãu«ãa	m¿it¤	jU»wJ.	

(ii) mJnt	jÄœ	k¡fË‹	Fuyhfî«	És§F»wJ.
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 jÄœbkhÊia¡ f‰wtÇ‹ ïašòfŸ:

(i)	 jÄœ	 bkhÊia¡	 f‰nwh®,	 bghUŸ	 bgWtj‰fhf	 ahiuí«	 òfœªJ	
ngrkh£lh®fŸ.

(ii) j«ik¥	ngh‰whjt®fisí«	ïfœªJ	ngrkh£lh®fŸ.

 všyh kÅj®fS« ï‹ò‰W thG« be¿fŸ:

	 bfhšyhikia¡	F¿¡nfhshfî«	bghŒahikia¡	bfhŸifahfî«	bfh©L	
všyh	kÅj®fS«	ï‹ò‰W	thH	m‹ò« mwK«	cjî«.

 jÄœbkhÊ nj‹ ngh‹wJ:

(i)	 e«	jÄœ	bkhÊ	midtÇl¤J«	m‹igí«	mw¤ijí«	ö©L«.

(ii) m~J	m¢r¤ij¥	ngh¡»	ï‹g¤ij¤	jU«.

(iii) v§fŸ	jÄœbkhÊ	nj‹	ngh‹w	bkhÊahF«.

áªjid Édh

1. fÉP® jÄiH V‹ njDl‹ x¥ãL»wh®?

(i)	 jÄiH¥	ngh‰¿¥	òfHhj	fÉP®fns	ïšiy	vdyh«.	e«	fÉP®	 ‘v§fŸ	

jÄœ’	 v‹D«	 fÉijÆš	 e«	 jÄœ	 bkhÊahdJ	m‹igí«	mw¤ijí«	

ö©l¡ToaJ.

(ii) nj‹	gy	M©LfŸ	 	bflhkš	ïU¥gij	nghy¤	jÄG«	v‹W«	bflhkš		

ghJfh¥òl‹	âfœ»wJ.	

(iii)  nj‹rh¥ãl¢	 rh¥ãl	 	clš	ts«	 bgUF«.	 jÄœ	 f‰f	 f‰f	cŸs«	ts«	

bgUF«.	mjdhš	fÉP®	jÄiH¤	njDl‹	x¥ãL»wh®.

f‰git f‰wã‹

1. “v§fŸ jÄœ” - ghliy ïiríl‹ gho k»œf.

	 ï¥ghliy	ïiríl‹	gho¥	gHf	nt©L«.

2. ã‹tU« ehk¡fš fÉP® ghliy¥ go¤J¢ Rit¡f.

f¤â	Æ‹¿	u¤jÄ‹¿

	 í¤j	bkh‹W	tUFJ

r¤â	a¤â‹	Ã¤â	a¤ij

	 e«ò«	ahU«	nrUå®!...		 	 	 (f¤âÆ‹¿...)

f©l	âšiy	nf£l	âšiy

	 r©il	Æªj	khâÇ

g©L	brŒj	ò©Â	aªjh‹

	 gÈ¤j	njeh«	gh®¤âl!...			 	 (f¤âÆ‹¿...)
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	 ï¥ghlš	 ÉLjiy	 nt£ifia¤	 ö©Ltjhf	 mikªJŸsJ.	 ït®	 ghlÈš	

ïašghfnt	brhš	ea«,	bghUŸ	ea«,	bjhilea«	mika¥	bg‰w	X®	m‰òj	

ghlyhF«.

 nkhid: brŒíËš	Kjš	vG¤J	x‹¿	tUtJ	nkhidahF«.

    f¤âÆ‹¿				-	f©lâšiy,	g©L	-	gÈ¤j

 vJif : brŒíËš	ïu©lh«	vG¤J	x‹¿	tUtJ	vJifahF«.

	 		 	 f¤âÆ‹¿				-	í¤jbkh‹W,	

	 		 	 f©lâšiy	-	r©ilÆªj

TLjš Édh¡fŸ

brhšY« bghUS« :

1. mUŸ		 -	fUiz

2. be¿		 -	tÊ

3. Éuj«		 -	neh‹ò

4. C¡»ÉL«		 -	C¡f¥gL¤J«

5. F¿		 -	F¿¡nfhŸ

6. bghÊ»w		 -	jU»‹w

7. thbdhÈ		 -	th‹bkhÊ

Ãu¥òf :

1. F¿	v‹gj‹	bghUŸ	..............	 .		 [Éil: F¿¡nfhŸ]
2. Éuj«	v‹gj‹	bghUŸ...............	 [Éil: neh‹ò]
ÉilaË :

1. jÄœbkhÊia¡ f‰nwh® vjid ÉU«gkh£lh®?

(i)	 jÄœ	bkhÊia¡	f‰nwh®,	bghUŸ	bgWtj‰fhf	ahiuí«	òfœªJ	ngrkh£lh®.

(ii)	 j«ik¥	ngh‰whjt®fisí«	ïfœªJ	ngrkh£lh®.

2. všyh kÅj®fS« ï‹ò‰W thH vit cjî«?

	 	 bfhšyhikia¡	 F¿¡nfhshfî«	 bghŒahikia¡	 bfhŸifahfî«	

bfh©L	všyh	kÅj®fS«	ï‹gkhf	thH	m‹ò«	mwK«	bgÇJ«	cjî«	vd	

ehk¡fš	fÉP®	j«	ghlš	_y«	m¿îW¤J»wh®.

3. jÄœbkhÊ vjid¤ ö©L«?

	 	 e«	 jhŒbkhÊah«	 jÄœbkhÊ	 midtÇl¤J«	 m‹igí«	 mw¤ijí«	

ö©L«	vd	ehk¡fš	fÉP®	j«	ghlš	_y«	bjÇa¥gL¤J»wh®.

4. jÄHf¤â‹ Kjš murit¡ fÉP® vd¥ ngh‰w¥g£lt® ah®?

	 	 jÄHf¤â‹	 Kjš	 murit¡	 fÉP®	 vd¥	 ngh‰w¥g£lt®	 ehk¡fš	 fÉP®	

bt.ïuhkÈ§fdh®.
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5. ehk¡fš fÉP® bt. ïuhkÈ§fdh® fhªâa¡ fÉP® vd V‹ miH¡f¥g£lh®?

	 	 ehk¡fš	fÉP®	bt.ïuhkÈ§fdh®	fhªâaofË‹	bfhŸiffshš	<®¡f¥g£L	

fhªâa¤ij¥	ã‹g‰¿ajhš	`fhªâa¡	fÉP®'	v‹W	miH¡f¥g£lh®.

6. ehk¡fš fÉP® bt. ïuhkÈ§fdh® gil¤j üšfis¡ F¿¥ãLf. 

	 	 kiy¡fŸs‹,	 ehk¡fš	 fÉP®	 ghlšfŸ,	 v‹	 fij,	 r§bfhÈ	 KjÈad	

ehk¡fš	fÉP®	bt.	ïuhkÈ§fdh®	gil¤j	üšfŸ.

bghU¤Jf :

1. C¡»ÉL«		 -	m)	neh‹ò

2. bghÊ»w		 -	M)	C¡f¥gL¤J«

3. F¿	 -	ï)	jU»‹w

4. Éuj«	 -	<)	F¿¡nfhŸ		 [Éil: 1-M), 2- ï), 3-<), 4-m)]



fÉij¥ngiH

mKj¤ jÄœ

1
ïaš

x‹wšy ïu©lšy

        üš btË 

gF¤j¿î¡	fÉuha®	v‹W	òfH¥gLgt®	cLkiy	ehuhazfÉ.	ït®	jÄœ¤	

âiu¥gl¥	ghlyháÇauhfî«,	ehlf	vG¤jhsuhfî«	òfœ	bg‰wt®.	jkJ	ghlšfŸ	

_y«	 gF¤j¿î¡	 fU¤Jfis¥	 gu¥ãat®.	 eh£L¥òw	 ïirÆš	 vËikia¡	

ifah©L	fÉijfŸ	vGâat®.	ïtuJ	ghlš	x‹W	ï§F¤	ju¥g£LŸsJ.

ghlÈ‹ bghUŸ

jÄœeh£o‹	 bgUikfis¡	 T¿dhš	 mit	 x‹¿u©lšy	 gythF«.	 mit	 ntW	

vt‰nwhL«	ïizbrhšy	Koahj	ÉªijfshF«.	ï§F	åR«	bj‹wÈš	nj‹kz«	fkG«.	

RitÄF	fÅfS«	bgh‹	ngh‹w	jhÅa¡	fâ®fS«	Éisí«.	jÄœeh£o‹	e‹brŒ	Ãyts«	

x‹¿u©lšy	gythF«.

giftiu	 bt‹wij¥	 ghLtJ	 guÂ	 ïy¡»a«.	 m¤njhL	 ïir¥	 ghlyhd	 gÇghlY«	

fy«gf	üšfS«	v£L¤bjhifí«	th‹òfœ	bfh©l	âU¡FwS«	mf«,	òw«	M»at‰iw	

bkŒ¥bghUshf¡	 bfh©L	 ghl¥g£l	 r§f	 ïy¡»a§fŸ	 vd¤	 jÄÊ‹	 	 ïy¡»a	 ts§fŸ	

x‹¿u©lšy	gythF«.

Kšiy¡F¤	 nj®jªJ	 kiHnkf¤ij	 Él¥òfœ	 bg‰wh‹	 tŸsš	 ntŸghÇ.	 òytÇ‹	

brhšY¡fhf¤	j‹	jiyiana	ju¤	JÂªjh‹	Fkz	tŸsš.	ït®fŸ	nghš	òfœ	bg‰W	

thœªj	tŸsšfË‹	tuyhW	x‹¿u©lšy	gythF«.
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kâ¥ÕL

rÇahd Éilia¤ nj®ªbjL¤J vGJf.

1. giftiu bt‰¿ bfh©ltiu¥ ghL« ïy¡»a«.........

 m)	 fy«gf«	 M)	 gÇghlš	 ï)	 guÂ	 <)	 mªjhâ	 [Éil: ï) guÂ]

2. thÅš .................... T£l« âu©lhš kiH bghÊí«.

 m)	 m»š	 M)	 K»š	 ï)	 J»š	 <)	 JÆš	 [Éil: M) K»š]

3. ‘ïu©lšy’ v‹D« brhšiy¥ ãÇ¤J vGj¡ »il¥gJ .................... .

 m)	 ïu©L	+	lšy	 	 M)	 ïu©	+	mšy

	 ï)	 ïu©L	+	ïšy		 <)	 ïu©L	+	mšy [Éil: <) ïu©L + mšy]

4. ‘jªJjî«’ v‹D« brhšiy¥ ãÇ¤J vGj¡ »il¥gJ .................... .

 m)	 jªJ		+	cjî«	 	 M)	 jh	+	cjî«

	 ï)	 jªJ	+	jî«	 	 <)	 jªj	+	cjî«	[Éil: m) jªJ + cjî«]
5. x¥òik + ïšyhj v‹gjid¢ nr®¤bjGj¡ »il¡F« brhš........... .

 m)	 x¥òik	ïšyhj	 M)	 x¥ãšyhj

	 ï)	 x¥òikÆšyhj	 <)	 x¥òïšyhj		 [Éil: ï) x¥òikÆšyhj]

FWÉdh

1. jÄœeh£o‹ ïa‰if ts§fshf¡ fÉP® TWtd ahit?

  ï§F	åR«	bj‹wÈš	nj‹kz«	fkG«.	RitÄF	fÅfS«	bgh‹	ngh‹w	

jhÅa¡	 fâ®fS«	 Éisí«.	 jÄœeh£o‹	 e‹brŒ	 Ãyts«	 x‹¿u©lšy	

gythF«	vd¡	fÉP®	TW»wh®.

2. ‘x‹wšy ïu©lšy’ - ghlÈš ïl«bg‰WŸs tŸsšfŸ F¿¤j brŒâfis 
vGJf.

	 	 Kšiy¡F¤	nj®jªJ	kiHnkf¤ij	Él¥	òfœ	bg‰wh‹	tŸsš	ntŸghÇ.	

òytÇ‹	 brhšY¡fhf¤	 j‹	 jiyiana	 ju¤	 JÂªjh‹	 Fkz	 tŸsš.	

ït®fŸnghš	òfœbg‰W	thœªj	tŸsšfË‹	tuyhW	gythF«.	

áWÉdh

1. jÄG¡F ts« nr®¡F« ïy¡»a tiffshf¡ fÉP® TWtd ahit?

	 	 giftiu	 bt‹wij¥	 ghLtJ	 guÂ	 ïy¡»a«.	 ïir¥ghlyhd	 gÇghlš,	

fy«gf	 üšfŸ,	 	 v£L¤bjhif,	 th‹òfœ	 bfh©l	 âU¡FwŸ.	 mf«,	 òw«	

M»at‰iw	 bkŒ¥bghUshf¡	 bfh©L	 ghl¥g£l	 r§f	 ïy¡»a§fŸ	 vd¤	

jÄÊ‹	ïy¡»a	ts§fŸ	x‹¿u©lšy	gythF«.
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áªjid Édh

1. jÄÊš mw ïy¡»a§fŸ ÄFâahf¤ njh‹w¡ fhuz« v‹d?

	 	 ``mw«,	 bghUŸ,	 ï‹g«,	 åL	 miljš	 ü‰gand’’	 v‹gJ	 j©oay§fhu	

ü‰gh	 TW»wJ.	 kÅj‹	 thœ¡ifÆš	 mila	 nt©oait	 mw«,	 bghUŸ,	

ï‹g«,	åL	 v‹w	eh‹F«	 v‹gJ	ïj‹	fU¤J.	 jÄœ¢	 áªjid¡F«	ïªâa¥	

bghJ¢	áªjid¡F«	X®	mo¥gil	 ntWghL	c©L.	ïªâa¥	bghJ¢	áªjid	

kuã‹go	mw«	bghUŸ	ï‹g«	åL	M»a	eh‹F«	mila	nt©oait.	jÄœ¢	

áªjid	kuãš	bjhšfh¥ãa®	fhyªbjh£nl	mw«,	bghUŸ,	ï‹g«	v‹w	fU¤J	

k£Lnk	c©L.	åL	g‰¿a	fU¤J	»ilahJ.	

	 	 ïªâa	 bkhÊfŸ	 všyht‰iwí«	 Él,	 jÄÊšjh‹	 mwüšfŸ	 mâfkhf	

ïU¡»‹wd.	e«	jÄÊš	áwªj	mw	ïy¡»akhf	âfœtJ	âU¡FwŸ.	e«Kila	

khDl®fŸ	 xG§Ñdkhd	 brašfËš	 <LgL«nghJ	mt‰iw	 âU¤â¡	 bfhŸs	

mw¡fU¤Jfisí«	Úâ¡	fU¤Jfisí«	nghâ¡F«	njit	V‰gL»wJ.	mjdhš	

njh‹¿a	ïy¡»a«jh‹	mw	ïy¡»akhF«.

  

f‰git f‰wã‹

1. jÄG¡F¡ bfhil bfhL¤j tŸsšfŸ g‰¿a brŒâfis¤ âu£Lf.

 mâakh‹	 beLkh‹	 mŠá(mâakh‹),	 ntŸ	 MŒ	 M©ou‹	 (MŒ),	 tšÉš	

XÇ	 (XÇ),	 kiyakh‹	 âUKo¡fhÇ(fhÇ),	 f©Ou¡	 nfh¥bgUeŸË	 (eŸË),	 ghÇ,	

itahÉ¡	nfh¥bgU«ngf‹(ngf‹)

(i) mâakh‹  :	jf^iu	M©l	r§ffhy	k‹d®fSŸ	xUt‹.	mâa®	v‹ngh®	

r§ffhy¡	 Fok¡fŸ.	 ït®fË‹	 jiykfdhf	 És§»at®fis	 mâa®	

nfhkf‹	v‹wd®.	 nfhkh‹	v‹gJ	 ``nfhkf‹’’	 v‹gj‹	k%c.	mâakh‹	

v‹gJ	 `mâa®	 nfhkh‹'	 v‹gj‹	k%c.	mŠá	v‹gJ	ïtuJ	ïa‰bga®.	

ïtUila	M£á¡F	c£g£oUªj	ehL	jiyÚ®	ehL	vd¥	bga®	bg‰¿UªjJ.	

jiyÚ®	v‹gJ	xnfd¡fš	mUÉÆ‹	r§ffhy¥	bga®	MF«.	xsitahÇ‹	

beU§»a	e©g®	Mth®.

(ii) MŒ :	bghâif	kiy¢	rhuÈš	cŸs	MŒ¡Foia¤	jiyefukhf¡	bfh©L	

M£á	brŒj	Ma®Fy	k‹d‹	Mth‹.

(iii) XÇ :	filbaG	tŸsšfSŸ	xUtuhd	XÇ	áwªj	ÉšyhË.	bfhšÈkiy¡F«	

mij¢	rh®ªj	eh£o‰F«	jiyt‹.	ït®	tšÉš	XÇ	vdî«	Mj‹	XÇ	vdî«	

miH¡f¥g£lh®.

2. jÄÊš cŸs gšntW ïy¡»a tot§fË‹ bga®fis¥ g£oaÈLf.
(i)	 ïâfhr«	 (ii)			 ciueil	 (iii)	 ctik

(iv)			f£Liu	 (v)	 fyªJiuahlš	 (vi)			fiy

(vii)	 fÉij	 (viii)	 fh¥ãa«	 (ix)	 áWfij

(x)	 bjhl®fij	 (xi)	 brhytil	 (xii)		ehlf«
(xiii)	gHbkhÊ	 (xiv)		 gh£L	 (xv)	 òÅj«	

(xvi)		ÉLfij
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TLjš Édh¡fŸ

brhšY« bghUS« :

1. x¥òik		 -	ïiz

2. K»š	 -	nkf«

3. m‰òj«	 -	Éªij

4. cgfhÇ		 -	tŸsš

Ãu¥òf :

1. gF¤j¿î¡	fÉuha®	v‹W	òfH¥gLgt®	..............[Éil: cLkiy ehuhazfÉ]
2. K»š	v‹gj‹	bghUŸ	..............	 [Éil: nkf«]
3. òytÇ‹	brhšY¡fhf¤	j‹	jiyiana	ju¤	JÂªjt®	.......

  [Éil: Fkz tŸsš]
ÉilaË :

1. Kšiy¡F nj® jªjt® ah®?

	 Kšiy¡F¤	nj®	jªJ	kiHnkf¤ij	Él¥	òfœ	bg‰wt®	tŸsš	ntŸghÇ.

2. guÂ ïy¡»a« v‹whš v‹d?

	 giftiu	bt‹wij¥	ghLtJ	guÂ	ïy¡»a«.



mKj¤ jÄœ
ïaš

ng¢RbkhÊí« vG¤J bkhÊí«
ciueil cyf«1

kâ¥ÕL

rÇahd Éilia¤ nj®ªbjL¤J vGJf.

1. bkhÊÆ‹ KjšÃiy ngRjš, ....................... M»adthF«.

 m)	 go¤jš	 M)	 nf£lš	 ï)	 vGJjš	 <)	 tiujš	 [Éil: M) nf£lš]
2. xÈÆ‹ tÇtot« ....................... MF«.

 m) ng¢R	 M)	 vG¤J	 ï)	 Fuš	 <)	 gh£L [Éil: M) vG¤J]
3. jÄÊ‹ »isbkhÊfËš x‹W ....................... .

 m) cUJ	 M)	 ïªâ	 ï)	 bjY§F	 <)	 M§»y« [Éil: ï) bjY§F]
4. ng¢RbkhÊia ....................... tH¡F v‹W« TWt®.

 m) ïy¡»a	 M)	 cyf	 ï)	 üš	 <)	 bkhÊ [Éil: M) cyf]
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rÇah jtwh vd vGJf

1. bkhÊ	fhy¤â‰F	V‰g	khW»wJ.

 Éil:	 rÇ

2. vG¤JbkhÊ	fhy«	flªJ«	Ãiy¤J	Ã‰»wJ.

 Éil:	 rÇ

3. ngRgtÇ‹	fU¤â‰F	V‰g	cldo¢	brašgh£o‰F	cjîtJ	vG¤JbkhÊ.

 Éil:	 jtW

4. vG¤J	bkhÊÆš	clšbkhÊ¡F	thŒ¥ò	mâf«.

 Éil:	 jtW

5. ng¢RbkhÊ	áw¥ghf	mika¡	Fuš	V‰w¤jhœî	mtáa«.

 Éil:	 rÇ

Clf§fis tif¥gL¤Jf

 thbdhÈ,	bjhiy¡fh£á,	brŒâ¤jhŸ,	üšfŸ,	âiu¥gl«,	Ä‹dŠrš

t. v© vG¤JbkhÊ ng¢RbkhÊ

(i) brŒâ¤jhŸ thbdhÈ

(ii) üšfŸ bjhiy¡fh£á

(iii) Ä‹dŠrš âiu¥gl«

FWÉdh

1. bkhÊÆ‹ ïU tot§fŸ ahit?

(i)	 xU	bkhÊ	cÆ®¥nghL	thœtj‰F¥	ng¢RbkhÊ¤	njit¥gL»wJ.

(ii)	 fhy«	flªJ	thœtj‰F	vG¤JbkhÊ¤	njit¥gL»wJ.

(iii)	 vdnt	 ng¢RbkhÊ,	 vG¤JbkhÊ	 ï›ÉU	 tot§fS«	 bkhÊÆ‹	 ïU	

f©fshF«.

2. ng¢RbkhÊ v‹whš v‹d?

(i)	 thÆdhš ngr¥g£L¥	ãwuhš	nf£L	czu¥gLtJ	ng¢RbkhÊahF«.

(ii)	 bkhÊÆ‹	cÆ®	ehoahf	És§FtJ	ng¢RbkhÊna	v‹g®.

3. t£lhubkhÊ vd¥gLtJ ahJ?

(i)	 ng¢RbkhÊ	ïl¤â‰F	ïl«	khWgL«.

(ii)	 kÅj®fË‹	thœÉaš	NHY¡F	V‰gî«	khWgL«.

(ii)	 ï›thW	 khWgL«	 xnu	 bkhÊÆ‹	 bt›ntW	 tot§fis	 t£lhu	 bkhÊ	

v‹g®.
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áWÉdh

1. ng¢RbkhÊ¡F« vG¤JbkhÊ¡F« ïilna cŸs ntWghLfSŸ eh‹»id 
És¡Ff.

t. v© ng¢RbkhÊ vG¤JbkhÊ

(i) cyf	tH¡F	v‹g®. ïy¡»a	tH¡F	v‹g®.

(ii) brh‰fŸ	 bgU«ghY«	 FW»	

xÈ¡F«.

brh‰fŸ	KGikahf	vGj¥gL«.

(iii) cz®¢á¡	TWfŸ	mâf«. cz®¢á¡	TWfŸ	Fiwî.

(iv) clš	bkhÊí«	Fuš	

V‰w¤jhœî«	ïiztjhš	

m~J	vËikahf	fU¤ij	

cz®¤J»wJ.

clš	bkhÊ,	Fuš	V‰w¤	jhœî	

ngh‹wt‰¿‰F	ïlÄšiy.

2. »isbkhÊfŸ v›thW cUth»‹wd?

(i)	 xnu	bkhÊia¥	ngR«	k¡fŸ	bt›ntW	ïl§fËš	thœªJ	tU»‹wd®.

(ii)	 mt®fŸ	thG«	ïl¤â‹	Ãy	mik¥ò,	ïa‰if¤	 jilfŸ	 ngh‹wt‰¿‹	

fhuzkhf	ngR«	bkhÊÆš	á¿J	á¿J	kh‰w§fŸ	V‰gL«.

(iii)	 mt®fS¡F	 ïilnaahd	 bjhl®ò	 Fiwí«	 bghGJ	 ï«kh‰w§fŸ	

ÄFâah»¥	 òâa	 bkhÊahf¥	 ãÇí«.	 m›thW	 cUthF«	 òâa	 bkhÊfŸ	

`»isbkhÊfŸ'	vd¥gL«.

(iv)	 f‹dl«,	 bjY§F,	 kiyahs«	 KjÈa	 âuhÉl	 bkhÊfŸ	 jÄÊÈUªJ	

ãÇªJ	br‹w	»isbkhÊfŸ	MF«.

áªjid Édh

1. ïy¡»a§fŸ fhy« flªJ« mÊahkš thœtj‰F v‹d fhuz« v‹W 
fUJ»Ö®fŸ?

		 	 ïy¡F	 +	 ïa«	 =	 ïy¡»a«.	 ïy¡»a§fŸ	 e«	 thœit	 ts¥gL¤j,	

tÊfh£l¡Toa	xËÉs¡Ffshf¤	 âfœ»‹wd.	ïy¡»a§fŸ	e«	thœ¡if¡F	

tÊfh£L»‹wd.	 mw	 ïy¡»a§fŸ	 tH§F«	 m‰òjkhd	 fU¤Jfis¡	

fil¥ão¤jhš	e«	thœî	ãwuhš	ghuh£l¥gL«	j‹ikíilajhf	És§F«.

	 	 ïy¡»a§fŸ	 tH§F»‹w	 fU¤JfŸ	 	 v¡fhyK«	 Ãiy¤J	 Ã‰»‹w	

fUñykhf¤	 âfœ»‹wd.	 x›bthU	 ïy¡»aK«	 x›bthU	 c©ikia	

giwrh‰W»‹wd.	

	 	 kÂnkfiy	 gá¥ãÂ	 mf‰W«	 kh©ig	 vL¤Jiu¡»wJ.	 	 áy¥gâfhu«	

muáaš	ãiH¤njh®¡F	mw«	T‰whF«,	ciurhš	g¤âÅia	ca®ªnjh®	V¤Jt®,	

CœÉid	cU¤J	tªJ	C£L«	v‹w	c©ikfis	cy»‰F	vL¤Jiu¡»wJ.	

ï›thW	x›bthU	ïy¡»aK«	jU«	c©ikahd	fU¤Jfis¡	fil¥ão¤J	

eh«	thœÉ‹	c‹dj	Ãiyia	milnth«.	
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	 	 ïaš	 jÄœ,	ïir¤	 jÄœ,	 ehlf¤	 jÄœ	 v‹w	Ãiy	 flªJ	m¿Éaš	jÄœ,	

fÂÅ	 jÄœ,	 ïiza¤	 jÄœ,	 Clf¤	 jÄœ	 v‹W	 bkhÊ	 ts®ªJ	 bfh©nl	

tU»wJ.	ï¤jF	ts®¢á	jÄœbkhÊÆ‹	c¢rÃiy	ts®¢áia	neh¡»¢	brš»wJ	

v‹gij¡	fh£L»wJ.	gyüW	M©LfS¡F	K‰g£l	ïy¡»a§fŸ	vG¤J	toÉš	

ïU¥gjhšjh‹	e«khš	ï‹W«	go¡f	Ko»wJ.

f‰git f‰wã‹

1. c§fŸ å£oš ga‹gL¤J« ng¢R tH¡F¤ bjhl®fS¡F ïizahd 
vG¤JtH¡F¤ bjhl®fis  vGâ tUf.

 ng¢RbkhÊ :	m«kh	gá¡FJ	vd¡F¢	nrhW	ntQ«.

 vG¤JbkhÊ :	m«kh!	gá¡»wJ.	vd¡F¢	nrhW	nt©L«.

 ng¢RbkhÊ :	ešyh¢	rh¥£lh‹.

 vG¤JbkhÊ :	e‹whf¢	rh¥ã£lh‹.

 ng¢RbkhÊ :	ešyh	go¢rh‹.

 vG¤JbkhÊ :	e‹whf¥	go¤jh‹.

 ng¢RbkhÊ :	rªâah	rh¥£oah.

 vG¤JbkhÊ :	rªâah	rh¥ã£lhah.

 ng¢RbkhÊ :	å£L¥	ghl«	vGâ£oah.

 vG¤JbkhÊ :	å£L¥ghl«	vGâÉ£lhah.

2. ngR« nghJ áy neu§fËš brh‰fË‹ ïWâÆš cfu« nr®ªJ xÈ¥gJ c©L. 

‘M’ v‹D« vG¤J ïfukhf khWtJ« c©L. m›thW xÈ¡F« brh‰fis 

vGâ mt‰W¡F ïizahd vG¤J tH¡F¢ brh‰fisí« vGJf.

 vL¤J¡fh£L :

(i) brhšY	-	brhš		 	 (iv) tªâah	-	tªjhah?

(ii) ÉšY	-	Éš	 	 (v)  vGªâah	-	vGªjhah?

(iii) ÃšY	-	Ãš	 	 (vi)  rh¥£oah	-	rh¥ã£lhah?

TLjš Édh¡fŸ

rÇahd Éilia¤ nj®ªbjL¤J vGJf.

1. tÇtotkhf vGj¥g£L¥ go¡f¥gLtJ .................... bkhÊahF«.

 m)	 ng¢RbkhÊ	 	 	 M)	 vG¤JbkhÊ

	 ï)	 ïu£il	tH¡F	bkhÊ		 <)	 ïit	VJ«	ïšiy	

 [Éil: M) vG¤JbkhÊ]
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2. brhšiy xÈ¥gâš V‰gL« V‰w ïw¡f¤jhš bghUŸ ntWgL« v‹gij 
cz®¤J« ïy¡fz üš .......................

 m) e‹}š	 	 	 	 M)	 j©oay§fhu«

	 ï)	 òw¥bghUŸ	bt©gh		 <)	 bjhšfh¥ãa« [Éil: m) e‹}š]
3. ng¢RbkhÊÆš cz®¢á¡ TWfŸ.................

 m) mâfkhf	ïU¡F«	 	 M)	 Fiwthf	ïU¡F«

	 ï)	 msthf	ïU¡F«	 	 <)	 ïit	VJ«	ïšiy 
 [Éil: m) mâfkhf ïU¡F«]
Ãu¥òf :

1. ng¢RbkhÊÆ‹	áw¥ò¡	TWfŸ	.............

 [Éil: clšbkhÊ, xÈ¥gâš V‰w ïw¡f«]
2. ngr¥gL«	NHiy¥	bghU¤J¥	ng¢RbkhÊÆ‹	bghUŸ	..............

 [Éil: ntWgL«]
3. ng¢RbkhÊ	ïl¤â‰F	ïl«	........... [Éil: khWgL«]
4. NHY¡F	V‰wthW	khWgL«	 xnu	 bkhÊÆ‹	bt›ntW	tot§fis	 	 .........	

v‹g®. [Éil: t£lhu bkhÊ]
5. f‹dl«,	bjY§F,	kiyahs«	KjÈait		.........	bkhÊfshF«. 
 [Éil: »is]
ÉilaË :

1. ïu£il tH¡FbkhÊ v‹whš v‹d?

	 jÄÊš	 ng¢RbkhÊ¡F«	 vG¤J	 bkhÊ¡F«	 ïilna	 bgÇa	 msÉš	 ntWghL	

ïUªjhš,	jÄiH	ïu£il	tH¡F	bkhÊ	v‹g®.

2. ïu£il tH¡F bkhÊia bjhšfh¥ãa® v›thW F¿¥ãL»wh®?

	 ïu£il	 tH¡F	 bkhÊia	 bjhšfh¥ãa®	 cyf	 tH¡F,	 brŒíŸ	 tH¡F	 v‹W	

F¿¥ãL»wh®.

3. bkhÊÆ‹ Kjš Ãiy vit?

	 ngRtJ«	nf£gJ«	bkhÊÆ‹	Kjš	Ãiy	MF«.

4. ïu©lh« Ãiy v‹W bkhÊÆš vjid F¿¥ãL»‹nwh«?

	 go¤jš,	vGJjš	v‹git	bkhÊÆ‹	ïu©lh«	Ãiy	vd¡	F¿¥ãL»‹nwh«.

5. bkhÊ ïšiynaš kÅj rKjha« K‹nd‰w« milªâU¡fhJ ï¡T‰iw 
bkŒ¥ã¡f.

(i)	 bkhÊÆ‹	_ykhf	kÅj®fË‹	áªjid	xU	jiyKiwÆÈUªJ	mL¤j	

jiyKiw¡F¡	bfh©L	bršy¥gL»wJ.

(ii)	 bkhÊ	ïšiynaš	kÅj	rKjha«	ï‹W	milªâU¡F«	K‹nd‰w¤ij	

v£oÆU¡f	KoahJ	v‹gJ	K‰¿Y«	c©ikna.
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6. bkhÊfŸ gy njh‹w¡ fhuz§fŸ ahit?

(i)	 Mu«g	fhy¤âš	kÅj®fŸ	jÅ¤jÅ¡	FG¡fshf	thœªJ	tªjd®.

(ii)	 mt®fŸ	 j§fS¡FŸ	 jÅ¤jÅahd	 xÈ¡F¿pLfis	 cUth¡»¡	

bfh©ld®.

(iii)	 ïj‹	Éisthfnt	bkhÊfŸ	gy	njh‹¿d.

7. bkhÊia¥ g‰¿ K. tujuhrdh® TWtd ahit?

(i)	 `ngr¥gLtJ«	 nf£f¥gLtJnk	 c©ikahd	 bkhÊ;	 vGj¥gLtJ«	

go¡f¥gLtJ«	mL¤j	ÃiyÆš	it¤J¡	fUj¥gL«	bkhÊahF«.	ïitna	

m‹¿	ntWtif	bkhÊÃiyfS«	c©L.

(ii)	 v©z¥gLtJ,	Ãid¡f¥gLtJ,	fdî	fhz¥gLtJ	M»aití«	bkhÊna	

MF«	vd	K.	tujuhrdh®	bkhÊia¥	g‰¿	TW»wh®.

8. kÅj®fË‹ áªjidfŸ fhy« flªJ thœtj‰F fhuzkhf ïU¥gJ V‹?

(i)	 kÅj®fË‹	 áªjidfŸ	 fhy«	 flªJ	 thœtj‰F	 fhuzkhf	 ïU¥gJ	

vG¤J	bkhÊna.

(ii)	 neÇš	fhz	ïayhj	ÃiyÆš	brŒâia¤	bjÇÉ¡f	vG¤JbkhÊ	cjî»wJ.

9. bkhÊÆ‹ cÆ®ehoahf És§FtJ vJ? V‹?

(i)	 bkhÊÆ‹	cÆ®ehoahf	És§FtJ	ng¢RbkhÊna.

(ii)	 ng¢RbkhÊ	cz®îfis	vËjhf	btË¥gL¤J«.

(iii)	 mJ	fU¤ij	btË¥gL¤Jtij	k£Lnk	neh¡fkhf¡	bfh©lJ.

(iv)	 ngRgtÇ‹	 clšbkhÊí«	 xÈ¥gâš	 V‰w	 ïw¡f«	 M»aití«	

ng¢RbkhÊÆ‹	áw¥ò¡TWfŸ	MF«.

10. t£lhu bkhÊ¡F¢ rh‹W jUf.

(i)	 ng¢RbkhÊ	ïl¤â‰F	ïl«	khWgL«.

(ii)	 kÅj®fË‹	thœÉaš	NHY¡F	V‰gî«	khWgL«.

(iii)	 ï›thW	 khWgL«	 xnu	 bkhÊÆ‹	 bt›ntW	 tot§fis	 t£lhu	 bkhÊ	

v‹g®.

 vL¤J¡fh£L :

	 `ïU¡»wJ’	 v‹D«	brhš	 `ïU¡F’,	 `ïU¡FJ’	 `ÑJ’	 v‹W	jÄHf¤â‹	x›bthU	

gFâÆY«	x›bthU	tifahf¥	ngr¥gL»wJ.
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ÉÇthd«1 brhytilfŸ
(bgh«kyh£l«)

kâ¥ÕL

1. ghl¥gFâ bgh«kyh£l¡ fh£áfis¢ áWfijahf vGJf.

MS¡F xU ntiy (bgh«kyh£l«)

(áWfij)

  bgh«kyh£l«	 xU	 fiy,	 fij	 x‹iw¤	 nj®ªbjL¤J	 ã‹dÂÆš	 fij	

khªj®fis	ngr	É£L	fij	brhšy¤	bjhl§Ft®.	fij	ÉWÉW¥ghf	br‹W	xU	

f£l¤âš	r£bl‹W	Koí«.	ï¡fh£áia¥	gh®¤J	áWt®	Kjš	bgÇat®	tiu	gh®¤J	

k»œt®.	ïnjh	bkšÈa	xoryhd	njf«	bfh©l	eL¤ju	taJ¡fhu®	bgh«kyh£l«	

_y«	fijbah‹iw	brhšÈ	mr¤J»wh®.	mªj¡	fijia	ehK«	nf£nghnk!

	 	 bgh«kyh£l«	 gh®¡f	 tªjt®fis	 ïU	 fu«	T¥ã	 tz§»	 fij	 ehafid	

m¿Kf«	brŒ»wh®	fij	brhšÈ.

	 	 gŸË¡Tl«	 nghfhkny	 ghl§fis	 go¡fhkny	 Ciu¢	 R‰W»wh‹	 iga‹.	

mt§f	m«kh	v›tsnth	brhšÈí«	mt‹	nf£fy.

	 	 “miz	cilŠR	nghd	btŸs«	mGjhY«	tuhJ.	ï¥g	Ú	rÇah	go¡fy‹dh	

thœ¡ifÆny	K‹ndw	KoahJ.	xG§fh¥	gŸË¡Tl«	nghÆ	go¡»w	ntiyia¥	

ghU”	v‹»wh®	m¥gh.	“go¡»wbjšyh«	vd¡F¥	ão¡fhJ”	Kf¤âš	miwªjh‰	

nghš	ngR»wh‹	e«	fijehaf‹.	m¥gh	r¤j«	nghL»wh®,	r¤j«	nf£L	m«kh	

btËna	 tuh§f,	 “uhrh,	 ciH¡»w	 khLjh‹	 CU¡FŸns	 ÉiynghF«.	 Ú	

go¡fy‹dh	C®y	ahU«	kâ¡fkh£l§f.	mjdhy	Ú	gŸË¡Tl«	nghÆ	ešyh¥	

go¢R¡f”	-	ïJ	m«khÉ‹	cgnjr«.

	 	 ntW	 tÊÆšyhk	 iga‹	 gŸË¡Tl«	 ngh»wh‹.	 mtD¡F	 go¥gâš	

eh£lÄšiy,	Éisahl	ahuhtJ	»il¥gh§fsh‹D	gh®¡Fwh‹.	m§nf	vW«ò	

x‹Q	 nghŒ»£L	 ïU¡F,	 “vW«ng!	 vW«ng!	 v‹	 Tl	 Éisahl	 t®¿ah?”	 -	

v‹wh‹	iga‹.	 “Flš	TG¡F	mGîjh«	bfh©il	óî¡F	mGîjh«	vd¡F	

beiwa	 ntiy	 »l¡F.	 eh‹	 »s«ònw‹.”	 Ú	mnjh	 gw¡Fnj	mªj¤	 njÜTl¥	

nghŒ	ÉisahL.	

	 	 “njÜ	!	njÜ	!	Ú	v‹	Tl	Éisahl	t®¿ah?	v‹wh‹	iga‹”	“cd¡F¤jh‹	

ntiy	ïšiy,	vd¡Fkh	ntiy	ïšiy.	nghngh	eh‹	nj‹	vL¡fD«”	gwªJ	

nghdJ	njÜ.	iga‹	bfhŠr«	öu«	el¡»wh‹.	bghâkhL	x‹iw¥	gh®¡»wh‹.

	 	 “khnl!	 khnl!	 R«khjhnd	 ïU¡nf!	 v‹	 Tl	 Éisahl	 t®¿ah?”	 v‹wh‹	

iga‹.

	 	 “vd¡F	 ntiy	 ïU¡F	 mªj	 Mikia	 nghŒghU	 v‹wJ	 bghâkhL”.	

“Mikna!	Mikna!	v‹	Tl	Éisahl	t®¿ah?”	vd¡	nf£lh‹	iga‹.

	 	 “Kanyhl	ngh£o	t¢áU¡nf‹.	vd¡F	c‹Tl	Éisahl	neuÄšny	Ú	mªj	

Kaiy¥	nghŒ	ghU”	v‹wJ	Mik.

	 	 Kaiy	Éisahl	miH¤jh‹.	KaY«	Éisahl	kW¤jJ.
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	 	 filáÆš	F£o¢RtÇš	v»¿	Fâ¤jh‹	iga‹.	F£o¢	RtÇš	ïUªJ	vW«ò,	

ó¢á	všyh«	nfhg¤njhL	mt‹	ifÆš	fhšy	V¿	eW¡F	eW¡bf‹W	fo¤jd.	

mŸSwt‹	 g¡f¤Jy	 ïUªjhY«	 »ŸSwt‹	 g¡f¤Jy	 ïU¡f¡	 TlhJ‹D	

mªj¥	iga‹	tÈbghW¡f	Koahkš	f¤â¡	bfh©nl	XLwh‹.

	 	 m«khit¥	gh®¤J	“ïªj	cyf¤âny	všyhU«	mt§f	mt§f	ntiyia¥	

gh¡Fwh§f	<,	vW«ò	Tl¢	R«kh	ïšyhk	ntiy	brŒíJf.	vd¡F	ï¥g¤jh‹	

ò¤â	tªjJ”	v‹wh‹	iga‹.

	 	 m«kh	Mdªj¡	f©Ù®	áªâdhŸ	kfÅ‹	kd	kh‰w¤â‰fhf.

f‰git f‰wã‹

1. c§fŸ gFâÆš tH§» tU« brhytilfis¤ bjhF¤J tUf.

(i)	 btis¢rY¡F«	btŸsh£L¡F«	b#‹k¥	gif§»w	khâÇ	go¡fhj	igaid	

nghuho¤jh‹	go¡f	it¡fQ«.

(ii)  mil	kiHÉ£lhY«	bro	kiH	ÉlhJ§»w	khâÇ	go¡fydh	m¥ghÉ£lhY«	

m«kh	Él	kh£lh§f.

(iii)  fGij¡F¤	bjÇíkh	f‰óu	thrid?

(iv)  ``m¥g‹	FâU¡FŸs	ïšy.''

2. ghl¥gFâÆš ïl«bg‰WŸs brhytilfËš vitnaD« Iªjid¤ 
nj®ªbjL¤J¢ brh‰bwhl®fËš mik¤J vGJf.

(i)	 F¤J¡fšY¡F¡	FËuh	btÆyh	v‹gJ	nghš	v‹	e©g‹	vij¥	g‰¿í«	

ftiy¥glhkš	thœªJ	tªjh‹.

(ii)	 j£o¥ngh£l	buh£o¡F¥	òu£o¥	nghl	MS	ïšny	v‹gJ	nghy	tWikÆny	

thL»wt§fS¡F	if	bfhL¡f	MŸ	ïšyhkš	â©lhLth§f.

(iii)	 mfÊÆš	ÉGªj	Kjiy¡F	mJnt	 brh®¡f«D	 brhšYw	 khâÇ	 ÃHÈš	

gL¤J	ö§»djhy	MikÆl«	njh‰W	ngh¢rh«	KaY!

(iv)	 MÆu«fy«	 bešY¡F	 xU	 mªJ¥ó¢á	 nghJ«	 ciH¡»wt‹	 k¤âÆny	

cjth¡fiu	xU¤j‹	ïUªjhš	mªj¡	T£lnk	bf£LÉL«.

(v)	 ò©Q¡F	kUªJ	nghl	Koí«	òothj¤J¡F	kUªJ	nghl	Koíkh?	å©	

Éj©lhthj«	brŒ»wtÅl«	ngá	b#Æ¡f	KoahJ.

TLjš Édh¡fŸ

Ãu¥òf :

1. ciH¡»w	khLjh‹	CU¡FŸs	.........	nghF«.	 [Éil: Éiy]
2. milkiH	É£lhY«	.............	kiH	ÉlhJ.	 [Éil: bro]
3. MÆu«	fy«	bešY¡F	xU	..............	ó¢á	nghJ«. [Éil: mªJ¥ó¢á]
4. gho¥gho¡	F¤âdhY«	................	mÇá	MFkh? [Éil: gjU]
5. mâumo¢rh	...........	Éisí«. [Éil: câu]
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F‰¿aYfu«, F‰¿aÈfu«1
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Ñœ¡fhQ« brh‰fis¡ F‰¿aYfu tifÆ‹ mo¥gilÆš tif¥gL¤Jf.

	 MW,	v~F,	fU«ò,	ÉwF,	cH¡F,	v£L,	VL,	gªJ,	fhR,	bfhŒJ.

beoš 

bjhl®

MŒj¤ 

bjhl®

cÆ®¤ 

bjhl®

t‹bjhl® bk‹ 

bjhl®

ïil¤ 

bjhl®

MW

fhR

VL

v~F ÉwF cH¡F	

v£L

gªJ

fU«ò

bfhŒJ

bghUªjhj brh‰fis vL¤J vGJf

1. gR,	ÉL,	MW,	fU	-	fU

2. 	gh¡F,	gŠR,	gh£L,	g¤J	-	gŠR

3. MW,	khR,	ghF,	mJ	-	mJ

4. 	muR,	vŒJ,	_œF,	kh®ò	-	muR

5. g©ò,	kŠR,	f©L,	v~F	-	v~F

FWÉdh

1. ‘F‰¿aYfu«’ v‹D« brhšiy¥ ãÇ¤J És¡f« jUf.

	 FWik	+	ïaš	+	cfu«	-	F‰¿aYfu«.	tšÈd	vG¤J¡fŸ	M¿‹	ÛJ«	V¿	

(nr®ªJ)	tU«	cfu«	jd¡F	cÇa	xU	kh¤âiu	msÉÈUªJ	miu	kh¤âiuahf¡	

FiwªJ	xÈ¡F«.	ïj‰F¡	F‰¿aYfu«	v‹W	bga®.

 vL¤J¡fh£L:	fhR,	v~F,	gaW,	gh£L,	gªJ,	rhšò.

2. F‰¿aÈfu« v‹whš v‹d?

(i) FWik	+	ïaš	+	ïfu«	=	F‰¿aÈfu«.

(ii) tuF	+		ahJ	=	tu»ahJ.

(iii) F‰¿aYfu¢	 brh‰fË‹	 K‹	 ahJ	 v‹D«	 brhš	 tUbkhÊahf	 tªJ	

nrU«	nghJ,	ÃiybkhÊp‰W	 'c'	fu«	ïfukhf¤	âÇªJ	j‹	xU	kh¤âiu	

msÉÈUªJ	FiwªJ	miu	kh¤âiu	msÉš	xÈ¡F«.	ïJ	'F‰¿aÈfu«'	

vd¥gL«.
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1. x‹W Kjš g¤J tiuíŸs v©Q¥ bga®fis¥ g£oaÈ£L vGJ§fŸ; 
mt‰¿š F‰¿aYfu¢ brh‰fis vL¤J vGJ§fŸ.

1. x‹W			 	 2.   ïu©L	

3.  _‹W		 	 4.			eh‹F	

5. IªJ		 	 6.   MW	

7. VG		 	 8.    v£L		 	

9.	 x‹gJ		  10.  g¤J

 F‰¿aYfu¢ brh‰fŸ : 

1. x‹W	 -	bk‹bjhl®¡	F‰¿aYfu«	 	

2.				ïu©L	 -	bk‹bjhl®¡	F‰¿aYfu«	

3.  _‹W		 -	bk‹bjhl®¡	F‰¿aYfu«	  

4.				eh‹F		 -	bk‹bjhl®¡	F‰¿aYfu«	

5. IªJ		 -	bk‹bjhl®¡	F‰¿aYfu«	 	

6.    MW	 -	beošbjhl®¡	F‰¿aYfu«

7.     v£L	 -	t‹bjhl®¡	F‰¿aYfu«	

8.				x‹gJ	 -	cÆ®¤bjhl®¡	F‰¿aYfu«

9.   g¤J	 -	t‹bjhl®¡	F‰¿aYfu«

2. F‰¿aYfu v©Q¥ bga®fis¡ F‰¿aYfu tifÆ‹ mo¥gilÆš 
tif¥gL¤Jf.

x‹W,	ïu©L,	_‹W,	eh‹F,	IªJ,	MW,	VG,	v£L,		x‹gJ,	g¤J

1. beoš	bjhl®¡	F‰¿aYfu«		 -	MW

2.   cÆ®	bjhl®¡	F‰¿aYf«	 -	x‹gJ

3.  t‹bjhl®¡	F‰¿aYfu«	 -	v£L,	g¤J

5. bk‹bjhl®¡	F‰¿aYfu«	 -	x‹W,	ïu©L,	_‹W,	eh‹F,	IªJ

3. F‰¿aYfu v©Q¥ bga®fË‹ kh¤âiu msit¡ f©Lãoí§fŸ.
1.	 x‹W		 -	1 + ½ + ½  = 2  

2.	 ïu©L		 - 1 + 1 + ½ + ½ = 3
3.  _‹W		 -	2 + ½ + ½  = 3 

4.	 eh‹F		 -	2 + ½ + ½  = 3
5. IªJ		 -	2 + ½ + ½  = 3    

6.	 MW		 -	2 + ½  = 2½  

7.  v£L		 -	2 + ½ + ½  = 3   

8.	 x‹gJ		 -	1 + ½ + 1 + ½ = 3 

9. g¤J		 -	1 + ½ + ½  = 2 
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4. F, R, L, J, W M»a F‰¿aYfu¤âij ïWâahf¡ bfh©l <buG¤J¢ 
brh‰fis¤ âu£Lf. 

ghF fhR gh£L gªJ gaW

gh¡F khR ghL fhJ g‰W

MF öR khL khJ khW

TLjš Édh¡fŸ

rÇahd Éilia¤ nj®ªbjL¤J vGJf:  

1. F¿š vG¤Jfis¡ F¿¡f ............. v‹w mir¢ brhšiy¥ ga‹gL¤J»nwh«.

 m)	 fu«	 M)	 fh‹	 ï)	 nfd«	 <)	 nfhil	 	 [Éil: m) fu«]
2. beoš vG¤Jfis¡ F¿¡f ........... v‹w mir¢  brhšiy¥  ga‹gL¤J»nwh«.

 m)	 nfd«	 M)	 fu«	 ï)	 fh‹	 <)	 nfhil	 [Éil: ï) fh‹]
3. F‰¿aYfu« jd¡F K‹ cŸs vG¤ij¡ bfh©L ............... tifahf¥ 

ãÇ¡f¥gL«.

 m)	 3	 	 M)	 5	 ï)	 6		 <) 1 [Éil: ï) 6]
4. jÅ beoiy¤ bjhl®ªJ tU« F‰¿aYfu« .............. 

 m)	 beoš	bjhl®¡	F‰¿aYfu«	 	 	 M)	cÆ®¤bjhl®¡	F‰¿aYfu«

	 ï)	 ïil¤bjhl®	F‰¿aYfu«	 	 	 <)	 bk‹bjhl®¡	F‰¿aYfu«

 [Éil: m) beoš bjhl®¡ F‰¿aYfu«]
5. <buG¤J¢ brh‰fshf k£L« mikí« F‰¿aYfu« vJ?

 m)	 bk‹bjhl®¡	F‰¿aYfu«	 	 	 M)	beošbjhl®¡	F‰¿aYfu«

	 ï)	 ïil¤bjhl®	F‰¿aYfu«	 	 	 <)	 cÆ®bjhl®¡	F‰¿aYfu«

 [Éil: M) beoš bjhl®¡ F‰¿aYfu«]
6. jÅbeoš mšyhj cÆ®bkŒ vG¤ij¤ bjhl®ªJ tU« F‰¿aYfu« ................

 m)	 cÆ®¤bjhl®¡	F‰¿aYfu«	 	 	 M)	t‹bjhl®¡	F‰¿aYfu«

	 ï)	 beošbjhl®¡	F‰¿aYfu«	 	 	 <)	 ïil¤bjhl®	F‰¿aYfu«	

 [Éil: m) cÆ®¤bjhl®¡ F‰¿aYfu«]
7. j‹ xU kh¤âiu msÉš ïUªJ FW» xÈ¡F« ïfu« ............... vd¥gL«.

 m)	 F‰¿aYfu«	 	 M)	 F‰¿aÈfu«

	 ï)	 K‰¿aYfu«	 	 <)	 Ifhu¡FW¡f«	 [Éil: M) F‰¿aÈfu«]

8. F‰¿aÈfu«  ............... ïl§fËš k£L« tU«.

 m)	 ïu©L	 M)	 _‹W	 ï)	 IªJ	 <)	 MW	 [Éil: m) ïu©L]
9. `Äah’  v‹gJ X® mir¢brhš. ï¢brhšÈš tU« ̀ Ä’Æš cŸs ïfu« ............... 

 m)	 F‰¿aÈfu«	 	 M)	 F‰¿aYfu«

	 ï)	 K‰¿aYfu«	 	 <)	 kfu¡FW¡f«	 [Éil: m) F‰¿aÈfu«]
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1. rhšò	-	ïJ ..............	MF«.		 [Éil: ïil¤bjhl®¡ F‰¿aYfu«]
2. fÆW	-	ïJ	...............	MF«.	 [Éil: cÆ®¤bjhl®¡ F‰¿aYfu«]
3. ..........	v‹D«	vG¤ij¤	bjhl®ªJ	tU«	F‰¿aYfu¢	brh‰fŸ	ïšiy.

 [Éil: ›]
bghU¤Jf :

1. ghL	 -		 m)	 MŒj¤bjhl®¡	F‰¿aYfu«

2. m~J		 -		 M)		cÆ®¤bjhl®¡	F‰¿aYfu«

3. tuyhW	 -		 ï)		 t‹bjhl®¡	F‰¿aYfu«

4. gh£L	 -		 <)		 beošbjhl®¡	F‰¿aYfu«

5. khR	 -		 c)		 t‹bjhl®¡	F‰¿aYfu«

6. kŠR	 -		 C)		ïil¤bjhl®¡	F‰¿aYfu«

7. _œF	 -		 v)		 beošbjhl®¡	F‰¿aYfu«

8. g¤J	 -		 V)		 bk‹bjhl®¡	F‰¿aYfu«

  [Éil: 1-<), 2- m), 3-M), 4-ï), 5 - v), 6 -V), 7- C), 8 - c)]
ÉilaË :

1. Kjš vG¤J v‹whš v‹d?
	 cÆ®	vG¤JfŸ	g‹Åu©L«,	bkŒ	vG¤JfŸ	gâbd£L«	Mf	K¥gJ	vG¤JfS«	

Kjš	vG¤JfŸ	vd¥gL«.

2. rh®bgG¤J v¤jid tif¥gL«? mit ahit?
	 rh®bgG¤J	g¤J	tif¥gL«.

	 mit	 cÆ®bkŒ,	 MŒj«,	 cÆusbgil,	 x‰wsbgil,	 F‰¿aYfu«,	

F‰¿aÈfu«,	 Ifhu¡FW¡f«,	 xsfhu¡FW¡f«,	 kfu¡FW¡f«,	MŒj¡FW¡f«	

v‹gdthF«.

3. K‰¿aYfu« v‹whš v‹d?

(i)	 jÅ¡F¿š	vG¤ij	mL¤J	tU«	tšÈd	cfu§fŸ	xU	kh¤âiu	msî¡F	

KGikahf	xÈ¡F«.

(ii)	 tšÈd«	mšyhj	cfu§fŸ	v¥nghJ«	KGikahfnt	xÈ¡F«.

(iii)	 ï›thW	 Xir	 Fiwahkš	 xU	 kh¤âiu	 msÉš	 KGikahf	 xÈ¥gij	

K‰¿aYfu«	v‹g®.

 vL¤J¡fh£L:	òF,	gR,	ÉL,	mJ,	tW

4. F‰¿aYfu¤â‹ tiffis¥ g‰¿ TWf.
	 F‰¿aYfu«	MW	tif¥gL«.	mit,

(i)	 beošbjhl®¡	F‰¿aYfu«

(ii)	 MŒj¤bjhl®¡	F‰¿aYfu«

(iii)	 cÆ®¤bjhl®¡	F‰¿aYfu«
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(iv)	 t‹bjhl®¡	F‰¿aYfu«

(v)	 bk‹bjhl®¡	F‰¿aYfu«

(vi)	 ïil¤bjhl®¡	F‰¿aYfu«

5. beošbjhl®¡ F‰¿aYfu« rh‹Wl‹ És¡Ff.

(i)	 jÅ	 beoiy¤	 bjhl®ªJ	tU«	F‰¿aYfu«	 ‘beošbjhl®¡	 F‰¿aYfu«’	

vd¥gL«.

(ii)	 ïit	<buG¤J¢	brh‰fshf	k£L«	mikí«.

 vL¤J¡fh£L:	ghF,	khR,	ghL,	fhJ

6. MŒj¤bjhl®¡ F‰¿aYfu« rh‹Wl‹ És¡Ff.

	 MŒj¤	 vG¤ij¤	bjhl®ªJ	tU«	F‰¿aYfu«	MŒj¤	bjhl®¡	F‰¿aYfu«	

vd¥gL«.

 vL¤J¡fh£L:	v~F,	m~J.

7. cÆ®¤bjhl®¡ F‰¿aYfu« rh‹Wl‹ És¡Ff.

	 jÅbeoš	 mšyhj	 cÆ®bkŒ	 vG¤ij¤	 bjhl®ªJ	 tU«	 F‰¿aYfu«	

cÆ®¤bjhl®¡	F‰¿aYfu«	vd¥gL«.

 vL¤J¡fh£L: 

	 muR	(u	-	®	+	m),	fÆW	(Æ	-	Œ+ï),	x‹gJ	(g	-	¥+m),	tuyhW	(yh	-	š	+	M)

8. t‹bjhl®¡ F‰¿aYfu« rh‹Wl‹ És¡Ff.

	 tšÈd	 (¡,	 ¢,	 £,	 ¤,	 ¥,	 ‰)	 bkŒ	 vG¤Jfis¤	 bjhl®ªJ	 tU«	 F‰¿aYfu«	 

t‹	bjhl®¡	F‰¿aYfu«	vd¥gL«.

 vL¤J¡fh£L:	gh¡F,	ng¢R,	gh£L,	g¤J,	c¥ò,	g‰W

9. bk‹bjhl®¡ F‰¿aYfu« rh‹Wl‹ És¡Ff.

	 bkšÈd	(§,	Š,	©,	ª,	«,	‹)	bkŒ	vG¤Jfis¤	bjhl®ªJ	tU«	F‰¿aYfu«	

bk‹bjhl®¡	F‰¿aYfu«	vd¥gL«.

 vL¤J¡fh£L:	g§F,	kŠR,	g©ò,	gªJ,	m«ò,	f‹W.

10. ïil¤bjhl®¡ F‰¿aYfu« rh‹Wl‹ És¡Ff.

	 ïilÆd	 (Œ,	 ®,	š,	›,	œ,	‹)	bkŒ	vG¤Jfis¤	bjhl®ªJ	tU«	F‰¿aYfu«	

ïil¤bjhl®¡	F‰¿aYfu«	vd¥gL«.

 vL¤J¡fh£L:	vŒJ,	kh®ò,	rhšò,	_œF.

11. jÅ¡F¿š vG¤ij mL¤J tU« tšÈd cfu§fŸ xU kh¤âiu msî¡F 
KGikahf xÈ¡Fkh?

	 jÅ¡F¿š	 vG¤ij	 mL¤J	 tU«	 tšÈd	 cfu§fŸ	 xU	 kh¤âiu	 msî¡F	

KGikahf	xÈ¡F«.

12. Xir Fiwahkš xU kh¤âiu msÉš KGikahf xÈ¥gJ vJ?

	 Xir	Fiwahkš	xU	kh¤âiu	msÉš	KGikahf	xÈ¥gJ	K‰¿aYfu«.

 vL¤J¡fh£L :	òF,	gR,	ÉL,	mJ,	tW.
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nf£f :

1. jÄÊ‹ áw¥ig¥ g‰¿a m¿P®fË‹ brh‰bghÊîfis¡ nf£L k»œf.
 ca®âU. r.ghy‹ mt®fË‹ brh‰bghÊî:

(i)	 Äf	Äf	ca®ªj	bkhÊ	jÄœbkhÊ.

(ii)	 ngu¿P®fŸ	gy®	j§fŸ	üšfŸ	thÆyhf	jÄœbkhÊÆ‹	áw¥ig	ÉÇthf	

vL¤Jiu¤JŸsd®.	

(iii)	 “ahk¿ªj	 bkhÊfËny	 jÄœbkhÊ	 nghš	 ïÅjhtJ	 v§F«	 fhnzh«”	

v‹wh®	kfhfÉ	ghuâah®.

(iv)	 “f«gid	 nghš	 tŸStiu¥	 nghš	 ïs§nfhit¥	 nghš	 óÄjÅš	

ah§‡Dnk	ãwªjJ	ïšiy”	v‹wh®	ghuâah®.

(v)	 bgUik	Ä¡f	üšfS«	m¿P®fS«	áw¥ã¤J	ghoa	jÄœ	cyf	msÉny	

Äf¢	áwªj	xU	bkhÊahf¥	ngh‰w¥gL»‹wJ.

(vi)	 br«bkhÊ	 v‹whš	 ãwbkhÊfË‹	 jh¡f«	 ïšyhkY«	 áy	 bkhÊfS¡F	

jhahfî«	ïy¡fz	ïy¡»a	tsKilajhfî«	ïU¡f	nt©L«.

(vii)	 f‹dl«,	kiyahs«,	bjY§F	M»at‰¿‰F	jhŒbkhÊahf	ïU¡»wJ	e«	

jÄœbkhÊ.

(viii)	jÄÊ‹	 bgUikia	 És¡F«	 t©z«	m¿P®fŸ	 gy®	üšfis	 vGâ	

btËÆ£LŸsh®fŸ.

 fÉ¡nfh m¥JšuFkhÅ‹ ciu :

(i)	 jÄœbkhÊ	ngRtj‰F	mâf«	_¢R	Élnt©oaJ	ïšiy.

(ii)	 jÄœ	cyf¤ânyna	ca®ªjbkhÊ.

(iii)	 Mâ	bkhÊ	bjh‹ik	bkhÊ	jÄœ	bkhÊahF«.

(iv)	 ïu©L	ehLfË‹	murh§fbkhÊ	$y§fh,	á§f¥ó®.

(v)	 knyáahÉš	xnu	fšÉbkhÊ.

(vi)	 br«bkhÊfËš	 KGikahd	 ïy¡fz	 tot«	 bfh©lJ	 jÄœbkhÊ	
bjhšfh¥ãa«.

Ñœ¡fhQ« jiy¥òfËš ïu©L ÃÄl« ngRf

1. eh‹ m¿ªj gHbkhÊfŸ

	 	 tz¡f«!	 m‹id¤	 jÄÊš	 tz§F»nw‹!	 eh‹	 m¿ªj	 gHbkhÊfis¥	

g‰¿	ï§F	ngr	tªJŸns‹.

1. Ka‰á âUÉidah¡F« :

  gHbkhÊ És¡f« : Ka‰áia¡	 ifÉlhkš	 bjhl®ªJ	 vªjbthU	
braiyí«	 brŒJ	 tªjhš	 thœÉš	 ca®î	 milayh«	 v‹gnj	

ï¥gHbkhÊÆ‹	És¡f«.	 ‘á¤âuK«	if¥gH¡f«,	 brªjÄG«	eh¥gH¡f«’	

v‹gij	 cz®ªJ	 bjhl®ªJ	 Ka‰á	 brŒjhš	 thœÉš	 bt‰¿	 bgwyh«	

v‹gnj	ï¥gHbkhÊ	cz®¤J«	Úâ.
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2. ïsikÆš fš :

 gHbkhÊ És¡f« : kÅj	thœÉš	fšÉ	ï‹¿aikahjJ.	Mdhš	f‰f	

nt©oa	ïs«	taâš	fšÉ	f‰f	nt©L«.	ïsikÆš	k£Lnk	fšÉia	

f‰f	Koí«,	f‰f	nt©L«	v‹gJ	ï¥gHbkhÊÆ‹	ÚâahF«.

3.  fh‰WŸsnghnj ö‰¿¡bfhŸ :

 gHbkhÊ És¡f« : thœ¡ifÆš	 bt‰¿	 bgw	 Ãid¥gt®fŸ	 mj‰fhd	

rªj®¥g«	»il¡F«nghJ	mªj	rªj®¥gij	jtwÉlhkš	ga‹gL¤â	bt‰¿	

bgw	nt©L«.	

4.  c¥ã£ltiu cŸssî« Ãid :

 gHbkhÊ És¡f« : eh«	 gáahš	thoa	 bghGJ	 ek¡F	cztË¤jtiu	

v‹Wnk	kw¡f¡TlhJ.	e«Kila	cŸs¤âš	v‹Wnk	mt®fis	Ãid¡f	

nt©L«.	

5.  f‰wJ if«k© msî fšyhjJ cyfsî  : 

 gHbkhÊ És¡f«  :  vd¡F	všyh«	bjÇí«	v‹W	brU¡F	bfhŸs¡TlhJ.	

VbdÅš	 eh«	 f‰W¡	 bfh©lJ	 ekJ	 ifÆid¥	 ngh‹w	 á¿a	 msnt.	

fšyhjJ	 cyfsî	 cŸsJ	 v‹gnj	 ï¥gHbkhÊÆ‹	 És¡f«.	 všyh«	

bjÇí«	 v‹w	 brU¡F	 xUtD¡F	 ïU¡f¡TlhJ	 v‹gij	 cz®¤Jtnj	

ï¥gHbkhÊÆ‹	ÚâahF«.

brh‰fis vL¤J vGJf

bfhL¡f¥g£LŸs Édh¡fS¡F V‰g¤ bjhlÇš mG¤j« ju nt©oa brh‰fis 

vL¤J vGJf.
nfhij fÉijia¥ go¤jhŸ.

Édh mG¤j« junt©oa brhš

nfhij vij¥ go¤jhŸ? vij¥

fÉijia¥ go¤jJ ah®? ah®

nfhij fÉijia v‹d brŒjhŸ? v‹d

m¿ªJ ga‹gL¤Jnth«

âiz	ïu©L	tif¥gL«.	mit,	1.	ca®âiz,	2.	m~¿iz

MW	m¿îila	kÅj®fis	ca®âiz	v‹g®.

	gwitfŸ,	Éy§»d§fŸ,	jhtu§fŸ	k‰W«	cÆu‰w	bghUŸfis	m~¿iz 

v‹g®.
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gl¤â‰F bghU¤jkhd âizia vGJf

    
ca®âiz   m~¿iz   ca®âiz

Ñœ¡fhQ« brh‰fis ca®âiz, m~¿iz vd tif¥gL¤Jf

taš, K»y‹, Fâiu, fašÉÊ, jiyÉ, flš, MáÇa®, ò¤jf«, Rujh, ku«

ca®âiz m~¿iz

Rujh,	K»y‹,	faštÊ,	jiyÉ,	MáÇa® taš,	Fâiu,	flš,	ò¤jf«,	ku«

bfhL¡f¥g£LŸs F¿¥òfis¡ bfh©L f£Liu vGJf

jhŒbkhÊ¥ g‰W

 (K‹Diu	-	bkhÊ	g‰¿a	És¡f«	-	jhŒbkhÊ	-	jhŒbkhÊ¥	g‰W	-	jhŒbkhÊ¥	

g‰W¡	bfh©l	rh‹nwh®		-	rhJt‹	tuyhW	-	ekJ	flik	-	Koîiu)

 K‹Diu: 

	 	 m‹id¤	jÄœ!	ï‹g¤	jÄœ!	ïÅa	jÄœ!	igªjÄœ!	brªjÄœ!	vd	gythW	

ngh‰¿¥	ngR«	e«	jhŒ	bkhÊah«	jÄœ	bkhÊ	g‰¿	ï¡f£LiuÆš	MŒtnj	e«	

ÓÇa	neh¡fkhF«.

 bkhÊg‰¿a És¡f«: 

	 	 kÅj‹		j‹		v©z§fis		kÅj		cz®¢áfis		ãwU¡F		btË¥gL¤Jtj‰fhf	

mtdhš	 cUth¡f¥g£lnj	 bkhÊahF«.	 thÆdhš	 ngr¥g£L¥	 ãwuhš	 nf£L	

czu¥gLtJ	 ng¢R	 bkhÊahF«.	 f©zhš	 f©L	 czUkhW	 tÇtotkhf	

vGj¥g£L	go¡f¥gLtJ	vG¤JbkhÊahF«.

 jhŒbkhÊ: 

	 	 mtut®	jhŒ	bkhÊna	mtut®¡F	ca®thF«.	jÄœ	bkhÊia¤	jhŒbkhÊahf¡	

bfh©l	 x›bthUtU«	 jÄÊ‹	 bgUikia,	 mj‹	 bjh‹ikia	 f£lhakhf	

m¿ªâU¡f	 nt©L«.	 jhŒbkhÊ	 _y«	 fšÉ	 f‰whš	 cz®¢áí«	 cz®î«	

xU	 nru	 kÅj	 ïd¤âid	 ca®ªj	 Ãiy¡F	 ï£L¢	 bršY«	 v‹gâš	 á¿J«	

IaÄšiy.

 jhŒbkhÊ¥ g‰W: 

	 	 j‹ÅfÇšyhj	 jÄœ	 v‹W«	 “ïUªjÄnH	 c‹dhš	 ïUªnj‹	 ïiknah®	

ÉUªjÄœj«	v‹whY«	nt©nl‹”	-	(jÄœÉL	öJ)

	 `jÄG¡F«	mKbj‹W	ng®'	v‹W«	ghuâjhr‹	igªjÄœ	ïÅikia	ngh‰¿¥	

ghL»wh®.	v©z‰w	nt®¢	brh‰fshš	òâa	òâa	brh‰fis	M¡»¡	bfhŸS«	

âw‹	gil¤jJ,	jÄœ.

 jÄÊ‹	vG¤J	tif¥ghL«	tÇir	Kiwí«	bkhÊÆayhsiuí«	Éa¡f	it¥gd.
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 jhŒbkhÊ¥ g‰W¡ bfh©l rh‹nwh®: 

(i)	 NÇa	 ehuhaz	 rh°âÇ	 v‹w	 j‹Dila	 bgaiu	 gÇâkh‰	 fiyP®	 vd	

kh‰¿¡	bfh©lt®.	jhŒbkhÊ	ÛJ	ÄFªj	g‰W«	m¡fiwí«	bfh©lt®.

(ii)	 ntjh¢ry«	 v‹w	 j«	 bgaiu	 kiwkiyaofŸ	 vd	 kh‰¿¡	 bfh©lt®.	

brªjÄÊš	f£LiufŸ	vGâ	òfœ	bg‰wt®.

 ekJ flik: 

(i)	 jhŒbkhÊÆš	fšÉ	f‰f	nt©L«.

(ii)	 jhŒbkhÊÆš	brh‰fsŠáa«	bgUf	nt©L«.

(iii)	 jhŒbkhÊÆš	rhjidfŸ	gy	gil¡f	nt©L«.

 Koîiu: 

	 	 x©lÄœ,	 th‹	 jÄœ,	 nj‹	 jÄœ,	 igªjÄœ	 v‹w	 gythW	 ngh‰¿¥	

òfœghL«	jhŒ	bkhÊah«	jÄÊš	v©z‰w	fU¤J¡	FÉašfŸ	bghâªJŸsd.	

mid¤ijí«	eh«	thœehËš	ga‹gL¤â	ï‹òw	nt©L«.

bkhÊnahL ÉisahL

bjhif¢ brh‰fis ÉÇ¤J vGJf.

	 (v.fh.)	ïUâiz		-	ca®âiz,	m~¿iz

1. K¡fÅ : kh,	gyh,	thiH

2. K¤jÄœ  : ïaš,	ïir,	ehlf«

3. eh‰¿ir : »H¡F,	nk‰F,	tl¡F,	bj‰F

4. Itif Ãy«: F¿Šá,	Kšiy,	kUj«,	beŒjš,	ghiy

4. mWRit : ïÅ¥ò,	òË¥ò,	fh®¥ò,	Jt®¥ò,	fr¥ò,	ct®¥ò

xnu brhš tUkhW f£l§fËš vGJf

f£l§fËYŸs vG¤Jfis kh‰¿, nkÈÈUªJ ÑHhfî« ïlÄUªJ tykhfî« 

vGâdhš xnu brhš tUkhW f£l§fËš vGJf.

	 (v.fh.)	

 

if v J

w J É

id if É
       

v J if

J w É

if É id

 

F k j

ª â j

iu F â
            

k j F

j ª â

F â iu
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ïU bghUŸ bfh©l xU brhšyhš Ãu¥òf

(v.fh.)	 muR¡F¤	jtwhkš	tÇ	brY¤j	nt©L«.

	 	 	 V£oš	vGJtJ	tÇ	tot«.

1. kHiy	ngR«	bkhÊ	mHF.

	 ïÅik¤	jÄœ	bkhÊ	vkJ

2. m‹id	jªijÆ‹	if¥	ão¤J¡	FHªij	eil	gHF«.

	 m¿P®	m©zhÉ‹	áw¥ò	mtuJ	mL¡FbkhÊ	eil.

3. Ú	m¿ªjij¥	ãwU¡F¢	brhš.

	 vG¤JfŸ	bjhl®ªJ	Ã‹W	bghUŸ	jUtJ	brhš.

4. cHt®fŸ	eh‰W	el	taY¡F¢	bršt®.

	 FHªijia	bkJthf	el	v‹ngh«.

5. Úâk‹w¤âš	bjhL¥gJ	tH¡F.

	 Ú¢r¤	j©Â	Fo	v‹gJ	ng¢R	tH¡F.

Ã‰f mj‰F¤ jf

v‹ bghW¥òfŸ

1. foj§fŸ,	 f£LiufŸ	 ngh‹wt‰iw	 vGJ«	 nghJ	 âU¤jkhd	eiliana	

ifahŸnt‹.

2.  bgh«kyh£l«,	bjU¡T¤J	ngh‹w	eh£L¥òw¡	fiyfis¥	ngh‰Wnt‹.

fiy¢brhš m¿nth«

1.		Clf«	 - Media 2.		gUt	ïjœ		 - Magazine

3.		bkhÊÆaš	 - Linguistics 4.		bgh«kyh£l«	 - Puppetry
5. 	xÈÆaš		 	 - Phonology 6.		ïjÊaš - Journalism
7. 	vG¤ây¡fz« - Orthography 8.		ciuahlš	 - Dialogue
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myF nj®î

neu« : 60 ÃÄl« kâ¥bg©fŸ : 25

I.  rÇahd Éilia¤ nj®ªbjL¤J vGJf. (3 × 1 = 3)

1. th‹	+	xÈ	v‹gjid¢	nr®¤bjGj¡	»il¡F«	brhš	....................	.

 m) th‹	xÈ	 	 	 	 M) thbdhÈ 

	 ï) thbthÈ	 	 	 	 <) thbdÈ

2.	 thÅš	....................	T£l«	âu©lhš	kiH	bghÊí«.

 m) m»š	 M)	 K»š		 ï)	 J»š 	 	 <)	 JÆš

3. jÄÊ‹	»isbkhÊfËš	x‹W	.......................	.

 m)	 cUJ	 M) ïªâ	 	 ï)	 bjY§F	 	 <)	M§»y«

II.  nfho£l ïl§fis Ãu¥òf.  (3 × 1 = 3)
4.	 ÉR«ò	v‹gj‹	bghUŸ...............

5.	 gF¤j¿î¡	fÉuha®	v‹W	òfH¥gLgt®	...........

6.	 ..........	v‹D«	vG¤ij¤	bjhl®ªJ	tU«	F‰¿aYfu¢	brh‰fŸ	ïšiy.

III.  bghU¤Jf.  (4 × ½ = 2)
7.	 C¡»ÉL«		 -	neh‹ò

8. bghÊ»w	 	 -	C¡f¥gL¤J«

9. F¿	 	 -		jU»‹w

10. Éuj«	 	 -	F¿¡nfhŸ 

IV.  bghUªjhj brh‰fis vL¤J vGJf.  (2 × ½ = 1)

11.	 gR,	ÉL,	MW,	fU		 	 -

12. gh¡F,	gŠR,	gh£L,	g¤J -

V.   ã‹tU« Édh¡fSŸ vitnaD« _‹W Édh¡fS¡F _‹W tÇfËš 

ÉilaË¡fî«.  (3 × 2 = 6)
13.	 jÄœbkhÊÆ‹	g©òfshf	ehk¡fš	fÉP®	TWtd	ahit?

14.	 ‘x‹wšy	ïu©lšy’	-	ghlÈš	ïl«bg‰WŸs	tŸsšfŸ	F¿¤j	brŒâfis	vGJf.

15.	 ng¢RbkhÊ	v‹whš	v‹d?

16.	 Kjš	vG¤J	v‹whš	v‹d?

VI.    ã‹tU« Édh¡fSŸ vitnaD« ïu©L Édh¡fS¡F MW tÇfËš 

ÉilaË¡fî«.  (2 × 3 = 6)
17. fÉP®	jÄiH	V‹	njDl‹	x¥ãL»wh®?

18.	 jÄG¡F	ts«	nr®¡F«	ïy¡»a	tiffshf¡	fÉP®	TWtd	ahit?

19.	 »isbkhÊfŸ	v›thW	cUth»‹wd?

VII.  mokhwhkš vGJf.  4
20. `v§fŸ	jÄœ’	ghliy¢	brŒíŸ	toÉš	vGJf.
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fÉij¥ngiH2
ïaš

fhL
mÂÃHš fhL

        üš btË 

RujhÉ‹ ïa‰bga® ïuhrnfhghy‹. ït® ghuâjhr‹ ÛJ ÄFªj g‰W¡ 
bfh©lt®. ghuâjhrÅ‹ ïa‰bga® `R¥òu¤âd«’. vdnt j« bgaiu¢ 
R¥òu¤âd jhr‹ v‹W kh‰¿¡ bfh©lh®. mj‹ RU¡fnk Rujh v‹gjhF«. 
ctikfis¥ ga‹gL¤â¡ fÉijfŸ vGJtâš tšyt® v‹gjhš ïtiu 
ctik¡ fÉP® v‹W« miH¥g®. mKJ« njD«, nj‹kiH, JiwKf« 
cŸË£l gy üšfis ït® ïa‰¿íŸsh®. ghl¥ gFâÆš ïl«bg‰WŸs 
ghlš, Rujh fÉijfŸ v‹D« üÈš ïa‰if vÊš v‹D« gFâÆÈUªJ 
vL¤J¤ ju¥g£LŸsJ.

ï¥ghlš »Ë¡f©Â v‹D« ghtifia¢ nr®ªjJ. »ËÆ‹  bkhÊ ngh‹w ïÅa 
brh‰fis¥ ngR« bg©iz neh¡»¡ TWtjhf ïÅa rªj¤âš ghl¥gL« ïir¥ghlš tif 
`»Ë¡f©Â’ MF«.

ghlÈ‹ bghUŸ

fh®¤âif És¡FfŸ nghy¡ fhL KGtJ« ky®fŸ 

ky®ªâU¡F«. mt‰iw¡ fhQ« f©fŸ FË®¢á bgW«. 

fhL gy tifahd bghUŸfis¤  jU«. fhŒfÅfisí« 

jU«. všyhU« To k»œªâl FË®ªj ÃHš jU«. m§nf 

tá¡F« Fu§FfŸ ku¡»isfËš cŸs, fÅfis¥ g¿¤J 

c©Q«. ku§fŸ btÆiy kiw¤J ÃHš jU«. ml®ªj 

fhL tÊ¢bršnth®¡F¤ jilahŒ ïU¡F«.

g¢ir Ãw« cila kÆšfŸ eldkhL«. g‹¿fŸ fh£oš cŸs »H§Ffis¤ njh©o 

c©Q«. mjid¡ f©L eŠáid cila gh«òfŸ fy¡fkilí«. eÇ¡T£l«  CisÆL«. 

ÄFªj Ritíila jiHia ahidfŸ  â‹wgo òâa eilnghL«. ó¡fŸ ó¤J¡ FY§F« 

ku§fËš FÆšfŸ Tî«. ïa‰if¤ j§FÄlkh»a fh£oš á§f«, òÈ, fuo, áW¤ij ngh‹w 

Éy§»d§fŸ v§F« miyªJ âÇí«.

kâ¥ÕL

rÇahd Éilia¤ nj®ªbjL¤J vGJf.

1. thiH, f‹iw ..........................................
 m) <‹wJ   M) tH§»aJ 

 ï) bfhL¤jJ   <) jªjJ [Éil: m) <‹wJ]
2. ‘fhblšyh«’ v‹D« brhšiy¥ ãÇ¤J vGj¡ »il¥gJ.......................
 m) fhL + blšyh«  M) fhL + všyh«

 ï) fh + blšyh«  <) fh‹ + všyh«  [Éil: M) fhL + všyh«]
3. ‘»H§F + vL¡F«’ v‹gjid¢ nr®¤bjGj¡ »il¡F« brhš ..................
 m) »H§F vL¡F«  M) »H§bfL¡F«

 ï) »H§FL¡F«  <) »H§bfhL¡F« [Éil: M) »H§bfL¡F«]
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MEMORITER POEMS

The Listeners
- Walter de la Mare

Is there anybody there?’ said the Traveller,

Knocking on the moonlit door;

And his horse in the silence champed the grasses

Of the forest’s ferny floor: And a bird flew up out of the turret,

Above the Traveller’s head:

And he smote upon the door again a second time;

‘Is there anybody there?’ he said.

But no one descended to the Traveller;

No head from the leaf-fringed sill

Leaned over and looked into his grey eyes,

Where he stood perplexed and still.

But only a host of phantom listeners

That dwelt in the lone house then

Stood listening in the quiet of the moonlight

To that voice from the world of men:

Stood thronging the faint moonbeams on the dark stair,

That goes down to the empty hall,

Hearkening in an air stirred and shaken

By the lonely Traveller’s call.
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1Unit
PROSE

MIND MAP 

Happy village, 
children and Hamid

Ameena moved and 
happy

grand crowd, vehicles, 
→ happiness

Tongs are the ‘tiger’ of 
toys

Poor Hamid and 
AmeenaSelfless loving Hamid

Prayer, embrace and 
shopping

Friends make fun of 
the tongs

Boys + elders →TownTongs, hungry Hamid- 
Ameena upset

Boys enjoy games, 
sweets and toys

Hardware shop – 
bargain – tongs

Hamid buys nothing 
with three paise

Big houses, fruit 
garden, shops

Hamid at home – 
Ameena welcomes

EID

GLOSSARY 
bursting - bubbling with joy
cholera - a water- borne disease
contrary - opposite
countless - numberless
dazzling - extremely bright
deeply moved - deeply touched
descended - moved towards
excitement - thrilled
expensive - costly
festive - grand and happy
flung - throw
gaily - in bright colours
gaped - stared
heart sank - disappointed
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impatient - anxious
injured - hurt
lark - singing bird
looked at them hungrily - looked longingly 
mounted - climbed 
occurred - striked
perfume - scent
piled - kept on over the other
pleased - happy
precious - valuable
recounting - counting again and again
relished - enjoyed or took pleasure in the taste
scream - shout
selflessness - caring for others than for themselves
smack your lips - open and close lips noisily to show enjoyment
smashed - broke
soiled - dirty
stupid - senseless
suburbs - outskirts
tambourine - a musical instrument
tattered - torn
tongs - a tool used to hold hot things
treasure - precious things
wings on the feet - running fast
worried - very sad
wretched - unhappy

* Words given in bold are taken from Textbook Glossary. 

Section - I

SUMMARY : Hamid Goes to Eidgah
On the Eid day even nature, the sun, sky and trees were bright and gay. The village is awake early 

and filled with excitement to go to Eidgah. The boys collected the coins they had saved to buy sweets 
and toys.

Four year old poor Hamid lived with his grandma after his parents died. But Hamid believed that 
they will come back with lots of gifts and then he would be richer than his friends.

On the day of Eid, Ameena was sad as she did not have even a handful of grains and for little Ha-
mid had to go to Eidgah alone. Hamid went running with the other boys, ahead of the elders crossing 
big houses, fruit trees and sweet shops. 

Choose the correct answers and fill in the blanks.

1. ‘Finally the day had come’. Here the day refers to _________.
(a) Pongal (b) Christmas (c) Eid [ Ans  (c) Eid]

2. With their treasure, the boys would buy _________ in Eidgah.
(a) pens and pencils (b) toys and rubber balls
(c) chocolates and cakes [ Ans  (b) toys and rubber balls]
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3. Hamid’s friends are _________.
(a) Mahmood, Mohsin, Noorey and Sammi.
(b) Raghul, Preethi, Sam and Mufeed.
(c) Rani, Verghese, Sita and Zahir. [ Ans  (a) Mahmood, Mohsin, Noorey and Sammi]

4. ‘If only her son were there, it would have been a different kind of Eid’! What had happened to her 
son?
(a) Her son had died. (b) Her son had gone abroad.
(c) Her son had gone on a tour. [ Ans  (a) Her son had died]

5. Hamid was like one with wings on his feet. This means __________
(a) He ran fast. (b) He ran slowly. (c) He was an angel. [ Ans  (a) He ran fast]

Section - II

SUMMARY : The Boys at the Eidgah
Crowds of people went to Eidgah in their vehicles, grandly dressed. The village children were 

excited to see everything in the town.
 After the prayers, the huge number of worshippers embraced each other, and visited the sweets 

and toy shops. Children played merry-go-round paying one paise for twenty five rounds.
Hamid's friends bought different toys, for two paise each. Then they relished the sweets. Hamid 

had only three paise so he did not go on the merry-go-round, buy toys or eat sweets as it were ‘expen-
sive’ for him.
Work in pairs and answer the following questions.

There were many toys in the stall. Three of Hamid’s friends had bought some toys.

1. Write the names of Hamid’s friends in column A and the toys they bought in column B
Ans

A B

Mahmood Policeman

Mohsin Water- carrier

Noorey Lawyer

2. Write the names of the toys against each picture.
Ans

 Soldier  Washer-woman      Holy man 

Water-carrier  Policeman  King 
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Think and Answer
‘They’ descended on the sweet and toy-vendors’ stores like an army moving to attack.
1. Who does they refer to? Did they move one by one in a line or in a big group?

Ans  'They' refers to the worshippers who came out after their prayers. They moved in a big 
group.

2. Hamid’s friends enjoyed the ride in the merry-go-round. But Hamid didn’t go on it. Why?
Ans  Hamid had only three paise. He did not want to part with one third of his treasure for a 

few miserable rounds.
3. How did Hamid’s friends show that they enjoyed eating the sweets?

Ans  Hamid’s friends smacked their lips with relish and showed that they enjoyed the sweets.

Section - III

SUMMARY : Hamid Buys a Pair of Tongs
Hamid bargained and bought a pair of tongs from the hardware shop for his grandma, who often 

burnt her hands while cooking chapatis.
Hamid carried the tongs proudly like a gun. His friends Mohsin and Mahmood made fun of him 

for buying the tongs. But Hamid proved his tongs were stronger than their toys. He used it as a gun 
and a musical instrument making his friends believe that it’s a tiger among toys. So his friend Sammi 
wanted  to exchange it for  his eight paise worth tambourine, but Hamid did not give his tongs.

The villagers returned home by eleven. Ameena welcomed home Hamid. She was upset that he 
had got the tongs without eating or drinking anything until then. But when Ameena understood that 
Hamid had got the tongs to save her fingers, she was moved and now the tongs seemed to be precious 
for her.

Tick the correct answer.
1. Hamid thought that his grandma would be pleased if he bought _________.

(a) a pair of tongs. (b) sweets for himself.
(c) toys. [ Ans  (a) a pair of tongs]

2. Hamid’s heart sank because the price of the tongs was _________ for him.
(a) too high (b) too low (c) affordable [ Ans  (a) too high]

3. ‘My tongs are like a tiger among toys.’ It means _________.
(a) Hamid valued his toy. (b) Hamid bought a tiger toy.
(c) Hamid wanted to exchange his toy. [ Ans  (a) Hamid valued his toy]

4. Hamid’s granny scolded him for buying iron tongs. Then she understood that Hamid had bought 
it ________.
(a) out of compulsion. (b) out of love and concern.
(c) out of interest. [ Ans  (b) out of love and concern]

READ AND UNDERSTAND 
A. Answer the following questions.

1. What did Granny say about Hamid’s parents?
Ans  Granny told that Hamid’s father had gone to earn money and his mother had gone to 

Allah to get lovely gifts for Hamid.
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2. Write about Hamid in one or two sentences.
Ans  Hamid was a happy, four year old, poor and thin boy. His parents had died. He lived 

with his granny.

3. How did Hamid’s friends enjoy the games in the fair?
Ans  Hamid’s friends mounted on the wooden horses and camels in the merry-go-round 

and  enjoyed twenty five  rounds of fun in the fair.

4. What did Hamid buy at the fair? And for whom?
Ans  Hamid bought a pair of tongs at the fair for his Granny. 

5. Why did Granny scold Hamid?
Ans  Granny scolded Hamid for not eating or drinking anything till almost noon.

B. Rearrange the jumbled sentences and write them in the correct order.
1. But Hamid bought a pair of tongs.
2. Granny Ameena felt proud of her grandson.
3. Hamid’s friends bought different toys of their choice.
4. Hamid proudly compared his tongs with a brave tiger.
5. Hamid had less money than his friends.
6. Granny Ameena was worried as he had to go to the Eidgah alone.
Ans  6, 5, 3, 1, 4, 2 

 6. Granny Ameena was worried as he had to go to the Eidgah alone.
 5. Hamid had less money than his friends.
 3. Hamid’s friends bought different toys of their choice.
 1. But Hamid bought a pair of tongs.
 4. Hamid proudly compared his tongs with a brave tiger. 
 2. Granny Ameena felt proud of her grandson.

VOCABULARY 
C. Fill in the blanks with the help of the picture clues.

Ans  

A pair of

 Binoculars 

 Tongs 

 Cutting pliers 

 Pants 

 Gloves 
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D. What am I? (Use a pair of …)

 1. We wear this on our face to see better ______. [ Ans  A pair of spectacles]
 2. We wear this on our ears ______. [ Ans  A pair of earrings]
 3. We wear this on our face when it is sunny ______. [ Ans  A pair of cooling glasses]
 4. We cut things with ______. [ Ans  A pair of scissors]
 5. We wear this on our feet ______. [ Ans  A pair of shoes]

E. Add a suitable prefix or suffix and make new words.

-ship -hood un- after- -ion
-less - ful -ment im- -ous

Ans  childhood wonderful

afternoon countless

relationship impatient

unhappy excitement

dangerous perfection

F. Match the following and write them in Column C.
Ans  A B C

a cupful of money A cupful of coffee
a bagful of sugar A bagful of silver
a spoonful of coffee A spoonful of sugar
a pocketful of silver A pocketful of money

G. Fill in the blanks with suitable words from the box.
cupful handful spoonful mouthful pocketful bagful

 1. The thieves came out of the house with a ________ of gold and silver. [ Ans  bagful]
 2.  My mother throws a ________ of grains for the parrots every day. [ Ans  handful]
 3.  He took a ________ of the cake. [ Ans  mouthful]
 4.  Ram takes a ________ of soup before food. [ Ans  cupful]
 5.  John added a ________ of sugar to the lemon juice. [ Ans  spoonful]
 6.  The child was happy with his ________ of chocolates. [ Ans  pocketful]

LISTENING 
H. Listen to the teacher read the passage. Read the questions given below. 

Then listen to the passage again and tick the correct answers.

 1. The three boys went for bathing /swimming in the sea. [ Ans  swimming]
 2. They watched the waves / dolphins tumbling towards the shore. [ Ans  waves]
 3. The gulls were flying over the sea / oyster catchers. [ Ans  oyster catchers]
 4. When the sea was calm / rough they would skim stones. [ Ans  calm]
 5. Twenty six / thirty six was Gopal’s record. [ Ans  Twenty six]
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SPEAKING 
I. Talk about yourself using the clues given. You may start like this.

 1. When I was a little boy, I had a red bicycle.
 2.  On the first day of school ........... [ Ans  I was crying]
 3.  As a child I spent my free time ........... [ Ans  playing games]
 4. I used to admire .......... [ Ans  my teacher]
 5.  Last year at this time I ........... [ Ans  was writing my exams]
 6.  Now I really enjoy ............ [ Ans  my new school]
 7.  While I was ............ [ Ans  in Chennai]
 8.  I have never visited ............ [ Ans  the Marina beach]

GRAMMAR 
J. Tick the correct option.

 1. There are ________ (many / much) apples in the basket. [ Ans  many]
  Only ________ (some / a few) are green. [ Ans  a few]
 2. There isn’t ________ (many / much) traffic on Sundays. [ Ans  much]
 3. There isn’t ________ (some / any) water in the glass. [ Ans  any]
 4. There aren’t ________ (some / any) eggs in the basket. [ Ans  any]
  But there are ________ (much / a few) near it. [ Ans  a few]

K. Fill in the blanks with some/ any/ much/ many. Some options can be used more than 
once.

 1.  There is ________ coffee left in the pot. Do you want? [ Ans  some]
 2.  Do you have ________ coins with you? I need some. [ Ans  any]
 3.  She asked me for ______ magazines, but I could not find ______. [ Ans  some; any]
 4.  I can’t carry the luggage ________ more. I need ________ help. [ Ans  any; some]
 5.  There are ________ places to visit but we don’t have ________ time to visit them. 

 [ Ans  many; much]

WRITING 
L. Describe Kandan’s family in about 60 words using the pictures and clues given. One 

is done for you.

    Kandan’s grandfather is 
thin and tall. He is 
seventy years old. He is 
affectionate.

Thin and tall – 70 years old – 
affectionate

   Ans

Kandan’s grandmother 
is short and fat. She 
wears glasses. She likes 
to  eat sweets. 

Short – fat – wears glasses – 
sweets  

  Ans  
Kandan’s elder 
brother is a football 
player. He loves his 
brother. He wears a 
blue shirt.

Football player – loves his 
brother – blue
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  Ans

Kandan’s youngest 
sister has big eyes. 
She likes pink colour 
dress.

Youngest – big eyes – likes 
pink

  Ans  
 Kandan’s father is a 
tall man. He is a hard 
working person. He is 
the only breadwinner 
in  the family.

Tall – hard working – 
breadwinner

  Ans  
 Kandan’s mother 
is a kind lady. Her 
hobby is singing. 
She is also good in 
painting. 

Kind – hobby – painting

M. Read the telephonic conversation between Malar and Selvi. Malar needs to leave a 
message for her father.
Ans  MESSAGE

18.06.19 8.00 a.m.
Dear Papa
Your colleague Mr. Rao will inform in your office that you will not 
be able to come to work for a few days. How is grandpa? Kindly take 
care of him well.
Your dear daughter
Malar.

CREATIVE WRITING
N. Describe the picture in 50 words and give a suitable title. Make use of the words 

given below. 

modern world – left alone – busy – gadgets – cell 
phones – ignored – feels alone – lonely – sad feeling 

Ans   USE GADGETS – LOVE ELDERS 

 In our modern world we celebrate Grand 
parents Day on 1st October every year. Here 
we see a grandmother with her family, son, 
daughter and grandchildren. But no one 
talks to her and she is left alone. They are busy using their modern gadgets like the cell 
phones, tablet, laptop, i pad, ear phone, etc. Poor old grandma is ignored by her own 
family, as all are talking, viewing, listening and playing with their gadgets. She feels alone 
even when her family is around her. In her old age she lives a lonely life, so she is not 
happy. It is our duty to see that our elders do not have a sad feeling and are happy always. 

O. Here are some words that express feelings. Read the situations and write the suitable 
one in the blanks.

anxious worried thankful excited dejected joyous proud

 1. Your mom made your favourite dinner. ________ [ Ans  joyous]
 2. You lost your geometry box, and some one returns it to you. ________ [ Ans  thankful]
 3. You are waiting for your exam results. ________ [ Ans  anxious]
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 4. It is very late at night and your father hasn’t returned from the office. ___ [ Ans  worried]
 5. You have won the first prize in the essay writing competition. ________ [ Ans  proud]
 6. The first day at school ________ [ Ans  excited]
 7. You find it tough to learn a new language ________. [ Ans  dejected]

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS

I. Choose the correct Synonyms from the options below.
1. greener

(a) fertile (b) signal to go (c) more green colour [ Ans  (a) fertile]
2. lark

(a) happy (b) singing bird (c) activity done for joke 
 [ Ans  (b) singing bird]

3. soiled
(a) put soil (b) dirty (c) added soil [ Ans  (b) dirty]

4. vendor
(a) a person who sells something (b) buyer
(c) banker [ Ans  (a) a person who sells something]

5. excitement
(a) anxious (b) feeling of enthusiasm
(c) eager [ Ans  (b) feeling of enthusiasm]

6. smashed
(a) drunk (b) fallen (c) broken into pieces 
 [ Ans  (c) broken into pieces]

7. miserable
(a) wretched (b) awful (c) uncomfortable [ Ans  (a) wretched]

8. mounted
(a) arranged (b) raised (c) sat on a horse [ Ans  (c) sat on a horse]

9. embraced
(a) fastened (b) hold close lovingly (c) hold tightly [ Ans  (b) hold close lovingly]

10. occurred
(a) a thought coming into the mind (b) stopped
(c) lost [ Ans  (a) a thought coming into the mind]

11. noticed
(a) recorded (b) caught sight of (c) remarked [ Ans  (b) caught sight of]

12. contrary
(a) alike (b) very pretty (c) opposite [ Ans  (c) opposite]

II. Pick the Correct Antonyms. 

 1. take × ....................... (give, leave, pick) [ Ans  give]
 2. correct × ....................... (exact, incorrect, true) [ Ans  incorrect]
 3. descend × ....................... (fall, ascend, sink) [ Ans  ascend]
 4. mounted × ....................... (dismounted, climbed, increased) [ Ans  dismounted]
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 5. bought × ....................... (gave, took, sold) [ Ans  sold]
 6. expensive × ....................... (costly, valuable, inexpensive) [ Ans  inexpensive]
 7. beautiful × ....................... (ugly, cute, pretty) [ Ans  ugly]
 8. patient × ....................... (impatient, calm, kind) [ Ans  impatient]
 9. died × ....................... (departed, perished, lived) [ Ans  lived]
 10. earn × ....................... (spend, get, gain) [ Ans  spend]
 11. poorly × ....................... (richly, badly, grimly) [ Ans  richly]
 12. precious × ....................... (worthless, costly, expensive) [ Ans  worthless]

III. Choose the Correct Answer (MCQ)

1. They were taking their treasures out of their pockets and counting. What were their treasures?
(a) toys (b) coins c) sweets [ Ans  (b) coins]

2. Hamid’s father died of ________.
(a) no money (b) no food (c) cholera [ Ans  (c) cholera]

3. Hamid saw a pile of tongs at the ________ shop.
(a) hardware (b) jewellery (c) sweet [ Ans  (a) hardware]

4. Sammi wanted to exchange his eight paise worth ________ for the tongs.
(a) sesame seed candy (b) water -carrier
(c) tambourine [ Ans  (c) tambourine]

5. Hamid bought the tongs so that   .....................
(a) he carries it like a musical instrument (c) he can carry it on his shoulders like a gun
(b) his granny will not burn her fingers again 
 [ Ans  (b) his granny will not burn her fingers again]

IV. Very Short Questions with Answers.
1. Link and tell how these were on the morning of Eid.

1. trees - (a) pink glow
2. field  - (b) brighter
3. sky - (c) festive
4. sun - (d) greener [ Ans  1-(d); 2-(c); 3-(a); 4-(b)]

2. What did the men do after the prayers?
Ans  The men embraced each other after their prayers.

3. How many rounds can the boys go on the merry-go-round for one paise?
Ans  Twenty five rounds.

4. When did all the villagers return home after the fair?
Ans  By eleven in the morning.

V. Short Questions with Answers.

1. Why was Ameena sad on the Eid day? 
Ans  Ameena was sad on the Eid day because she did not have even a handful of grains.

2. Describe the cap on Hamid’s head?
Ans  The cap on Hamid’s head was soiled and tattered.
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3. Why did Ameena cry?
Ans  Hamid did not buy sweets or toys for himself but got a pair of tongs for his Granny. 

Ameena was deeply moved by Hamid’s selflessness and cried.

4. Why didn’t Hamid buy toys in the fair? 
Ans  Each toy cost two paise. All Hamid had with him was only three paise, so he could 

not afford to buy such ‘expensive’ toys. 

VI. Paragraph Questions with Answers.

1. How did Hamid prove to his friends that his tongs are better than their toys?
Ans  Hamid’s pair of tongs won all his friends over to its side. Hamid’ friends thought he 

was crazy to buy the tongs of no use to him. But Hamid showed his friends that it 
would not break like their toys when it is thrown down, when he places the tongs on 
his shoulders, it is a gun and when Hamid carries it in his hands, it is like a musical 
instrument carried by the singing monks. So he proved his friends that his tongs are 
like  a tiger among toys.

2. What do you know about Hamid from this lesson?
Ans  From this lesson we know that Hamid is a poor, and intelligent boy. He is not a 

spendthrift boy. He is not carried away by the actions of his friends. He can decide 
over his choices correctly. He remembers how his grandmother burns her fingers 
while cooking chappatis. So, he does not buy any toy or sweets or candies for him. 
But he buys a  pair of tongs for his  grandmother. It shows his love and affection for 
his grandmother.

3. What does the ending of the story tell us about Hamid’s and Ameena’s relationship?
Ans  In the end, we understand that for Hamid, his grandmother was his world and for 

Ameena her grandson was her world. Hamid did not buy sweets, toys or go for games 
but bought tongs for saving his grandmother’s fingers. Amena was upset that Hamid 
did not eat or drink anything with his money till noon but had got a pair of tongs to 
help her. Both Ameena and Hamid had a deep concern towards each other.

GRAMMAR ADDITIONAL 

DETERMINERS
	Determiners are words which are used at the beginning of the noun phrases.
 Determiners tell us whether the noun phrase is specific or general.
 Determiners can be either specific or general.
Determiners are of four kinds : 
1. The Definite article the.
 Eg. I have the letter. Please take it. 
2. The Possessive Pronouns : my, your, his, her, its, our, their, whose
 Eg. The shop has his address and my address.
  They were taking their treasures.  Smack your lips.
3. The Demonstrative Determiners : this, that, these, those
 Eg. Those shops do not sell sweets but these shops sell.
  This boy bought a policeman and that boy bought a lawyer.
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4. The Interrogative Determiner : which
 Eg. Which toy was Samir’s? It looks same like Abdul’s.
5. General Determiners : a, an, any, another, other, what
 Eg. Hamid left with the other boys.   Noorey bought a tambourine.
  I want an umbrella and not any toys.

Fill in the blanks with Determiners given in the box to complete the conversation.

Its other that any Which my    your this those the

Ans  Mala : May I sit here please?
 Rani : This place next to mine is for my brother. You can take one of those seats.
 Mala : Thank you. Our house is on that hill. Its a small house.
 Rani : Which school do you go to?
 Mala : I go to the school on the other side of the hill.
 Rani : What is your name? Do you have any pet at home?

QUANTIFIERS
A Quantifier is a word or phrase which is used before  a noun to indicate the amount or quantity. 
Quantifiers can  be used with both countable and uncountable nouns.

With Uncountable 
Nouns

With Countable 
Nouns With Both

Much Many All
a little/ little / very little a few / few / very few enough
a bit of a number of more / most
a great deal of several less / least
a large amount of a large number of no / none
a large quantity of a great number of not / any

a majority of some
a lot of 
lots of
plenty of 

I. Complete the following exercise with correct Quantifiers.

1. Hamid had _______ money than his friends. (less, fewer, a few) [ Ans  less]
2. Mohsin would buy countless things, toys, sweets _______ more (many, more, much) 

 [ Ans  much]
3. Next to the sweet- shops there were a _______ hardware stores.  (few, some, fewer) 

 [ Ans  few]
4. Hamid had never seen this _____ toys in one place.  ( much, a lot, many) [ Ans  many]
5. Aunt Polly laughed a little, cried a _______, then did both together.  (some, some, little) 

 [ Ans  little]
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6. People came on tongas and  ekkas,  and _______ in motor cars (few, plenty, some) 
 [ Ans  some]

7. After the prayer ____ men embraced each other.   (plenty, several, much) [ Ans  several]
8. On the Eid day _______ of boys went to the fair with their fathers. (a lot of, a few, many) 
 [ Ans  a lot of]
9. Except Hamid _______ of the boys went to the hardware stores. (no, none, any) 

 [ Ans  none]
10. _______ of people went to the fair from Hamid’s village.  (a lot of, plenty, much) 

 [ Ans  plenty]

II. Use ‘ie’ or ‘ei’ to fill in the blanks.

1. f r i e n d s 6. w o r r i e d
2. r e p l i e d 7. t h e i r
3. c a r r i e r 8. f i  e l d
4. e i g h t 9. h a p p i e s t
5. e i d 10. s o l d i e r s

III. There are some strong words and some weak words. Complete the sentences 
choosing strong words from the brackets.

1. The sun seemed _______ than before to wish the world  a happy Eid. (bright / dazzling) 
 [ Ans  dazzling]

2. The cap on Hamid’s head was soiled and _______ (torn / tattered) [ Ans  tattered]
3.  If the toys drop out of the hands, they would be _______ to bits. (broken / smashed)  

 [ Ans  smashed]
4. Hamid was afraid that the shopkeeper would _______ at him. (shout / scream) 

 [ Ans  scream]
5. Hamid _______ the tongs on the ground. (throw / flung) [ Ans  flung]

IV. From the lesson find the words which mean the same as the following.

worried stared finally suburbs return embraced gifts heaped stores injured

Ans

1. at last - finally
2. present - gifts
3. sad - worried
4. piled - heaped
5. outskirts - suburbs
6. shops - stores
7. hugged - embraced
8. gape - stared
9. hurt - injured

10. come back - return
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V. Add suitable articles for the following words. (a, an, the)

1. ________ sky had a pink glow. [ Ans  The]
2. ________ handful of grains. [ Ans  A]
3. ________ expensive toy. [ Ans  An]
4. ________ few hardware stores. [ Ans  A]
5. ________ wretched woman. [ Ans  The]
6. ________ army moving to attack. [ Ans  An]
7. ________ day (Eid)  had come. [ Ans  The]
8. ________ pair of tongs. [ Ans  A]

VI. Write the plural forms.
1. lark   - [ Ans  larks]
2. tonga    - [ Ans  tongas]
3. washer- woman - [ Ans  washer-women]
4. candy   - [ Ans  candies]
5. child   - [ Ans  children]
6. holy man  - [ Ans  holy men]
7. vendor   - [ Ans  vendors]
8. lawyer   - [ Ans  lawyers]

Warm Up

Observe the pictures and write the names of the festivals in the blanks. One is done for 
you.

Festivals

Diwali

Pongal

Bakrid

ChristmasHoli

Ramzan

Onam

Puja

Discuss in pairs.
1. Which is your favourite festival?

Ans  My favourite festival is Pongal.

2. When do you celebrate it?
Ans  I celebrate it in the month of January.

3. Do you celebrate with your family or friends?
Ans  Yes, I celebrate with my family and friends.

4. Why do you celebrate it?
Ans  I celebrate it to enjoy with my family and friends.

•••
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POEM

MIND MAP 

Poet and Grandma 
chat online

Grandma presses 
‘control’ and ‘enter’

If in Reader’s inbox, to 
email the poet

Grandma’s image 
disappears

Jeeves also couldn’t find 
Grandma

Poet squirms as 
Grandma is 'swallowed'

Poet searches in recycle 
bin, internet and files 

Summary

This children’s poem ‘The Computer Swallowed Grandma’, was written by an Anonymous. Ever 
since it was published in 'The Daily Mail’ national newspaper in July 2004, it was welcomed the world 
over for its humour, imagination and language.

The poet was chatting with her grandma online. Suddenly by mistake when grandma presses 
'Control' and 'Enter', her image vanishes from the screen. The upset poet thinks that a virus must have 
attacked her computer and searches for her in the recycle bin, all files and on the internet. But she 
couldn't find grandma, so she calls software engineer Jeeves to search grandma and he too couldn't 
find. In the end, the poet requests all the readers of her poem to send grandma by email by copying, 
scanning and pasting her, if they happen to find grandma in their 'in-box'. 

EXPLANATION OF POETIC LINES 

Line 
Nos. Poem Lines Explanation

1 - 4

The computer swallowed grandma.
Yes, honestly its true!
She pressed ‘Control’ and ‘Enter’
And disappeared from view.

Once when the poet had ‘online’ chat with her 
elderly tech-savvy modern Grandma living far 
away, the computer connection got snapped 
suddenly and grandma disappeared from the 
screen. It happened because Grandma had 
pressed ‘control’ and ‘enter’ keys on the computer. 
That is why the poet personifies the computer and 
says the ‘computer’ had swallowed the grandma.
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5 - 8

It devoured her completely,
The thought just makes me squirm.
She must have caught a virus
Or been eaten by a worm.

The computer consumed grandma completely. 
The very thought of Grandma disappearing 
from the screen of the computer made the poet 
wriggle in discomfort. The poet  assumes that the 
image of Grandma on the screen must have been 
attacked a  by a computer virus or eaten by a bug 
in the computer.

9 - 12

I’ve searched through the recycle bin
And files of every kind;
I’ve even used the Internet,
But nothing did I find.

The poet wants to get back the image of Grandma 
back on the screen once again so she searches in 
her computer’s  recycle bin, all the files and folders 
and finally used the internet also to google and 
find her but she couldn’t find anything.

13 - 
16

In desperation, I asked Jeeves
My searches to refine.
The reply from him was negative,
Not a thing was found ‘Online.’

The deeply worried poet now approaches Jeeves a 
software engineer to repair and service her system 
to spot Grandma. His searches too were vain. He 
gives a negative reply as he couldn’t find  even a 
trace of  Grandma ‘online’.

17 - 
20

So, if inside your ‘Inbox’,
My Grandma you should see,
Please ‘Copy’, ‘Scan’ and ‘Paste’ her
In an email back to me.

In the end the poet requests all the readers of her 
poem that if they happen to see her Grandma in 
their inbox of their computer they may ‘copy’ her, 
then ‘scan’ her and ‘paste’ her to be forwarded 
through an email back to the poet.

GLOSSARY 
refine - improved by small changes
caught - affected
desperation - hopelessness
devoured - consumed, ate quickly
disappeared - go out of sight
honestly - truly
reply - answer
squirm - turn, to wriggle nervously
swallow - gulp without chewing
virus - a code which copies itself and destroys the data in a computer

B. Read these lines and answer the questions given below.

1. The computer swallowed grandma.
 Who swallowed Whom?

Ans  The computer swallowed grandma.

2. She pressed ‘Control’ and ‘Enter’
 And disappeared from view.
 How did Grandma disappear from view?

Ans  Grandma disappeared from the view on the computer screen when she pressed the 
‘control’  and ‘enter’ keys.
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3. It devoured her completely.
 Who does ’it’ refer to?

Ans  ‘It’ refers to the computer.

4. She must have caught a virus
 Or been eaten by a worm.
 What happened to Grandma?

Ans  Grandma was affected by computer ‘virus’.

5. I’ve searched through the recycle bin
 And files of every kind;
 I’ve even used the Internet,
 But nothing did I find.
 Where did the author search for grandma?

Ans  The author searched Grandma in the recycle bin, files and on the internet.

C. Work in pairs. Read the last two stanzas of the poem and answer the following 
questions.

1. Who did the author ask for grandma?
Ans  The author asked Jeeves.

2. Did the author get a positive reply?
Ans  No, the author did not get a positive reply.

3. What is the author’s plea?
Ans  The author pleads to send grandma back to him by an email, if anyone sees her in 

their ‘Inbox’.

D.  Pick out the rhyming pairs and write them in the blanks given.
Ans  Stanza 2 Stanza 3 Stanza 4 Stanza 5

Squirm & worm Kind & find Refine & online See & me

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS

Poem Comprehension - Additional

1. In desperation, I asked Jeeves
 My searches to refine.
 The reply from him was negative, 
 Not a thing was found ‘Online’.

(a) Why was the poet desperate? 
Ans  The poet was desperate as her old Grandmother had disappeared.

(b) Who was Jeeves?
Ans  Jeeves was a software engineer called to repair the computer to bring back 

Grandma.
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(c) Did Jeeves spot Grandma?
Ans  No, he could not find Grandma.

(d) What do you understand from the last line?
Ans  Not only Grandma, nothing was found ‘online’. That means the computer was 

not  connected to the internet.

I. One Word Two Meanings.

Word Poetic Meaning Other Meaning
virus a computer related destructive code bacteria causing disease
recycle bin a folder on computer desk top dust bin
file storing device in the computer office file
copy to copy an image in the computer coping in the exam
scan taking an computer image photo MRI body scan
paste to apply image on another file fix using gum

II. Short Questions and Answers.

1. List the computer terms used in the poem.
Ans  Control, enter, virus, recycle bin, files, internet, online, inbox, copy, scan, paste.

2. Did Grandma really got swallowed by the computer?
Ans  No, Grandma did not get swallowed by the computer. Only her image on the 

computer screen disappeared.

III. Paragraph Questions with Answers.

1. Why was Jeeves called ? Was his visit successful ? Give reasons.
Ans  Jeeves was called to find out ‘Why grandma was swallowed and consumed by the 

computer or if she had been caught by a virus or eaten by a worm?’ The computer 
repairer Jeeves refined the search for grandma everywhere in the computer and in 
the end, he gave only a negative reply. He said that not only grandma but nothing was 
found ‘online’. This means that the computer’s internet connection has been snapped 
for reasons unknown.

2. When and how did grandma disappear? Explain the different efforts put by the poet to 
get back her grandma.
Ans  The poet’s grandma was an old tech savvy modern lady who lived far away from the 

poet. They loved each other and often had ‘online’ video chatting. On one such day, 
grandma mistakenly pressed ‘control’ and ‘enter’ and completely disappeared from 
the view of the poet on the other end.

 The poet took many measures to get back grandma. She searched for grandma in 
the recycle bin and all the files. She also used the internet to find her. Then the poet 
called a computer mechanic Jeeves to identify the cause and bringing back grandma, 
but even that was a failure. Finally  the poet desperately requests all the readers of 
her poem to send grandma back to her if they find her in their ‘inbox’, by email, after 
‘copying’, ‘scanning’ and ‘pasting’.
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Figures of speech in this poem

1. Personification : the poet personifies the computer to a human being and says it had swallowed/ 
consumed Grandma.
Line 1 :  The computer swallowed grandma.
Line 5  :  It devoured her completely.

2. Hyperbole : is extravagant exaggeration of an incident. Here the poet exaggerates and says the 
computer had swallowed and consumed grandma.
Line 1  : The computer swallowed grandma.
Line 5  : It devoured her completely.

3. Pun : It’s a play of words. In the poem the poet writes that her grandma was caught by a virus. 
Virus means medically a bacteria that causes disease. But in computer it denotes to a defect which 
erases and destroys the data in it.  

Warm Up

Look at the picture, discuss in pairs and present it before the class.

If your grandmother is ... 
•  ready for a bicycle race, ____________.

Ans  I will go for a race with her.

•  willing to play hide and seek, ____________.
Ans  I will play with her.

•  grabbing a lollipop from you, ____________.
Ans  I will give mine to her.

•  How will you react to these situations?
Ans  Grandma's are always a blessing for us. So I would try to fulfill her wishes and make her 

happy.

•••
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1Unit
SUPPLEMENTARY

MIND MAP 

School- Prison 
Monday

Aunt pulls Tom’s loose 
tooth

Groan- Sid wakes upAunt loves Tom in spite 
of his mischiefs

Tom acts to SidScared Tom accepts to 
go to school

Sid calls Aunt PollyAunt brings equipment 
to pull tooth

Aunt rushes – 
understands truth

On Monday Morning

Summary

Tom felt like going to prison on all Monday mornings. Tom wanted to stay home from school so 
he lay in bed and wished to be sick. First he wanted to complain of stomach ache and later of loose 
tooth, but he changed his mind as he was afraid that his aunt would pull his teeth and hurt him.

Tom had earlier known that an injured toe can keep one in bed for even three weeks.  
So he lifted his sore toe up and started to groan loudly in imaginary pain, to wake up Sid sleeping 
beside him. Finally Sid woke thinking Tom was really suffering for hours. Sid was upset with Tom’s 
condition, who started to confess his sins as if he was about to die.

Sid flew down to call Aunt Polly quickly to save Tom. Aunt Polly hurried upstairs trembling. 
Soon she understood Tom was pretending of ‘dying sore toe’.  So Tom now told it was awful aching of 
loose tooth. 

When Aunt Polly got ready to pull his tooth with a silk thread and a chunk of fire, Tom panicked 
and confessed that it doesn’t hurt him anymore and he would go to school and not for fishing.

Old Aunt Polly loved mischievous Tom though he tries to break her heart often. She pulled his 
tooth in a crude way and relieved his toothache.
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Character Identification

Tom Sawyer

Tom was the nephew of strict Aunt Polly. Tom was mischievous, hated to go 
to school and loved fishing. He had a half-brother called Sid who loved him and 
believed his actions. Mary was his cousin. In this lesson we see that he is a wonder-
ful actor, good in telling lies but scared of Aunt Polly and her disciplining actions. 

Aunt Polly

Aunt Polly is the aunt of Tom, Sid and Mary. She loved her niece and neph-
ews and took good care of them. When Sid told her that Tom was dying, she fled 
upstairs, trembling. But when she saw him, she understood he was pretending and 
laughed in relief. She scared him by preparing the instruments to pull his tooth 
which made Tom to confess the truth. Though Tom always tried to break her heart 
by mischiefs, still she loved him more and was firm in handling him.

Sid Sawyer

Sid was the younger brother of Tom. Sid was in deep sleep when Tom woke 
him up by his imaginary sickness. When he believed Tom was in a dying condition, 
he felt sorry for not waking up earlier to attend on Tom and rushed to call Aunt 
Polly quickly to save Tom.

A. Name the speaker.
Ans

S. No Lines from the Lesson Speaker

1.
“No never mind. It’ll be over by and 
by, maybe. Don’t call anybody.” Tom Sawyer

2.
“It makes my flesh crawl to hear you. 
What is the matter?” Sid

3.
“Your tooth indeed! What’s the mat-
ter with your tooth?” Aunt Polly

B. Write True or False against each statement.

1. Tom enjoyed Monday mornings as he had to go to school. ______ [ Ans  False]

2.  Tom’s first groan woke up Sid from his sound sleep. _______ [ Ans  False]

3.  Tom wanted to give his dog with one eye to the new girl who had come to town. _____ 
 [ Ans  False]

4.  Aunt Polly sent Sid to fetch the dentist. ________ [ Ans  False]

C. Read the following passage and answer the questions.

Tom lay thinking. Presently it occurred to him that he wished he was sick; then he could stay 
home from school. He examined himself. He found no symptoms or sickness, and he investigated 
again. This time he felt he had a stomach ache, but it soon grew feeble, and presently died wholly 
away. He reflected further.
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 Question with Answers :
1. Why did Tom wish that he were sick?

Ans  Tom wished he was sick so that he could stay home from school.

2. What was the result of Tom’s self-examination?

Ans  Tom found no symptoms of sickness after he self-examined himself.

3. What did he detect?

Ans  Tom detected that he had a stomach ache.

D. Think and answer.

1. How did Sid show his affection towards Tom?
Ans  Tom’s groans made Sid’s flesh to crawl. When he thought that Tom was dying, and  

flew to call Aunt Polly quickly.

2. Did Aunt Polly believe Tom’s groaning? Why?
Ans  No, Aunt Polly did not believe Tom’s groaning because his toe was not sore and he 

was not in a dying state.

3. What did Aunt Polly do to relieve Tom’s toothache?
Ans  Aunt Polly pulled out his loose tooth to relieve his toothache.

E. Choose the correct answer.

1. Tom pretended his toe was dying in order to _________.
(a) miss school  (b) scare Sid
(c) make Aunt Polly feel bad [ Ans  (a) miss school]

2. Aunt Polly pulled Tom’s tooth out with _________.
(a) her fingers  (b) a pair of pliers
(c) a piece of thread [ Ans  (c) a piece of thread]

3. Tom was miserable on Monday morning because ________.
(a) he was sick  (b) he hated going to school

(c) Aunt Polly was sick [ Ans  (b) he hated going to school]

PROJECT 
F. Give instructions to your friend to reach your house from school. Mention some 

landmarks that your friend should lookout for on his way. Draw a road map with 
landmarks based on the instructions given to your friend.

Ans  Dear Kiran, Come to my home today after school.

 As you step out of the school, turn right and walk till you reach the signal. Cross the road 
and walk further passing the Reliance Super Market in the corner. Turn the second right 
next to the Post office. The third house on the left, beside  the park with door number 16 
is my house.
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Super 
Market

Post 
Office

My house

Park

School

Signal

CONNECTING TO SELF 
G. Draw a family tree showing the members of your family and write a sentence about 

the activities that your whole family does together. How does it help others in a 
family and what do you learn from this?
Ans  Grand father

Father Mother

Brother Me Sister

 ▶ As a family we all have our dinner together and pray together.

 ▶ This helps to share our happiness and increases our love for each other.

STEP TO SUCCESS 
H. Give a relationship term for the clues given.

Ans

1. siblings - a brother or a sister
2. kith and kin - friends and relatives

3. a chip of the old block - similar to father or mother

4. two peas in a pod - twins similar in appearance

5. breadwinner - the family member who earns money to support 
the family

6. forefathers - an ancestor or a member of the past generations 
of one’s family

I. Arrange the words according to their degrees of meaning.
1. eager, thrilled, excited [ Ans  excited, thrilled, eager]
2. old, aged, senior [ Ans  senior, old, aged]
3. small, tiny, minute [ Ans  small, tiny, minute]
4. worried, panicked, anxious [ Ans  anxious, worried, panicked]
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J. Think and Answer.

1. X and Y are parents to Z. But Z is not the son of X. 
 Then what is Z to X? _________ [ Ans  Daughter]

2. Meera’s brother is the father of Aakash.
 Then how is Aakash related to Meera? _______ [ Ans  Aunt]

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS

I. Choose the Correct Answers (MCQ). 

1. It occurred to Tom that he was _______; then he could stay home from school.
(a) sick (b) dead (c) happy [ Ans  (a) sick]

2. Tom groaned louder, and fancied that he began to feel pain in the _______.
(a) tooth (b) stomach (c) toe [ Ans  (c) toe]

3. “Why, what’s the matter, Tom? I must call _______”.
(a) Mary (b) auntie (c) Sid [ Ans  (b) auntie]

4. The old lady laughed a little, then _______ a little, then did both together.
(a) screamed (b) cried (c) clapped [ Ans  (b) cried]

5. So all this row was because you thought you’d get to stay home from school and go _______?”
(a) fishing (b) shopping (c) playing [ Ans  (a) fishing]

II. Identify the Character / Speaker.

1. “Tom, why didn’t you wake me sooner?” [ Ans  Tom’s brother Sid]
2. “Tom, what a turn you did give me”. [ Ans  Aunt Polly]
3. “I forgive you for everything, Sid”. [ Ans  Tom]
4. “Mary get me a silk thread, and a chunk of fire out of the kitchen”. [ Ans  Aunt Polly]
5. “Oh, auntie, my sore toe’s dying!” [ Ans  Tom]

III. Write True or False against each statement.

1. Monday morning found Tom Sawyer miserable. [ Ans  True]
2. “Sid, you give my window-sash and my dog with one eye to that new girl that’s come to 

town”. [ Ans  False]
3. “Open your mouth. Well. Your tooth is loose, but your’e not going to die from that.” 

 [ Ans  True]
4. “Please don’t, auntie. I don’t want to stay home from school.” [ Ans  True]
5. “Tom, I love you so, and you try every way you can to break my old hand with your mischief.”

 [ Ans  False]
IV. Very Short Questions with Answers.

1. What did Tom compared his school to?
Ans  Tom compared his school to a prison.

2. Was Tom really sick?
Ans  No, Tom was not actually sick.
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3. What did Sid tell Aunt about Tom?
Ans  Sid told aunt that Tom was dying.

4. With whom did Aunt go upstairs to see Tom?
Ans  Aunt went upstairs with Sid and Mary.

5. What were the dental instruments?
Ans  A silk thread and a chunk of fire were the dental instruments.

6. What did Tom want to do by staying home from school?
Ans  Tom wanted to stay home from school and go for fishing.

V. Short Questions with Answers.
1. What were the three sickness Tom had planned to suffer from?

Ans  Tom planned to suffer from stomach ache, sore toe and toothache.
2. How did Tom try to wake up Sid?

Ans  Tom made successive loud groans, panted with exertions and snored. When this did 
not wake up Sid, he called Sid and shook him. 

3. Why did Aunt Polly cried and laughed together?
Ans  Aunt Polly cried with relief that nothing was wrong with Tom. She laughed thinking 

of the prank played by Tom once again.

VI. Paragraph Questions with Answers.
1. How did Aunt Polly extract Tom’s tooth?

Ans  Aunt Polly fastened one end of the silk thread to Tom’s tooth with a loop and tied the 
other to the bedpost. Then she caught hold of the chunk of fire and suddenly pushed 
it almost into Tom’s face. The tooth now was hanging loosely by the bedpost.

2. Did Sid believe that Tom was sick? Justify.
Ans  Yes, Sid believed that Tom was very sick. Anxious Sid, called Tom and shook him. 

He felt bad for not helping Tom who was suffering for hours. He assured Tom that he 
would not die and rushed to call Aunt Polly to save Tom from dying.

VII. Rearrange the Jumbled Sentences.
1. “What is the matter with you child?”.
2. Tom groaned and fancied to feel pain in the toe.
3. “You seem to try every way you can to break my old heart with your mischief.”
4. The tooth was hanging loosely by the bedpost.
5. He wished he was sick to stay home from school.
6. Monday morning found Tom Sawyer miserable.
7. ''Tom you aren’t dying, are you?"
8. “Oh, Aunt Polly, come! Tom’s dying!”
9. “One of them is loose, and it aches perfectly awful”
10. “I don’t want to stay home from school.”
Ans  6, 5, 2, 7, 8, 1, 9, 10, 3, 4

 6. Monday morning found Tom Sawyer miserable.
 5. He wished he was sick to stay home from school.
 2. Tom groaned and fancied to feel pain in the toe.
 7. "Tom you aren’t dying, are you?"
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 8. “Oh, Aunt Polly, come! Tom’s dying!”
 1. “What is the matter with you child?”
 9. “One of them is loose, and it aches perfectly awful”.
 10. “I don’t want to stay home from school.”
 3. “You seem to try every way you can to break my old heart with your mischief.”
 4. The tooth was hanging loosely by the bedpost.

VIII. Read the passage and answer the questions.

A. Monday morning found Tom Sawyer miserable. Monday morning always found him so because 
it began another week’s slow suffering in school. He generally began that day with wishing he had 
had no holiday in between, he made the going into prison again so much worse.
1. Why were Monday mornings miserable for Tom? 

Ans  Tom hated  to go to school on Monday mornings. So he felt miserable.
2. How was Tom’s experience about going to school all the week?

Ans  It was a weeklong slow suffering in school for Tom.
3. What was going to school compared to by Tom? 

Ans  Going to school was compared to going into a prison by Tom.

B. The old lady made one end of the silk thread fast to Tom’s tooth with a loop and tied the other 
to the bedpost. Then she caught hold of the chunk of fire and suddenly pushed it almost into the 
boy’s face. The tooth was hanging loosely by the bedpost, now.
1. The old lady tied one end of the silk thread to Tom’s tooth. Where did she tie the other?

Ans  She tied the other end to the bedpost.
2. Did the old lady push the chunk of fire into Tom’s face?

Ans  No. The old lady almost seem to do it but she did not actually push it.
3. How was the tooth pulled out?

Ans  When the old lady went towards Tom with the hot chunk of fire, he feared it would 
hurt his face and tried to move away. When he moved, his tooth tied to the thread 
got pulled.

C. “Tom, why didn’t you wake me sooner? Oh, Tom, DON’T! It makes my flesh crawl to hear you. 
What  is the matter?”

 “I forgive you for everything, Sid. (Groan.) Everything you’ve ever done to me. When I’m gone   
...........”

 “Oh, Tom, you aren’t dying, are you?
1. Why did Sid feel that Tom should have woken him sooner?

Ans  Sid felt that if Tom had woken him up earlier, he could had prevented Tom’s condition 
becoming bad.

2. Why did Tom ask forgiveness to Sid for everything he had done to him?
Ans  Tom pretended to ask forgiveness as his death bed confession.

3. "When I’m gone". What does Tom mean by these words?
Ans  Tom’s words  mean that he would be dead soon.

•••
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PROSE

MIND MAP 

Dry clothes on windy 
summer

Usha’s plan to go to bazaar

Usha hears 'Goodbye'  
sound

She doubts whether the 
voice is from Ghosts or 

from wind

Symptoms of heavy rain 

Drenched Usha sees two 
small figures

Grandfather’s  ghost story

They starts to leave the 
ruins in the morning

Usha walks fast to return 
home 

Cat, rains, thunder and 
lightning scare her

Usha goes to the town and 
purchases things.

All of them spend night at 
the ruins

She caught in stinging rain

She takes shelter 

at the ruins

She visits her aunt Lakshmi

She tries to escape,bumps 
on  her brother and her 

friend.

She is frightened as if 

they are ghosts.

GLOSSARY 
boomed   - make a loud deep sound
brow   - highest part of a hill
blotted out   - hid
chattering   - informal talk
chop   - cut
crumbling   - breaking apart into small pieces
crouching   - bending down
excitedly   - feeling great eagerness
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Important Points
INTEGERS :

 � Collection of the natural numbers, zero and the negative numbers gives integers.  
The collection of integers are denoted by Z.

 � Negative integers are represented on the number line to the left of zero and the positive 
integers to the right of zero.

 � Every integers on the number line is placed in an increasing order from left to right.

ADDITION OF INTEGERS :
 � The sum of two positive integers is positive.

E.g: (+5) + (+4) = +9
 � The sum of two negative integers is negative.

E.g: (–2) + (–5) = –7
 � The sum of a positive and a negative integer is the difference of the two numbers in 

value and has the sign of the greater integer.
E.g: (–3) + (+5) = +2
        (+3) + (–5) = –2

PROPERTIES OF ADDITION :
Closure Property:

 � The sum of two integers is always an integer i.e. for any two integers a and b; a + b is 
also an integer. This property is known as ‘closure property’ of integers on addition.

Commutative Property:
 � For any two integers a and b; a + b = b + a. This property is known as ‘commutative 

property’ of integers.
Associative Property:

 � For any three integers a, b, and c; a + (b + c) = (a + b) + c. This property is known as 
Associative property of integers under addition.

Additive Identity:
 � When ‘0’ is added to an integer, we get the same integer.

i.e. For any integer a, a + 0 = a = 0 + a
Due to this property zero is called the additive identity.

Number SyStem
Chapter 

1
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Additive Inverse
 � When opposites are added together always give the value zero.

E.g. (–5) + (+5) = 0
In this case either of the pair of opposites is known as the additive inverse of the 
other.
i.e. For any integer a, –a is the additive inverse.
a + (–a) = 0 = (–a) + a

Subtraction of Integers:
 � To subtract an integer from another, we add the additive inverse of the integer which 

is to be subtracted.
E.g.  (i)  7 – (–5) = 7 + (+5)
  = 12
        (ii) (–7) – (+5) = (–7) + (–5)
  = –12

 � Every subtraction statement has a corresponding addition statement.
E.g. 8 – 5 = 3 ; Subtraction statement.
 3 + 5 = 8; Addition statement.

Properties of Subtraction :
 � The difference of two integers is always an integer.

i.e. For any two integers a, b; a – b is also an integer. Closure property is true for 
integers on subtraction.

 � For any two integers a, b; a – b ≠ b – a. \ Commutative property does not hold for 
subtraction of integers.
E.g. 3 – (–1) = 3 + 1 = 4
 (–1) – (3) = –1 + (–3) = –4
 3 – (–1) ≠ (–1) – 3

 TRY THESE (Text book Page No. 1)

1. Write the following integers in ascending order: –5, 0, 2, 4, –6, 10, –10
Sol : Plotting the points on the number line, we get

 –8 –7 –6 –5 –4 –3 –2 –1  0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8–9–10 9 10

The numbers are placed in an increasing order from left to right.
\ Ascending order: –10 < –6 < –5 < 0 < 2 < 4 < 10

2. If the integers –15, 12, –17, 5, –1, –5, 6 are marked on the number line then the 
integer on the extreme left is ______.

Sol : The least number will be on the extreme left.
\ –17 will be on the extreme left.
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3. Complete the following pattern:
50, __, 30, 20, __, 0, –10, __, __, –40, __, __.

Sol : The difference between the consecutive number is 10.
50, 40, 30, 20, 10, 0, –10, –20, –30, –40, –50, –60

4. Compare the given numbers and write “<”, “>” or “=” in the boxes.
(a) –65  65 (b) 0  1000 (c) –2018  –2018

Sol : (a)  –65 <  65,  A positive number is greater than a negative number.
(b) 0 <  1000, 0 is less than all positive integers.
(c) –2018 =  –2018

5. Write the given integers in descending order, –27, 19, 0, 12, –4, –22, 47, 3, –9, –35.
Sol : Separating positive and the negative integers, we get  –27, –4, –22, –9, –35

Arranging the numbers in descending order –4 > –9 > –22 > –27 > –35
The positive numbers are 19, 12, 47, 3
Arranging in descending order, we get 47 > 19 > 12 > 3
0 stands in the middle.
\ Descending order: 47 > 19 > 12 > 3 > 0 > –4 > –9 > –22 > –27 > –35

 TRY THIS (Text book Page No. 3)

1. Find the value of the following using the number line activity.
(i) (–4) + (+3) (ii) (–4) + (–3) (iii) (+4) + (–3)

Sol : (i) (–4) + (+3)
 To find the sum of (–4) and (+3), we start at zero facing positive direction 

continuing in the same direction and move 4 units backward to represent (–4).
 Since the operation is addition we maintain the same direction and move three 

units forward to represent (+3)  

  –5 –4 –3 –2 –1  0 1 2 3 4 5 

+3

–4

 We land at –1
 So (–4) + (+3) = –1
(ii) (–4) + (–3)
 From zero move 4 steps backward to represent (–4)
 From the same direction again move 3 units backward to represent (–3)
 We land at –7  

  –5 –4 –3 –2 –1 0 1 2  

–3
–4

–6–7–8

 So (–4) + (–3) = –7
(iii) (+4) + (–3)
 We start at zero facing positive direction and move 4 steps forward to represent (+4) 
 Since the operation is addition we maintain the same direction and move three 

units backward to represent (–3).  

  –5 –4 –3 –2 –1  0 1 2  3 4  

–3

–4

 We land at +1.
 So (+4) + (–3) = +1
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 PROPERTIES OF ADDITION (Text book Page No. 6)

1. Complete the given table and check whether the sum of two integers is an integer 
or not?
(i) 7 + (–5)  = (+2) (ii) (–6) + (–13)  = (–19) 
(iii) 25 + 9  = 34  (iv) (–12) + 4  =  –8 
(v) 41 + 32  = 73  (vi) (–19) + (–15)  = (–34)
(vii) 52 + (–15)  =  (+37) (viii) (–7) + 0  =  (–7)
(ix) 0 + 12  = 12  (x) 14 + 0  = 14 
(xi) (–6) + (–6)  = (–12) (xii) (–27) + 0  = –27

Sol : \ The sum of two integers is an integer.

 TRY THESE (Text book Page No. 7)

1. Fill in the blanks:
(i) 20 + (–11)  = – (11) + 20   [ Addition is commutative]
(ii) (–5) + (–8) = (–8) + (–5)  [ Addition is commutative]
(iii) (–3) + 12    = 12 + (–3)  [ Addition is commutative]

2. Say True or False.
(i) (–11) + (–8) = (–8) + (–11)   - True, because addition is commutative for integers.
(ii) –7 + 2         = 2 + (–7) - True, by commutative property on integers.
(iii) (–33) + 8    = 8 + (–33) - True, by commutative property on integers.

3. Verify the following.
 (i) [(–2) + (–9)] + 6 = (–2) + [(–9) + 6]
 (ii) [7 + (–8)] + (–5) = 7 + [(–8) + (–5)]
 (iii) [(–11) + 5] + (–14) = (–11) + [5 + (–14)]
 (iv) (–5) + [(–32) + (–2)] = [(–5) + (–32)] + (–2)
Sol : (i)         [(–2) + (–9)] + 6 = (–2) + [(–9) + 6]
  [(–2) + (–9)] + 6 = (–11) + 6 = –5
  Also (–2) + [(–9) + 6] = (–2) + (–3) = –5
   Both the cases the sum is –5.
  \ [(–2) + (–9)] + 6 = (–2) + [(–9) + 6]
 (ii) [7 + (–8)] + (–5) = 7 + [(–8) + (–5)]
  Here [7 + (–8)] + (–5) = (–1) + (–5) = – 6
  Also 7 + [(–8) + (–5)] = 7 + (–13) = 7 – 13 = – 6
           In both the cases the sum is –6.

 \ [7 + (–8)] + (–5) = 7 + [(–8) + (–5)]
(iii) [(–11) + 5] + (–14) = (–11) + [5 + (–14)]
 Here [(–11) + 5] + (–14) = (–6) + (–14) = (–20)
          (–11) + [5 + (–14)] = (–11) + (–9) = (–20)
 In both the cases the sum is –20.
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 \ [(–11) + 5] + (–14) = (–11) + [5 + (–14)]
(iv) (–5) + [(–32) + (–2)] = [(–5) + (–32)] + (–2)
         (–5) + [(–32) + (–2)] = (–5) + (–34) = –39
 Also [(–5) + (–32)] + (–2) = (–37) + (–2) = –39
 In both the cases the sum is –39.
 \ (–5) + [(–32) + (–2)] = [(–5) + (–32)] + (–2)

4. Find the missing integers:

(i) 0 + (–95)  =   –95   

(ii) –611 +   0    = –611

(iii) ___ + 0  = ___ Any integer; the same integer

(iv) 0 + (–140)  = –140
5. Complete the following:

(i) –603 + 603  =     0   

(ii) 9847 + (–9847)  =    0    
(iii) 1652 + (–1652) =   0     
(iv) –777 + 777 = 0
(v) –5281 + 5281  = 0

ExErcisE 1.1
1. Fill in the blanks:

(i) (–30) + ___ = 60 [Ans: 90]
(ii) (–5) + ___ = –100 [Ans: –95]
(iii) (–52) + (–52) = ___ [Ans: –104]
(iv) ___ + (–22) = 0 [Ans: 22]
(v) ___ + (–70) = 70 [Ans: 140]

(vi) 20 + 80 + ___ = 0 [Ans: –100]

(vii) 75 + (–25) = ___ [Ans: 50]

(viii) 171 + ___ = 0 [Ans: –171]

(ix) [(–3) + (–12)] + (–77) = ___ + [(–12) + (–77)] [Ans: –3]

(x) (–42) + [___ + (–23)] = [___ + 15] + ___ [Ans: +15; –42; –23]

2. Say True or False.

(i) The additive inverse of (–32) is –32 [Ans: False]

(ii) (–90) + (–30) = 60 [Ans: False]

(iii) (–125) + 25 = –100 [Ans: True]
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3. Add the following.

(i) 8 and –12 using number line.
Sol :    Starting at zero on the number line facing positive direction and move 8 steps forward
  reaching 8.  

  –5 –4 –3 –2 –1 0 1 2  3 4  5 6  7 8  

+8
–12

Then we move 12 steps 

backward to represent –12 

and reach at –4.

 \ 8 + (–12) = –4

(ii) (–3) and (–5) using number line.
Sol :   Starting at zero on the number line facing positive direction and move 3 steps backward 

reaching –3.  

–5 –4 –3 –2 –1–9 –8 –7 –6  0 1 2

–3
–5

 Then we move 5 steps backward to 
represent –5 and reach –8.

 \ (–3) + (–5) = –8

(iii) (–100) + (–10)    Sol : (–100) + (–10) = –100 – 10  = –110
(iv) 20 + (–72)  Sol :  20 + (–72)      =  20 – 72      = –52
(v) 82 + (–75)  Sol : 82 + (–75)       =  82 – 75      = 7
(vi) –48 + (–15)  Sol : –48 + (–15)     =  –48 – 15    = –63
(vii) –225 + (–63)  Sol : –225 + (–63)   =  –225 – 63  = –288

4. Thenmalar appeared for competitive exam which has negative scoring of 1 mark 
for each incorrect answers. In paper I she answered 25 question incorrectly and 
in paper II 13 questions incorrectly. Find the total reduction of marks.

Sol : For each incorrect question the score   = –1
In paper I, score for 25 incorrect questions    = 25 × (–1) = –25
In paper II, for 13 incorrect question the score    = 13 × (–1) = –13
The total marks get reduced       = (–25) + (–13) = –38
–38 marks will be reduced.

5. In a quiz competition, Team A scored +30, –20, 0 and team B scored –20, 0,+30 
in three successive rounds. Which team will win? Can we say that we can add 
integers in any order?

Sol :          Total score of team A =  [(+30) + (–20)] + 0 = (+10) + 0 = 10
 Total score of team B = [(–20) + 0] + (+30)
  = –20 + 30  = +10
Score of team A = Score of team B.
Yes, we say that we can add integers in any order.
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6. Are (11 + 7) + 10 and 11 + (7 + 10) equal? Mention the property.
Sol : First we take (11 + 7) + 10 = 18 + 10 = 28

 Now 11 + (7 + 10) = 11 +17 = 28
In both the cases the sum is 28.  \  (11 + 7) + 10 = 11 + (7 + 10)

This property is known as associative property of integers under addition.

7. Find 5 pairs of integers that added to 2.
Sol : 0 + 2   =   2

1 + 1 = 2
–1 + 3 = 2
–2 + 4 = 2
–3 + 5 = 2 (and many more.)

objEctivE typE QuEstions

8. The temperature at 12 noon at a certain place was 18º above zero. If it decreases 
at the rate of 3º per hour at what time if would be 12º below zero?

 (i) 12 mid night  (ii) 12 noon

 (iii) 10 am   (iv) 10 pm [Ans : (iv) 10 pm]
Sol : Temperature at 12 noon        = 18º above zero = +18º

Rate of decrease per hour  =  –3º
Temperature 12º below zero = –12º
–12 is 30 units to the left of +18º
Time at which it reach –12º     = 

30
3

 = 10 h
                10 hrs after 12 noon = 10 pm

9. Identify the problem with negative numbers as its answer.

(i) –9 + (–5) + 6 (ii) 8 + (–12) – 6
(iii) –4 + 2 + 10 (iv) 10 + (–4) + 8

Sol : (i)     –9 + (–5) + 6          = –14 + 6 = –8
 (ii)  8 + (–12) + 6 = –4 + 6 = +2
 (iii)  –4 + 2 + 10  = –2 + 10 = 8
 (iv) 10 + (–4) + 8 = 6 + 8 = 14  [Ans : (i) –9 + (–5) + 6]
10. (–10) + (+7) = ____

(i) +3 (ii) –3 (iii) –17 (iv) +17 [Ans : (ii) –3]
11. (–8) + 10 + (–2) = ____

(i) 2 (ii) 8 (iii) 0 (iv) 20 [Ans : (iii) 0]
12. 20 + (–9) + 9 = ___

(i) 20 (ii) 29 (iii) 11 (iv) 38 [Ans : (i) 20]
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additional QuEstions

1. When Malar woke up her temperature was 102ºF. Two hours later it was 3º lower, 
what was her temperature then?

Sol :                    Initially Malar’s temperature = 102ºF
           After two hours it lowered 3º Þ –3ºF
 ∴ Here present temperature = 102º + (–3º) = 99ºF

2. An elevator is on the twentieth floor. It goes down 11 floors and then up 5 floors. 
What floor is the elevator on now?

Sol :        Present location of the elevator = 20th floor
  If it goes down 11 floor Þ (– 11)
  = 20 + (–11) = 9th floor
  If it goes up 5 floor       Þ 9 + 5
  = 14th floor

3. 16 + __ = 16. The property expressed here is ______.

Sol : 16 + _0_ = 16. 
  0 is the additive identity on integers.

subtraction of intEgErs

 TRY THESE (Text book Page No. 11)

1. Do the following by using number line.
(i) (–4) – (+3)

Sol :  We start at zero facing positive direction move 4 units backward to represent (–4).   
 Then turn towards negative side and move 3 units forward.

 We reach –7.  

–5 –4 –3 –2 –1–7 –6  0 1 2    3     

–4+3

 \ (–4) – (+3) = –7.
(ii) (–4) – (–3)

Sol :   We start at zero facing positive direction. Move 4 units backward to represent –4. Then 
turn towards the negative side and move 3 units backwards.

 We reach at –1.  

  –5 –4 –3 –2 –1  0 1 2 3 4 5 

–3
– 4

 \ (–4) – (–3) = –1.
2. Find the values and compare the answers.

(i) (–6) – (–2) and (–6) + 2
Sol :   (–6) – (–2) = –6 + (Additive inverse of –2)

  = –6 + (+2) = –4
 Also (–6) + 2 = –4
 \ (–6) – (–2) = (–6) + 2
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(ii) 35 – (–7) and 35 + 7.
Sol :  35 – (–7) = 35 + (Additive inverse of –7) = 35 + (+7) = 42

 Also 35 + 7 = 42 ;  35 – (–7) = 35 + 7
(iii) 26 – (+10) and 26 + (–10)

Sol :  26 – (+10) = 26 + (Additive inverse of +10) = 26 + (–10) = 16
 Also 26 + (–10) = 16 ;  26 – (+10) = 26 + (–10)

3. Put the suitable symbol <, > or = in the boxes.

(i) –10 – 8 <  –10 + 8  Sol :  –10 – 8     = –18 & –10 + 8 = –2

(ii) (–20) + 10 =  (–20) – (–10) Sol : (–20) + 10 = –10 & (–20) – (–10) = –10

(iii) (–70) – (–50)  >  (–70) – 50 Sol : –70 – 50    = (–70) + (–50) = –120

(iv) 100 – (+100) <  100 – (–100)    Sol :  100 – (+100) = 0 & 100 – (–100) = 100  + 
 (+100) = 200

(v) –50 – 30 =  –100 + 20  Sol : –50 – 30    = –50 + (–30) = –80 
 Also –100 + 20 = –80

 TRY THESE (Text book Page No. 14)

1. Fill in the blanks.

(i) (–7) – (–15)  = +8  –7 – (–15) = –7 + (Additive inverse of –15) 
    = –7 + 15  = +8

(ii) 12 – (–7)  = 19 12 – (–7) = 19

(iii) –4 – (–5)  = 1
2. Find the values and compare the answers.

(i) 15 – 12 and 12 – 15 (ii) –21 – 32 and –32 – (–21)
Sol : (i)  15 – 12 = 3 & 12 – 15 = 12 + (–15) = –3

 15 – 12 >  12 – 15
 (ii) –21 – 32  = (–21) + (–32) = –53
  Also  –32 –(–21) = (–32) + (+21) = –11 ;  –53 < –11

 –21 – 32 <  (–32) – (–21)

Think (Text book Page No. 14)

1. Is associative property true for subtraction of integers. Take any three examples 
and check.

Sol : Consider the numbers 1, 2 and 3. Now (1–2) – 3 = –1 – 3 = –4 
  Also 1 – (2 –3) = 1 – (–1) = 1 + 1 = 2
 ∴ (1 – 2) – 3 ≠ 1 – (2 – 3)
 ∴ Associative property is not true for subtraction of integers.
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ExErcisE 1.2

1. Fill in the blanks.
(i) –44 + ___ = –88 [Ans: –44]
(ii) __ – 75 = –45 [Ans: 30]
(iii) __ – (+50) = –80 [Ans: –30]

2. Say True or False.
(i) (–675) – (–400) = –1075 [Ans: False]
(ii) 15 – (–18) is the same as 15 + 18 [Ans: True]
(iii) (–45) – (–8) = (–8) – (–45) [Ans: False]

3. Find the value of the following.
(i) –3 – (–4) using number line.  

  –5 –4 –3 –2 –1  0 1 2 3 4 5 

–3

– 4

Sol :  We start at zero facing positive direction. Move 3 
units backward to represent (–3). Then turn towards 
the negative side and move 4 units backwards. We 
reach +1.
 \ (–3) – (–4) = +1.  

(ii) 7 – (–10) using number line
Sol :

  –3 –2 –1  0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 16 17 1811 12 13 14 15

–7 –10

 We start at zero facing positive direction. Move 7 units forward to represent 
(+7). Then turn towards the negative side and move 10 units backwards.

 We reach +17
 \ 7 – (–10) = +17
(iii) 35 – (–64)

Sol :         35 – (–64) = 35+ (Additive inverse of –64)  = 35 + (+64) = 99
 \ 35 – (–64) = 99

(iv) –200 – (+100)
Sol :  –200 – (+100)         = –200 + (Additive inverse of +100)  = –200 + (–100) = –300

 –200 – (+100) = –300
4. Kabilan was having 10 pencils with him. He gave 2 pencils to senthil and 3 to 

Karthick. Next day his father gave him 6 more pencils, from that he gave 8 to his 
sister. How many pencils are left with him?

Sol :                                              Total pencils Kabilan had = 10
                   No. of pencils given to Senthil = 2
                No. of pencils given to Karthick = 3.
  Now number of pencils left with Kabilan = 10 – 2 – 3 = 8 – 3 = 5
  Number of pencils got from his father = 6
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  No. total pencils Kabilan had = 5 + 6 = 11
  Number of pencils given to his sister = 8
  Number of pencils left with Kabilan = 11 – 8 = 3

5. A lift is on the ground floor. If it goes 5 floors down and then moves up to 10 floors 
from there, then in which floor will the lift be?

Sol : Initially the lift will be in the ground floor representing ‘0’
     It goes to 5 floors down   Þ –5
  Then it moves 10 floors up Þ +10.
            Now the lift will be   = 0 – 5 + 10 = –5 + 10
               = 5th floor (above the ground floor)

6. When Kala woke up, her body temperature was 102°F. She took medicine for 
fever. After 2 hours it was 2°F lower. What was her temperature then?

Sol :                                            Kala’s temperature initially = 102°F
  After two hours the temperature decreased = –2°F
                            Now the final temperature = 102°F – 2°F = 100°F

7. What number should be added to (–17) to get –19?
Sol :  According to the problem = –17 + A number = –19

      The number = –19 + 17 = –2
  \ –2 should be added to –17 to get –19

8. A student was asked to subtract (–12) from –47. He got –30. Is he correct? Justify.
Sol : Subtracting –12 from –47, we get

  –47 – (–12) = –47 + (Additive inverse of –12)
  = –47 + (+12) = –35
  But the students answer is –30.
  So he is not correct.

objEctivE typE QuEstions

9. (–5) – (–18)
(i) 23 (ii) –13 (iii) 13 (iv) –23 [Ans : (iii) 13]

10. (–100) – 0 + 100 = ____
(i) 200 (ii) 0 (iii) 100 (iv) –200 [Ans : (ii) 0]

additional QuEstions
1. Roman civilization began in 509 BC and ended in 476 AD. How long did Romans 

civilization last.
Sol :   From the start of common era no. of years upto 476 AD  = 476

  From 509 BC to start of common era years    = 509
  Total years Roman civilization last                 = 476 + 509 = 985 years.
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2. A submarine was situated 450 feet below sea level. If it descends 300 feet. What is 
its new position?

Sol :          Position of submarine = –450 ft.
 Again it descends 300 feet Þ –300 feet
∴ New position = –450 + (–300) = –750 ft.
  \ It was 750 feet below sea level.

3. In January the high temperature recorded was 90°F and the low temperature was 
–2°F. Find the difference between the high and the low temperatures?

Sol :  The high temperature recorded = 90°F
  The low temperature recorded = –2°F
  Difference = 90°F – (–2°F)
   = 90°F + (Additive inverse of –2°F)
   = 90°F + (+2°F) = 92°F

multiplication of intEgErs

 TRY THESE (Text book Page No. 16)

1.  Find the product of the following

(i) (–20) × (–45)  = +900   [As we know the product of two negative integers is 
 positive, the answer is +900.]

(ii) (–9) × (–8)  = 72   [ Product of two negative integers is positive]
(iii) (–30) × 40 × (–1)  = (+1200)  [Product of two integers with opposite sings is 

 negative integer.
 (–30) × 40 × (–1) = (–1200) × (–1) = +1200)]

(iv) (–50) × 2 × (–10)  = –1000  [Product of two integers with opposite signs is negative.
 (+50) × 2 × (–10) = 100 × (–10) = –1000)]
2.  Complete the following table by multiplying the integers in the corresponding row 

and column headers.

  

X –3 –2 –1 0 1 2 3
–3
–2
–1
0
1
2
3

Sol : We know that   (i) product of two positive integers is positive
        (ii) product of two negative integers is positive
        (iii) product of integers with opposite sign is negative.
  \ The table will be as follows:
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X –3 –2 –1 0 1 2 3
–3 +9 +6 +3 0 –3 –6 –9
–2 +6 +4 +2 0 –2 –4 –6
–1 +3 +2 +1 0 –1 –2 –3
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 –3 –2 –1 0 1 2 3
2 –6 –4 –2 0 2 4 6
3 –9 –6 –3 0 3 6 9

3. Which of the following is incorrect?
 (i) (–55) × (–22) × (–33) < 0  (ii) (–1521) × 2511 < 0
 (iii) 2512 – 1525 < 0   (iv) (1981) × (+2000) < 0

Sol : (iii) and (iv) are incorrect because 2512 – 1252  is a positive integer.

Also (+1981) × (+2000) is a positive integer.

 TRY THESE (Text book Page No. 18)

1.  Find the product and check for equality
 (i) 18 × (–5) and (–5) × 18
Sol :  Here 18 × (–5) = –90  Also (–5) × 18 = –90
  \ 18 × (–5) = (–5) × 18
 (ii) 31 × (–6) and (–6) × 31
Sol :  Here 31 × (–6) = –186 Also (–6) × 31 = –186
  \ 31 × (–6) = (–6) × 31
 (iii) 4 × 51 and 51 × 4
Sol :  Here 4 × 51 = 204     Also 51 × 4   = 204
  \ 4 × 51 = 51 × 4

2.  Prove the following.
 (i)  (–20) × (13 × 4) = [(–20) × 13] × 4
Sol :  LHS = (–20) × (13 × 4) = (–20) × 52 = –1040
  RHS = [(–20) × 13] × 4 = (–260) × 4 = –1040
  LHS = RHS
  \  (–20) × (13 × 4) = [(–20) × 13] × 4

 (ii) [(–50) × (–2)] × (–3)   =  (–50) × [(–2) × (–3)]
Sol :  LHS =  [(–50) × (–2)] × (–3) = 100 × (–3) = –300
  RHS =  (–50) × [(–2) × (–3)]   = (–50) × 6   = –300
  LHS = RHS
 \ [(–50) × (–2)] × (–3) = (–50) × [–2) × (–3)]
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 (iii)   [(–4) × (–3)] × (–5) = (–4) × [(–3) × (–5)]

Sol :  LHS =  [(–4) × (–3)] × (–5) = 12 × (–5) = –60
  RHS =  (–4) × [(–3) × (–5)] = (–4) × 15 = –60
  LHS =  RHS
  \  [(–4) × (–3)] × (–5) = (–4) × [(–3) × (–5)]

 TRY THESE (Text book Page No. 19)

1.  Find the values of the following and check for equality:
 (i) (–6) × (4 + (–5)) and ((–6) × 4) + ((–6) × (–5))

Sol :   (–6) × (4 + (–5)) = (–6) × (–1) = 6
   ((–6) × 4) + ((–6) × (–5)) = (–24) + 30 = 6
   Hence   (–6) × (4 + (–5)) = ((–6) × 4) + ((–6) × (–5))
 (ii) (–3) × [2 + (–8)] and [(–3) × 2] + [(–3) × 8]

Sol :   (–3) × [2 + (–8)] = (–3) × (–6)  = 18
  Also [(–3) × 2] + [(–3) × 8] = (–6) + (–24) = –30
   (–3) × [2 + (–8)] ≠ [(–3) × 2] + [(–3) × 8]

2.  Prove the following.

 (i)  (–5) × [(–76) + 8] = [(–5) × (–76)] + [(–5) × 8]
Sol :   LHS = (–5) × [(–76) + 8] = (–5) × (–68)
    = +340
   RHS = [(–5) × (–76)] + [(–5) × 8] 
    = +380 + (–40) = +380– 40
    = +340
   LHS = RHS
  ∴  (–5) × [(–76) + 8] = [(–5) × (–76)] + [(–5) × 8]
 (ii)  42 × [7 + (–3)] = (42 × 7) + [42 × (–3)]
Sol :   LHS = 42 × [7 + (–3)]
    = 168
   RHS = (42 × 7) + [42 × (–3)] = 294 – 126
    = 168
   LHS = RHS
 ∴   42 × [7 + (–3)] = (42 × 7) + [42 × (–3)]
 (iii)  (–3) × [(–4) + (–5)] = [(–3) × (–4)] + [(–3) × (–5)]
Sol :   LHS = (–3) × [(–4) + (–5)] = (–3) × (–9)
    = +27
   RHS = [(–3) × (–4)] + [(–3) × (–5)] = 12 + 15 = 27
   LHS = RHS
 ∴  (–3) × [(–4) + (–5)] = [(–3) × (–4)] + [(–3) × (–5)]
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 (iv)  103 × 25 = (100 + 3) × 25 = (100 × 25) + (3 × 25)
Sol :   First consider      103× 25 = 2575
   Now            (100 + 3) × 25 = 103 × 25 = 2575
   Also (100 × 25) + (3 × 25) = 2500 + 75 
    = 2575
   All the three are same.
 ∴  103 × 25 = (100 + 3) × 25 = (100 × 25) + (3 × 25)

ExErcisE 1.3

1. Fill in the blanks.
(i) –80 × __ = –80 [Ans: 1]
(ii) (–10) × __ = 20 [Ans: –2]
(iii) 100 × __ = –500 [Ans: –5]
(iv) __ × (–9) = –45 [Ans: 5]
(v) __ × 75 = 0 [Ans: 0]

2. Say True or False:
(i) (–15) × 5 = 75 [Ans: False]
(ii) (–100) × 0 × 20 = 0 [Ans: True]
(iii) 8 × (–4) = 32 [Ans: False]

3. What will be the sign of the product of the following:
(i) 16 times of negative integers.
(ii) 29 times of negative integers.

Sol : (i) 16 is an even interger. 
   If negative integers are multiplied even number of times, the product is a positive 

integer.
  \ 16 times a negative integer is a positive integer.
 (ii) 29 times negative integer.
   If negative integers are multiplied odd number of times, the product is a negative 

integer. 29 is odd.
  ∴ 29 times negative integers is a negative integer.

4. Find the product of
(i) (–35) × 22                    Sol :  –35 × 22 = –770

 (ii) (–10) × 12 × (–9)  Sol :  (–10) × 12 × (–9) = (–120) × (–9) = +1080
 (iii) (–9) × (–8) × (–7) × (–6)
    Sol : (–9) × (–8) × (–7) × (–6) = (+72) × (–7) × (–6)
               = (–504) × (–6)       = +3024
 (iv) (–25) × 0 × 45 × 90   Sol :  (–25) × 0 × 45 × 90 = 0 × 45 × 90 =  0 × 90 = 0
 (v) (–2) × (+50) × (–25) × 4  Sol : (–2) × (+50) × (–25) × 4 = (–100) × –25 × 4
  = 2500 × 4 = 10,000
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5. Check the following for equality and if they are equal, mention the property.
 (i) (8 – 13) × 7 and 8 – (13 × 7)
Sol :   Consider (8 – 13) × 7 = (–5) × 7 = –35
     Now        8 – (13 × 7) = 8 – 91 = –83
 ∴  (8 – 13) ×7 ≠  8 – (13 × 7)
 (ii) [(–6) – (+8)] × (–4) and (–6) – [8 × (–4)]
Sol :   [(–6) – (+8)] × (–4) = [(–6) + (–8)] × (–4) = (–14) × (–4) = +56
   Now (–6) – [8 × (–4)] = (–6) – (–32)
    = (–6) + (+32) = +26
 ∴  [(–6) – (+8)] × (–4) ≠ (–6) – [8 × (–4)]

 (iii) 3 × [(–4) + (–10)] and [3 × (–4) + 3 × (–10)]
Sol :  Consider 3 × [(–4) + (–10)] = 3 × –14 = –42
  Now [3 × (–4) + 3 × (–10)] = (–12) + (–30) = –42
          Here 3 × [(–4) + (–10)] = [3 × (–4) + 3 × (–10)]
 It is the distributive property of multiplication over addition.

6. During summer, the level of the water in a pond decreases by 2 inches every week 
due to evaporation. What is the change in the level of the water over a period of 
6 weeks?

Sol :                  Level of water decreases a week = 2 inches.
  Level of water decreases in 6 weeks = 6 × 2 = 12 inches

7. Find all possible pairs of integers that give a product of –50.
Sol :  Factor of 50 are 1, 2, 5, 10, 25, 50.

  Possible pairs of integers that gives product –50: 

2 50
5 25
 5

  (–1 × 50), (1 × (–50)), (–2 × 25), (2 × (–25)), (–5 × 10), (5 × (–10))

objEctivE typE QuEstions

8. Which of the following expressions is equal to –30.
(i) –20 – (–5 × 2)  (ii) (6 × 10) – (6 × 5)
(iii) (2 × 5) + (4 × 5)  (iv) (–6) × (+5) [Ans : (iv) (–6) × (+5)]

Hint:  (i) –20 + (10) = –10   (ii) 60 – 30 = 30
(iii) 10 + 20 = 30  (iv) (–6) × (+5) = – 30

9. Which property is illustrated by the equation: (5 × 2) + (5 × 5) = 5 × (2 + 5)
(i) commutative  (ii) closure
(iii) distributive  (iv) associative [Ans : (iii) distributive]

10. 11 × (–1) = _____
(i) –1 (ii) 0 (iii) +1 (iv) –11 [Ans : (iv) –11]

11. (–12) × (–9) = _____

(i) 108 (ii) –108 (iii) +1 (iv) –1 [Ans : (i) 108]
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additional QuEstions

1. Ani is scuba diving. She descends 5 feet below sea level. She descends the same 
distance 4 more times. What is Anis final elevation?

Sol :  Ani descends 5 feet below sea level once she descends 4 more times
  \ She descends (5 × 4) + 5 feet in total = 20 + 5 = 25 feet below sea level

2. The price of a plant reduced ` 6 per week for 7 weeks. By how much did the price 
of the plant change over the 7 weeks?

Sol : The price of plant reduced in a week = ` 6
\         The price reduced in 7 weeks = 7 × 6 = 42

3. The product of three integers is –3. Determine all of the possible values for the 
three factors?

Sol : Product of three integers = –3
Possible factors are (1 × –1 × 3), (–1 × –1 × –3), (1 × 1 × –3)

division of intEgErs

 TRY THESE (Text book Page No. 22)

(i)   (–32) ÷ 4 = ________ [Ans: –8]

(ii) (–50) ÷ 50 = ________ [Ans: –1]
(iii) 30 ÷ 15 = ________ [Ans: 2]
(iv) –200 ÷ 10 = ________ [Ans: –20]

(v)     –48 ÷ 6 = ________ [Ans: –8]
ExErcisE 1.4

1. Fill in the blanks.
(i) (–40) ÷ ____ = 40 [Ans: –1]
(ii)      25 ÷ ____ = –5 [Ans: –5]
(iii)   ____ ÷ (–4) = 9 [Ans: –36]
(iv) (–62) ÷ (–62) = ____ [Ans: 1]

2. Say True or False:
(i) (–30) ÷ (–6) = –6 [Ans: False]
(ii) (–64) ÷ (–64) is 0 [Ans: False]

3. Find the values of the following.

(i) (–75) ÷ 5   Sol : 
− = −75

5
15

(ii) (–100) ÷ (–20)  Sol : 
−
−

=100
20

5
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(iii) 45 ÷ (–9)   Sol :  
45

9
5

−
= −

(iv) (–82) ÷ 82   Sol : 
− = −82
82

1

4. The product of two integers is –135. If one number is –15. Find the other integer.

Sol :  Given the product of two integers = –135
   One of them = –15
  ∴ –15 × Another number = –135

   Other number = 
−
−
135
15  = 9

  ∴       The other number = 9.

5. In 8 hours duration, with uniform decrease in temperature, the temperature 
dropped 24°C. How many degrees did the temperature drop each hour?

Sol :        In 8 hours the drop in temperature = 24

 In 1 hour the drop in temperature = 24
8

 = 3°
  The temperature dropped 3°C every hour.

6. An elevator descends into a mine shaft at the rate of 5 m/min. If the descent starts 
from 15 m above the ground level, how long will it take to reach –250 m?

Sol :                             The elevator’s position = 15 m above ground level = +15 m
  It should reach = –250 m
  The distance to be travelled = 15 – (–250) m  = 15 + (+250) m = 265 m
   Time taken to descend 5 m = 1 min

 ∴Time required to descend 265 m = 
265
5

m
m  = 53 min

7. A person lost 4800 calories in 30 days. If the calory loss is uniform, calculate the 
loss of calory per day.

Sol :    Loss of calory in 30 days          = 4800

  \ Loss of calory in 1 day = 4800
30

 = 160 calories
  \ 160 calories lost per day.

8. Given 168 × 32 = 5376 then fined (–5376) ÷ (–32).
Sol :                     Given 168 × 32 = 5376

 ∴               5376
32

 = 168

  Also    −
−
5376
32

 = 168
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9. How many –4’s are there is (–20)?  Sol: Number of –4’s in (–20) = 
−
−
20
4  = 5

10. (–400) divided into 10 equal parts gives _____   Sol :  −400
10

 = –40

objEctivE typE QuEstions

11. Which of the following does not represent an integer?
(i) 0 ÷ (–7) (ii) 20 ÷ (–4) (iii) (–9) ÷ 3 (iv) 12 ÷ 5
 [Ans: (iv) 12 ÷ 5]

12. (–16) ÷ 4 is the same as
(i) – (–16 ÷ 4) (ii) –(16) ÷ (–4) (iii) 16 ÷ (–4) (iv) –4 ÷ 16
 [Ans: (iii) 16 ÷ (–4)]

13. (–200) ÷ 10 is
(i) 20 (ii) –20 (iii) –190 (iv) 210 [Ans: (ii) –20]

14. The set of integers is not closed under
(i) Addition (ii) Subtraction (iii) Multiplication (iv) Division
 [Ans: (iv) Division]

Statement Problems on Integers using all Fundamental Operation

ExErcisE 1.5
1. One night in Kashmir, the temperature is –5°C. Next day the temperature is 9°C. 

What is the increase in temperature?
Sol :                      Temperature in the first day = –5°C

  Temperature in the next day = 9°C
 ∴         Increase in temperature = 9°C – (–5°C)
  = 9°C + (+5°C) = 14°C

2. An atom can contain protons which have a positive charge (+) and electrons which 
have a negative charge (–). When an electron and a proton pair up, they become 
neutral (0) and cancel the charge at. Now determine the net charge:
(i) 5 electrons and 3 protons → –5 + 3 = –2 that is 2 electrons – –
(ii) 6 protons and 6 electrons →
(iii) 9 protons and 12 electrons →
(iv) 4 protons and 8 electrons →
(v) 7 protons and 6 electrons →

Sol : (ii)    6 protons and 6 electrons → (+6) + (–6) = 0
(iii) 9 protons and 12 electrons → (+9) + (–12) = 9 – 12 = – 3 Þ 3 electrons – – –
(iv) 4 protons and 8 electrons → (+4) + (–8) = +4 – 8 = –4 Þ 4 electrons – – – –
(v) 7 protons and 6 electrons → (+7) + (–6) = +1 Þ 1 proton +
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3. Scientists use the Kelvin scale (K) as an alternative temperature scale to degrees 
celsius (°C) by the relation T°C = (T + 273)K. Convert the following to Kelvin:
(i) –275°C (ii) 45°C (iii) –400°C (iv)  – 273°C

Sol : (i) –275°C = (–275 + 273)K = –2K
 (ii) 45°C     =   (45 + 273)K  = 318 K
 (iii) –400°C =   (–400 + 273) K = –127 K
 (iv) –273°C =  (–273 + 273) K = 0K.

4. Find the amount that is left in the student’s bank account, if he has made the 
following transaction in a month. His initial balance is ` 690.
(i) Deposit (+) of ` 485
(ii) Withdrawal (–) of ` 500
(iii) Withdrawal (–) of ` 350
(iv) Deposit (+) of ` 89
(v) If another ` 300 was withdrawn, what would the balance be?

Sol : (i)    Initial balance of student’s account = ` 690
                           Deposited amount = ` 485 (+)
 ∴         Amount left in the account = ` 690 + ` 485 = ` 1175
(ii) Balance in the account = ` 1175
      Amount withdrawn = ` 500 (–)
                  Amount left = ` 1175 – ` 500 = ` 675
(iii) Balance in the account = ` 675
      Amount withdrawn = ` 350 (–)
                  Amount left = ` 675 – ` 350 = ` 325
(iv) Balance in the account = ` 325
        Amount deposited = ` 89(+)
                  Amount left = ` 325 + ` 89 = ` 414
(v) Balance in the account = ` 414
      Amount withdrawn = ` 300 (–)
                  Amount left = ` 414 – ` 300 = ` 114

5. A poet Tamizh Nambi lost 35 pages of his ‘lyrics’ when his file had got wet in the 
rain. Use integers, to determine the following.
(i) If Tamil Nambi wrote 5 pages per day, how many day's work did he lose?
(ii) If four pages contained 1800 characters, (letters) how many characters were lost?
(iii) If Tamil Nambi is paid ` 250 for each page produced, how much money did he lose?
(iv) If Kavimaan helps Tamizh Nambi and they are able to produce 7 pages per day, 

how many days will it take to recreate the work lost?
(v) Tamizh Nambi pays Kavimann ` 100 per page for his help. How much money 

does Kavimaan receive?
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Sol : (i)  Total pages lost = 35
   One day work = 5 page

   35 pages = 
35
5  = 7 days work

  ∴ 7 day's work he lost.
(ii) Number of characters in four pages = 1800

     Number of characters in one page = 
1800

4
 = 450

 ∴Number of characters in 35 pages = 450 × 35 = 15,750 characters
(iii)                              Payment for one page = ` 250
 \                    Payment for 35 pages = ` 250 × ` 35 = ` 8,750
(iv)      Number of pages recreated a day = 7

 \ To recreate 35 pages day's needed = 
35
7

 = 5 days

(v)                              Payment of Kavimaan = ` 100 per page
 \                     for 35 pages payment = ` 100 × 35 = ` 3,500

6. Add 2 to me. Then multiply by 5 and subtract 10 and divide new by 4 and I will 
give you 15! Who am I?

Sol : According to the problem  {[(I + 2) × 5] – 10} ÷ 4 = 15
       {[(I + 2) × 5] – 10} = 15 × 4 = 60                     (I + 2) × 5 = 60 + 10 = 70

                              I + 2 = 70
5

 = 14                                     I = 14 – 2 ; I = 12

7. Kamatchi, a fruit vendor sells 30 apples and 50 pomegranates. If she makes a 
profit of ` 8 per apple and loss ` 5 per pomegranate. What will be her overall 
profit or loss?

Sol : Number of apples Kamatchi sold = 30
   Profit per apple = ` 8(+)
  ∴  Profit for 30 apples = 30 × 8 = ` 240
      Number of pomegranates sold  50
   Loss per pomegranate  = ` 5(–)
  Loss on selling 50 pomegranates = 50 × (–5) = ` –250
   Overall loss = –250 + 240 = ` –10

  i.e. loss ` 10.
8. During a drought, the water level in a dam fell 3 inches per week for 6 consecutive 

weeks. What was the change in the water level in the dam at the end of this period?

Sol :                                     Water level fall per week = –3 inches
  \ Water level decrease for 6 weeks = 6 × (–3)  = –18 inches
  \ decrease of 18 inches of water level.
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9. Buddha was born in 563 BC (BCE) and died in 483 BC (BCE). Was he alive in 500 
BC (BCE)? and find his life time. (Source: Compton’s Encyclopedia)

Sol : Years in BCC (BCE) are taken as negative integers.

  Buddha was born in –563 
– 563 – 500 – 483 0

  and died in –483
  So he was alive in 500 BC (BCE)
  Life time = –483 – (–563) = –483 + 563 = +80
  Buddha’s life time = 80 years.

ExErcisE 1.6
Miscellaneous Practice Problems

1. What should be added to –1 to get 10?
Sol :    (–1) + a number        = 10

\ The number              = 10 + 1 = 11

2. –70 + 20 =  – 10
Sol :                                    LHS = –70 + 20 = –50

 RHS =  – 10  ⇒  = –50 + 10 = –40
 –70 + 20 = –40  – 10

3. Substract 94860 from (–86945)
Sol :    –86945 – (94860) = –86945 + (Additive inverse of 94860)
    = –86945 + (–94860) = –1,81,805

4. Find the value of (–25) + 60 + (–95) + (–385)
Sol :  (–25) + 60 + (–95) + (–385) = 35 + (–95) + (–385) = –60 + (–385) = –445

5. Find the sum of (–9999) (–2001) and (–5999).
Sol : (–9999) + (–2001) + (–5999) = –12,000 + (–5999) = –17,999
6. Find the product of (–30) × (–70) × 15.
Sol : (–30) × (–70) × 15 = (+2100) × 15 = 31,500

7. Divide –72 by 8.

Sol : − = −72
8

9

8. Find two pairs of integers whose product is +15.
Sol : (i)      (+3) × (+5) (ii) (–3) × (–5)
9. Check the following for equality.
 (i) (11 + 7) + 10 and 11 + (7 + 10)
 (ii) (8 – 13) × 7 and 8 – (13 × 7)
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 (iii) [(–6) – (+8)] × (–4) and (–6) – [8 × (–4)]
 (iv) 3 × [(–4) + (–10)] and [3 × (–4) + 3 × (–10)]

Sol :  (i)       LHS = (11 + 7) + 10 = 18 + 10 = 28
  RHS = 11 + (7 + 10) 
  = 11 + (17) = 28
  LHS = RHS
  \ (11 + 7) + 10 = 11 + (7 + 10)
 (ii) LHS = (8 – 13) × 7  = –5 × 7 = –35
  RHS = 8 – (13 × 7)  = 8 – 91 = –83
  LHS ≠ RHS
  \ (8 – 13) × 7 ≠ 8 – (13 × 7)
 (iii) LHS = [(–6) – (+8)] × (–4) = [(–6) + (–8)] × (–4)  = (–14) × (–4) = +56
  RHS = (–6) – [8 × (–4)] = –6 – (–32) 
  = –6 + (+32) = +26
  LHS ≠ RHS
  \ [(–6) – (+8)] × (–4) ≠ (–6) – [8 × (–4)]
 (iv) LHS = 3 × [(–4) + (–10)] = 3 × (–14) = –42
  RHS = [3 × (–4) + 3 × (–10)] = (–12) + (–30) = –42
  LHS = RHS
  3 × [(–4) + (–10)] = [3 × (–4) + 3 × (–10)]

10. Kalaivani had ` 5000 in her bank account on 01.01.2018. She deposited ` 2000 in 
January and withdrew ̀  700  in February. What was Kalaivani’s bank balance on 
01.04.2018, if she deposited ` 1000 and withdraw ` 500 in March.

Sol : Initial bank balance = ` 5000 ; Total deposits: January : ` 2000 ; March : ` 1000
   Total deposits upto March = ` 5000 + ` 2000 + ` 1000 = ` 8000
 Amount withdrawn: February : ` 700 (–)
                                      March : ` 500 (–)
 ∴  Total amount withdrawn = (–700) + (–500) = ` –1200
              Net bank balance = ` 8000 – ` 1200 = ` 6800
11. The price of an item x increases by ` 10 every year and an item y decreases by 

`  15 every year. If in 2018, the price of x is ` 50 and y is ` 90, then which item will 
be costlier in the year 2020?

Sol : Amount increases for x every year = ` 10.
Price of x in 2018 = ` 50 ; Price of x in 2019 = ` 50 + ` 10 = ` 60
Price of x in 2020 = ` 60 + ` 10 = ` 70  Amount decreases for y per year = ` 15
Price of y in 2018 = ` 90  
Price of y in 2019 = ` 90 – ` 15 = ` 75
Price of y in 2020 = ` 75 – ` 15 = ` 60
Here 70 > 60. \ Item x will costlier in year 2020.
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12. Match the statements in Column A and Column B.

S.No. A B
(i) For any two integers 72 and 108, 72 

+ 108 is also an integer
(a)  Distributive property of 

multiplication over addition.
(ii) For any three integers 68, 25 and 99

68 × (25 + 99) = (68 × 25) + (68 × 99)
(b) Multiplicative identity

(iii) 0 + (–138) = (–138) = (–138) + 0 (c)  Commutative property under 
multiplication.

(iv) For any two integers
(–5) and 10
(–5) × 10 = 10 × (–5)

(d) Closed under addition

(v) 1× (–1098) = (–1098) = (–1098) × 1 (e) Additive identify.

  [Ans: i - d, ii - a, iii - e, iv - c, v - b] 

challEngE problEms

13. Say True or False.
 (i)  The sum of a positive integer and a negative integer is always a positive 

integer. [Ans: False]
 (ii) The sum of two integers can never be zero [Ans: False]
 (iii) The product of two negative integers is a positive integer. [Ans: True]
 (iv) The quotient of two integers having opposite sign is a negative integer. 

 [Ans: True]
 (v) The smallest negative integer is –1. [Ans: False]

14. An integer divided by 7 gives a result –3. What is that integer?

Sol :         According to the problem An integer
7

3= −
   ∴                                    The integer = –3 × 7
                            The required integer = –21.

15. Replace the question mark with suitable integer in the equation.

 72 + (–5) – ?  = 72
Sol :   72 + (–5) – ?  = 72
   67 – ?  = 72
   – ?  = 72 – 67 = 5
   ?  = –5
  ∴ 72 + (–5) – –5  = 72
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16. Can you give 10 pairs of single digit integers whose sum is zero?
Sol : 1 + (–1) + 2 + (–2) + 3 + (–3) + 4 + (–4) + 5 + (–5) = 0
17. If P = –15 and Q = 5 find (P – Q) ÷ (P + Q).

Sol :    Given P = 15 ;  Q = 5

   (P – Q) ÷ (P + Q) = 
( )
( )
− −
− +

15 5
15 5

 = 
( ) ( )− + −

−
15 5

10
 = 

−
−

20
10

 = 2

18. If the letters in the English alphabets A to M represent the number from 1 to 13 
respectively and N represents 0 and the letters O to Z correspond from –1 to –12,  
find the sum of integers for the names given below. For example,
MATH → Sum → 13 + 1 – 6 + 8 = 16
(i) YOUR NAME (ii)   SUCCESS

Sol : Given
A B C D E F G H I J K L M
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
0 –1 –2 –3 –4 –5 –6 –7 –8 –9 –10 –11 –12

(i) My name LEENA → 12 + 5 + 5 + 0 +1 = 23

(ii) SUCCESS → (–5) + (–7) + 3 + 3 + 5 + (–5) + (–5)
 = –12 + 6 + 5 + (–10) = –6 + 5 + (–10) = (–1) + (–10)
 = –11

19. From a water tank 100 litres of water is used every day. After 10 days there is 2000 
litres of water in the tank. How much water was there in the tank before 10 days?

Sol :                                        Water used for one day = 100 litres.
                     Water used for 10 days = 100 × 10 = 1000 litres.
  After 10 days water left in the tank = 2000 litres
  \ Initially amount of water will be = 2000 + 1000 = 3000 litres

20. A dog is climbing down into a well to drink water. In each jump it goes down  
4 steps. The water level is in 20th step. How many jumps does the dog take to 
reach the water level?

Sol :   The water in the well is at 20th step.
  For each jump the dog goes low 4 steps.
 ∴ Number of jumps the dog to reach the water = 

20
4

5

= 5 jumps

21. Kannan has a fruit shop. He sells 1 dozen banana at a loss of ` 2 each because it 
may get rotten next day. What is his loss?

Sol :                                      1 dozen = 12 bananas
    For 1 banana loss = ` 2
 ∴ For 12 bananas loss      = ` 2 × 12 = ` 24
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22. A submarine was situated at 650 feet below the sea level. If it descends 200 feet, 
what is its new position?

Sol :                              Position of submarine = 650 feet below sea level = –650 feet
  Again the depth it descends = 200 feet below = – 200 feet
  \       Position of submarine = (–650) + (–200) = –850 feet
  The submarine will be 850 feet below the sea level.

23. In a magic square given below each row, column and diagonal should have the 
same sum. Find the values of x, y, and z.

1 –10 x
y –3 –2

–6 4 z

Sol :               Column total = Row total = diagonal total
 \ 1 + y + (–6) = (–10) + (–3) + 4
           y + (–5) = –13 + 4
 y = –9 + 5
 y = –4 
 So 1 + (–10) + x = y + (–3) + (–2)
                 –9 + x = (–4) + (–3) + (–2)
 –9 + x = –9
 x = –9 + 9
 x = 0
 Now x + (–2) + z = (–10) + (–3) + 4
          0 + (–2) + z = (–13) + 4
 –2 + z = –9
 z = –9 + 2 =  –7
 z = –7
  \ x = 0, y = –4, z = –7

additional QuEstions

1. Simplify the following using suitable properties.

 (a) (–1650) × (–2) + (–1650) × (–98)  (b) (9150 × 405) – (8150 × 405)
Sol :(a)  (–1650) × (–2) + (–1650) × (–98)

 = 1650 [(–1) × (–2) + (–1) × –98]  = 1650 (2 + 98) [Distributive property]
 = 1650 × 100 = 1,65,000
(b) (9150 × 405) – (8150 × 405)
 = 405 (9150 – 8150) = 405 × 1000
 = 4,05,000
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2. Which is greater: (9 + 7) × 1000 or 9 + 7 × 1000?
Sol :                    (9 + 7) × 1000 = 16 × 1000 = 16,000

    9 + 7 × 1000 = 9 + 7000 = 7,009
  16,000 > 7009
 ∴ (9 + 7) × 1000 > [9 + 7 × 1000]

3. Simiplify: 80 ÷ [240 ÷ (–24)] + 7
Sol : We have

  80 ÷ [240 ÷ (–24)] + 7

  = 80 ÷ 240
24−







 + 7

  = 80 ÷ (–10) + 7 = – 80
10







 + 7 = (–8) + 7 = –1



unit tExt

Time: 1 hrs     Max Marks : 25
I. Choose the best answer from the options given below.  5 × 1 = 5

1. The additive identity for integers is
(a) –1 (b) 0 (c) 1 (d) None of these

2. When 5 is multiplied by 0 we get
(a) 5 (b) –5 (c) 10 (d) 0

3. What is the quotient when zero is divided by a non-zero integer?
(a) 1 (b) –1 (c) 0 (d) The integer itself

4. Name the property which says that “if two integers are added or subtracted, the answer 
is always an integer”.
(a) Closure property  (b) Associative property
(c) Distributive property (d) Identity

5. The product of 5 and –3 is
(a) 0 (b) 15 (c) –15 (d) 8

II. Fill in the blanks  5 × 1 = 5

6. The additive inverse of 0 is ___________

7. 300 + (–300) = ___________

8. 2 + 0 + (–15) = ___________ + 0 + 2

9. 50 × ___________ = 0

10. The product of ___________ and –1 is –15.
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III. Answer the following question  5 × 2 = 10

11. If the product of two integers is –84. One of them is –6, then what is the other integer?

12. Find the product of (–1) × (–1) × (–2) × (–2)

13. Use >, < or = in the boxes.

 (a) (–5) + (–3)  (–5) – (–3)  (b) (–3) + 7 – (19)  15 – 8 + (–9)

14. Write a negative integer and a positive integer whose difference is –4?
15. Write a pair of integers whose sum is smaller than both the integers.

IV. Answer the following  1 × 5 = 5
16. (a)  An elevator descends into a mine shaft at the rate of 6m/min. If the descend starts 

from 10 m above the ground level. How long will it take to reach –350 m?
(or)

 (b) Write five pairs of integers a, b such that 
a
b = −3 

answErs

I.
1. (b) 0
2. (d) 0
3. (c) 0
4. (a) closure property
5. (c) –15
II.
6. 0
7. 0
8. –15
9. 0
10. 15
III.
11. 14
12. 4
13. (a) <   (b) <
14. –2, 2
15. –25, 3
IV.
16. (a) 1 hour

(b) (9, –3), (–3, 1), (–18, 6) (6, –2) (–15, 5)
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 � SI unit of Distance is metre.
 � SI unit of Weight is gram.
 � SI unit of Time is second.
 � International system of units were introduced in the year1971.
 � Perimeter is the distance around.
 � Area is the region occupied by the closed shape.

PARALLELOGRAM :
 � A parallelogram is a four sided closed shape in which opposite sides are both parallel 

and equal.
 � Area of the parallelogram = b × h sq. units, where b = base; h = height.
 � The perimeter of a parallelogram is the sum of the lengths of the four sides.

RHOMBUS :

 � In a parallelogram if all the sides are equal then it is called a rhombus.
 � In a rhombus (i) all the sides are equal

  (ii) opposite sides are parallel
  (iii)  diagonals divide the rhombus into 4 right angles 

triangles of equal area.
  (iv) the diagonals bisect each other at right angles.

 � Area of the rhombus = (base × height) sq. units

 � Area of the rhombus = 
1
2 1 2( )d d×  sq. units. Where d1 and d2 are the 

diagonals.

TRAPEZIUM :

 � A parallelogram with one pair of non-parallel sides is known as a Trapezium.

 � Area of the Trapezium = 
1
2

× +h a b( )  sq. units. Where a and b are 
lengths of parallel sides.

 � If the non-parallel sides of Trapezium are equal then it is known as 
an isosceles Trapezium.
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MeasureMent1
�� To identify fundamental and derived physical quantities
�� To identify fundamental and derived units.
�� To obtain units for certain derived quantities.
�� To measure the area and volume of some regular shaped and irregular shaped 

objects.
�� To convert the volume of objects from cubic metre to litre and vice versa.
�� To calculate the density of solids and liquids.
�� To define Astronomical unit and light year.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Unit

EvaluationEvaluation�

I. Choose the appropriate answer:
1. Which of the following is a derived unit?

(a) mass   (b) time
(c) area   (d) length [Ans. (c) area]

2. Which of the following is correct?
(a) 1L = 1cc   (b) 1L = 10cc
(c) 1L = 100cc   (d) 1L = 1000cc [Ans. (d) 1L = 1000 cc]

3. SI unit of density is
(a) kg/m2   (b) kg/m3

(c) kg/m   (d) g/m3 [Ans. (b) kg/m3]
4. Two spheres have equal mass and volume in the ratio 2:1. The ratio of their density is

(a) 1:2   (b) 2:1
(c) 4:1   (d) 1:4 [Ans. (b) 2:1]

5. Light year is the unit of
(a) Distance   (b) time
(c) density   (d) both length and time [Ans. (a) Distance]

II. Fill in the blanks:
1. Volume of irregularly shaped objects are measured using the law of ______.

 [Ans. Archimedes]
2. One cubic metre is equal to________ cubic centimetre. [Ans. 10,00,000 or 106]
3. Density of mercury is _____. [Ans. 13,600 kg/m3]
4. One astronomical unit is equal to _______. [Ans. 1.496×1011m]
5. The area of a leaf can be measured using a ______ [Ans. graph sheet]
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III. State whether the following statements are true or false.
1. The region covered by the boundary of the  plane figure is called its volume.
Ans. False. Correct statement :  The region covered by the boundary of  plane figure is called its 

area. 
2. Volume of liquids can be found using measuring containers.
Ans. True
3. Water is denser than kerosene.
Ans. True
4. A ball of iron floats in mercury.
Ans. True
5. A substance which contains less number of molecules per unit volume is said to be denser.
Ans. False. Correct statement :  A substance which contains more number of molecules per 

unit volume is said to be denser.

IV. Match the items in column – I to the items in column - II :

1. Column - I Column - II
i. Area (a) light year
ii. Distance (b) m3

iii. Density (c) m2

iv. Volume (d) kg
v. Mass (e) kg / m3     [Ans : i-c, ii-a, iii-e, iv- b, v - d]

2. Column - I Column - II
i. Area (a) g / cm3

ii. Length (b) measuring jar
iii. Density (c) amount of a substance
iv. Volume (d) rope
v. Mass (e) plane figures [Ans : i-e, ii-d, iii-a, iv- b, v - c]

V. Arrange the following in correct sequence :

1. 1L, 100 cc, 10 L, 10 cc
Ans. 10 cc, 100 cc, 1L, 10L
2. Copper, Aluminium, Gold, Iron
Ans. Aluminium, Iron, Copper, Gold
VI. Use the analogy to fill in the blank:

3. Area: M2 :: Volume : _______
Ans. M3

4. Liquid : Litre :: Solid : ______
Ans. cm3
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5. Water : Kerosene :: _______ :Aluminium
Ans. Iron

VII. Assertion and reason type questions:
 Mark the correct choice as

(a) Both assertion and reason are true and reason is the correct explanation of assertion
(b) Both assertion and reason are true, but reason is not the correct explanation of 

assertion
(c) If assertion is true but reason is false
(d) Assertion is false but reason is true.

1. Assertion (A)  : Volume of a stone is found using a measuring cylinder.
Reason (R)  : Stone is an irregularly shaped object.
[Ans.  (a) If both assertion and reason are true and reason is the correct 
 explanation of assertion]

2. Assertion (A) :  Wood floats in water.
Reason (R)  :  Water is a transparent liquid.
[Ans.  (b) If both assertion and reason are true, but reason is not the correct 
 explanation of assertion]
Correct explanation: Density of water is more than the density of wood.

3. Assertion (A)  : Iron ball sinks in water.
Reason (R)  : Water is denser than iron.
[Ans.  (b) If both assertion and reason are true, but reason is not the correct 
 explanation of assertion]
Correct explanation : Density of iron is more than that of water.

VIII. Give very short answer:
1. Name some of the derived quantities.
Ans. Area, volume, density.

2. Give the value of one light year.
Ans. One light year = 9.46 × 1015m

3. Write down the formula used to find the volume of a cylinder.
Ans. Volume of a cylinder = π r2 h

4. Give the formula to find the density of objects.

Ans. Density (D) = 
mass( )

volume( )
m
v

  D  = 
(m)
(v)

5. Name the liquid in which an iron ball sinks.
Ans. Iron ball sinks in water. The density of an iron ball is more than that of water so it sinks 

in water.
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6. Name the unit used to measure the distance between celestial objects.
Ans. Astronomical unit and light year are the units used to measure the distance between 

celestial objects.

7. What is the density of gold?
Ans. Density of gold is 19,300 kg/m3.

IX. Give Short Answer.

1. What are derived quantities?
Ans. The physical quantities which can be obtained by multiplying, dividing or by 

mathematically combining the fundamental quantities are known as derived quantities.
(or)

The physical quantities which are expressed is terms of fundamental quantities are 
called derived quantities.

2. Distinguish between the volume of liquid and capacity of a container.
Ans. S.No Volume of liquid Capacity of a container

1. Volume is the amount of space taken up 
by a liquid

Capacity is the measure of an 
objects ability to hold a substance 
like solid, liquid or gas

2. It is measured in cubic units. It is measured in litres, gallons, 
pounds, etc.

3. It is calculated by multiplying the length, 
width and height of an object.

It’s measurement is cc or ml.

3. Define the density of objects.
Ans. Density of a substance is defined as the mass of the substance contained in unit volume.

Density (D) = 
mass( )

volume( )
m
v

4. What is one light year?
Ans. One light year is the distance travelled by light in vacuum during the period of one 

year.
1 Light year = 9.46 × 1015m.

5. Define one astronomical unit?
Ans. One astronomical unit is defined as the average distance between the earth and the sun.

1AU = 1.496 5 106km = 1.496 × 1011m.
X. Answer in detail.
1. Describe the graphical method to find the area of an irregularly shaped plane figure.
Ans. To find the area of an irregularly shaped plane figure, we have to use graph paper.

(i) Place a piece of paper with an irregular shape on a graph paper and draw its outline.
(ii) To find the area enclosed by the outline, count the number of squares inside it (M).
(iii) You will find that some squares lie partially inside the outline.
(iv) Count a square only if half (p) or more of it (N) lies inside the outline.
(v) Finally count the number of squares, that are less than half. Let it be Q.
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 For the shape in figure we have the following:
 M  =  50 N = 7
 P  =  4 Q = 4
Now, the approximate area of the can be calculated using the following formula.

Area of the leaf   = M N P Q+ 





+ 





+ 





3
4

1
2

1
4

sq. cm

  = 
2

50 3
4

7 1
2

4 1
4

4+ × + × + ×

  = 50 21
4

2+ +

  = 52 + 5.25 = 58.25 sq.mm = 0.5825 sq.cm

2. How will you determine the density of a stone using a measuring jar?
Ans. Determination of density of a stone using a measuring cylinder.

(i) In order to determine the density of a solid, we must know the mass and volume 
of the stone.  

10

0

20

30

40

50

60

10

0

20

30

40

50

60

Density of a stone using 
measuring cylinder.

(ii) The mass of the stone is determined by a physical 
balance very accurately. Let it be ‘m’ grams.

(iii) In order to find the volume, take a measuring 
cylinder and pour in it some water.

(iv)  Record the volume of water from the graduations 
marked on measuring cylinder. Let it be 40 cm3.

(v)  Now tie the given stone to a fine thread and lower 
it gently in the measuring cylinder, such that it is 
completely immersed in water.

(vi)  Record the new level of water. Let it be 60 cm3.
 ∴Volume of the solid = (60 – 40) cm3

  = 20 cm3 = V cm3 (assume)
 Knowing the mass and the volume of the stone, the density can be calculate by 

the formula :

  Density = 
mass

volume
 = 

m
v

g/cm3

XI. Questions based on Higher Order Thinking skills:

1. There are three spheres A, B, C as shown below :
Sphere A Sphere CSphere B

Sphere A and B are made of the same material. Sphere C is made of a different 
material. Spheres A and C have equal radii. The radius of sphere B is half that of 
A. Density of A is double that of C. 

Area of an irregularly 
shaped plane figure
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Now answer the following questions:
i. Find the ratio of masses of spheres A and B.
ii. Find the ratio of volumes of spheres A and B.
iii. Find the ratio of masses of spheres A and C.

Ans. i. Ratio of masses of spheres A and B
  MA  : MB
  D × VA  : D × VB   (Radius of sphere B is half that of A)
 Let the mass of sphere A = MA

 Let the mass of sphere B = MB

  Mass = Density × Volume
  MA = DA × VA 

  MB = DB × VB (Density is same)

  Volume of Sphere A = 
4
3

πr3

  Volume of Sphere B = 4
3 2

3

π × rA





 D D× × 





4
3

4
3 2

3
3

π πr r:  = 1 : 
1
8

 = 8:1

ii. Ratio of volumes of spheres A and B
   VA : VB

    8 : 1   (As mass is directly proportional to volume)

iii. Ratio of masses of spheres A and C.

   MA : MC

           2D × V : D × V  [∴Density of A is double that of C]

   2 : 1

XII. Numerical problems:
1. A circular disc has a radius 10 cm. Find the area of the disc in m2. (Use π = 3.14)
Ans. Given radius = 10 cm = 0.1 m

  π = 3.14
  Area of a circular disc A = ?
  (in m2)
Formula : Area of a circle A = πr2

   = 3.14 × 0.1 × 0.1
Solution : A = 0.0314 m2

2. The dimension of a school playground is 800 m × 500 m. Find the area of the ground.
Ans. Given : The dimension of a school

  Playground = l × b = 800 m × 500 m
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Formula : Area of the ground A = l × b
   = 800 × 500 = 4,00,000
Solution : A = 4,00,000 m2

3. Two spheres of same size are made from copper and iron respectively. Find the 
ratio between their masses. Density of copper 8,900 kg/m3 and iron 7,800 kg/m3.

Ans. Given : Density Copper DC = 8900 kg/m3

  Density of Iron DI = 7800 kg/m3

  Volume of Copper sphere  = Volume of Iron sphere

To find : Ratio of Masses of Copper (MC) and Iron (MI) 
Solution: Mass = Density × Volume
  MC = DC × V, MI = DI × V
  MC = 8900 V, MI = 7,800 V
  MC = MI

  8900 V : 7800 V
   = 1.14 : 1

4. A liquid having a mass of 250 g fills a space of 1000cc. Find the density of the liquid.
Ans. Given : Mass of a liquid M = 250 g

  Volume V = 1000 cc
  Density of the liquid D = ?

Formula: Density D = 
mass( )

volume( )
m
v  = 

25 0
100 0  = 0.25 g/cc

Solution: Density of the liquid = 0.25 g/cc

5. A sphere of radius 1cm is made from silver. If the mass of the sphere is 33 g, find 
the density of silver (Take π = 3.14)

Ans. Given : radius of a sphere r = 1cm
   Volume of the sphere V = ?
   Mass of the sphere M = 33 g
   Density of silver D = ?

Formula: Density D = 
mass of the sphere(M)

volume of the sphere(V)

   Volume (V) = 
4
3

3πr  = 
4
3

3 14 1 1 1× × × ×.

   V = 4.187 (cm3)

   D = 
M
V

 = 
33

4 187.
 = 7.889 g/cc

Solution: Density of silver sphere = 7.889 g/cc.
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XIII. Cross word puzzle:

Clues – Across
1. SI unit of temperature
2. A derived quantity
3. Mass per unit volume
4. Maximum volume of liquid a container can hold
Clues – Down
a. A derived quantity
b. SI unit of volume
c. A liquid denser than iron
d. A unit of length used to measure very long distances

Ans. 
K E L V I N

E

L L C M
I V       O L U M E E
G C B R
H I I C
T T C U
Y Y M R
E D E N S I T Y

C A P A C I T Y
R R

E

Clues – Across
1. KELVIN
2. VOLUME
3. DENSITY
4. CAPACITY

Clues – Down
a. VELOCITY
b. CUBIC METRE
c. MERCURY
d. LIGHT YEAR

(1)  (a)

 (d)  (b)  (c)

(2)

(3)

(4)
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Intext Activities�
 ACTIVITY - 1

 Take a leaf from any one of trees in your neighborhood. 
Place the leaf on a graph sheet and draw the outline of 
the leaf with a pencil. Remove the leaf. You can see the 
outline of the leaf on the graph sheet.

 i. Now, count the number of whole squares enclosed within 
the outline of the leaf. Take it to be M.

 ii. Then, count the number of squares that are more than 
half. Take it as N.

 iii. Next, count the number of squares which are half of a whole square.  
Note it to be P.

 iv. Finally, count the number of squares that are less than half. Let it be Q.
 v.  M = _________; N = _________;
  P = _________; Q = _________

Now, the approximate area of the leaf can be calculated using the following formula:

Approximate area of the leaf = M + 3
4





 N + 

1
2





 P + 

1
4





 Q square cm.

Area of the leaf = ______________.

This formula can be used to calculate the area of any irregularly shaped plane figures.
Ans. v. M = 50 N = 7

 P = 4 Q = 4
Approximate area o the leaf  = M+ N P Q3

4
1
2

1
4







+ 





+ 





   = 
2

50 3
4

7 1
2

4 1
4

4+ 





× + ×






+ ×

   = 
2

50 21
4

2 1+ + + = 50 + 5.25 + 2 + 1

   = 58.25 sq. mm
   = 0.5825 sq.cm

 ACTIVITY - 2

 Draw the following regularly shaped figures on a graph sheet and find their area 
by the graphical method. Also, find their area using appropriate formula. Compare 
the results obtained in two methods by tabulating them.
(a) A rectangle whose length is 12 cm and breadth is 4 cm.
(b) A square whose side is 6 cm.
(c) A circle whose radius is 7 cm.
(d) A triangle whose base is 6 cm and height is 8 cm.
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Ans. (a) 

1

10 2 3 4 5 6

2
3
4

7 8 9 10 11 12

12 cm

l x b
12 x 4  = 48 cm2 4 cm

    (b)  

1

10 2 3 4 5 6

2
3
4
5
6 6 cm

6 cm

s x s
6 x 6 = 36cm2

 

 (c) 

0

A = πr2

= 154 cm2

r

7 cm

 (d) 

1

10 2 3 4 5 6

2
3
4
5
6
7

8

1
2

× ×b h

24cm2

8 cm

6 cm

S. No Shape Area using formula Area using 
graphical method

1. Rectangle A = l × b = 12 × 4 = 48 sq.cm  48 sq. cm
2. Square A = s × s = 6 × 6 = 36 sq. cm 36 sq. cm

3. Circle A = πr2 = 
22
7

7 7× ×  = 154 sq.cm 154 sq.cm

4. Triangle 1
2

× ×b h  = 
1
2

3× ×6 8 = 24 sq. cm 24 sq. cm

 ACTIVITY - 3
 Take a measuring cylinder and pour some water into it (Do not fill the cylinder 

completely). Note down the volume of water from the 
readings of the measuring cylinder. Take it as V1. Now 
take a small stone and tie it with a thread. Immerse the 
stone inside the water by holding the thread. This has 
to be done such that the stone does not touch the walls 
of the measuring cylinder. Now, the level of water has 
raised. Note down the volume of water and take it to 
be V2. The volume of the stone is equal to the raise in 
the volume of water.
V1 = _____; V2 = ___________;
Volume of stone = V2 – V1 = ______________.

Ans.  V1 = 30 cc, V2   = 40 cc;  Volume of stone = V2 – V1 = 40cc – 30cc = 10cc
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 ACTIVITY - 4

 (a)   Take an iron block and a wooden block of same mass (say 1 kg each). Measure 
their volume. Which one of them has more volume and occupies more volume?

 (b)  Take an iron block and a wooden block of same size. Weigh them and measure 
their mass. Which one of them has more mass?

Ans. (a)  Wooden block has more volume and occupies more volume. (As the molecules of 
wood are loosely packed)

(b) Iron block has more mass. (In iron block, molecules are closely packed).


Additional Questions

I. Choose the correct answer.
1. The unit of volume is _________

(a) m3   (b) m2

(c) cm3   (d) km [Ans.  (a) m3]
2. Physical quantities are classified into _______ types

(a) three   (b) two
(c) four   (d) none of the above [Ans. (b) two]

3. The SI unit of speed is ______
(a) m/s2   (b) m/s
(c) km/h   (d) m2/s [Ans. (a) m/s2]

4. 1 litre = ______ cc
(a) 100   (b) 1000
(c) 10   (d) 0.1 [Ans. (b) 1000]

5. The formula to calculate area of a rectangle is ______.
(a) length × breadth  (b) side × side
(c) π × radius × radius (d) none of the above [Ans. (a) length × breadth]

6. _____ is a derived quantity.
(a) length   (b) mass
(c) time   (d) area [Ans. (d) area]

7. The amount of space occupied by a three dimensional object is known as its ____
(a) density   (b) volume
(c) Area   (d) mass [Ans. (b) volume]

8. The maximum volume of liquid that a continer can hold is ____ .
(a) area   (b) volume
(c) capacity   (d) density [Ans. (c) capacity]

9. The shortest distance between the earth and the sun is called as ____ position.
(a) Light year   (b) normal
(c) perihelion   (d) aphelion [Ans. (c) Perihelion]

10. The largest distance between the earth and the sun is called as ____ position.
(a) normal   (b) perihelion
(c) aphelion   (d) none of the above [Ans. (c) aphelion]
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II. Fill in the Blanks.
1. The materials with higher density are called______. [Ans. denser]
2. The materials with lower density are called _______  [Ans. rarer]
3. The area of irregularly shaped figures can be calculated with the help of a _______

 [Ans. graph sheet]
4. The SI unit of volume is _______. [Ans. cubic metre or m3]
5. The SI unit of density is _______. [Ans. kg/m3] 
6. The CGS unit of density is ________. [Ans. g/cm3]
7. If the density of a solid is lower than that of a liquid it _______ is that liquid

 [Ans. floats]
8. If the density of a solid is higher than that of a liquid, it ______ is that liquid.

 [Ans. sinks]
9. The total number of seconds in one year = ______  [Ans. 3.15 3 × 107 second]
10. The average distance between the earth and the sun is about _____ million kilometre.

 [Ans. 149.6]
III. True or False - if false give the correct statement.

1. One square metre is the area enclosed inside a square of side 2 metre.
Ans. False. Correct Statement : One square metre is the area enclosed inside a square of side 

1 metre.
2. Area is a derived quantity as we obtain by multiplying twice of the fundamental physical 

quantity length.
Ans. True.
3. Density of water is 100 kg/m3.
Ans. False. Correct statement: Density of water is 1000 kg/m3.
4. Density is defined as the mass of the substance contained in unit volume.
Ans. True.
5. The lightness or heaviness of a body is due to volume
Ans. False. Correct statement: The lightness or heaviness of a body is due to density.
6. Neptune is 30 AU away from sun.
Ans. True.
7. The nearest star to our solar system is proxima centauri.
Ans. True.
8. The volume of a figure is the region covered by the boundary of the figure.
Ans. False. Correct statement: The area of a figure is the region covered by the boundary 

of the figure.
9. 1 Light year = 9.46 × 105 m.
Ans. True.
10. One light year is defined as the distance travelled by light inW vacuum during the 

period of one year.
Ans. True.
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IV. Match the following :

1. 1. Length (a) ampere (A)
2. time (b) kelvin (K)
3. Mass (c) metre (M)
4. Temperature (d) second (S)
5. Electric current (e) kilogram (K) [Ans. (1-c. 2-d, 3-e, 4- b, 5 -a)]

2. Plane figure Area
1. Rectangle (a) π × r2

2. Square (b) 1
2

 × b × h

3. Circle (c) l × b
4. Triangle (d) s × s [Ans. (1-c. 2-d, 3-a, 4- b)]

V. Assertion and Reason.
 Mark the correct choice as

(a) Both A and R are true but R is not the correct reason.
(b) Both A and R are true and R is the correct reason.
(c) A is true but R is false.
(d) A is false but R is true.

1. Assertion (A) :  The distance between two celestial bodies is measured by the unit of 
light year.

Reason (R)  :  The distance travelled by the light in one year in vacuum is called 
one light year.

 [Ans. (a) Both A and R are true but R is not the correct reason.]
2. Assertion (A) :  It is easier to swim in sea water than in river water.

Reason (R) :  Density of sea water is more than that of river water
(a) Both A and R are true but R is not the correct reason.
(b) Both A and R are true and R is the correct reason.
(c) A is true but R is false.
(d) A is false but R is true.
 [Ans. (b) Both A and R are true and R is the correct reason.]

VI. Very short Answers:

1. Write the SI unit of speed.
Ans. m/s
2. What is the fundamental unit of amount of substance?
Ans. mole (mol)
3. What are the types of physical quantity?
Ans. (i) Fundamental quantity (ii) Derived quantity.
4. What is the SI unit of electric charge?
Ans. Coulomb (C)
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5. Mention the formula to calculate area of a circle?
Ans. π × r2 = πr2.
6. How do you find the area of irregularly shaped figures?
Ans. Graphical method.
7. How will you determine the volume of a liquid?
Ans. By using measuring cylinder.
8. What are the other units used to measure the volume of liquids?
Ans. Gallon, ounce and quart.
9. Which one of the following has more volume. Iron block or a wooden block of 

same mass.
Ans. Wooden block.
10. Which one of the following has more density. Water or cooking oil.
Ans. Water

VII. Short Answer.

1. What is fundamental quantity? Give examples.
Ans. A set of physical quantities which cannot be expressed in terms of any other quantities 

are known as fundamental quantities. Ex: Length, mass, time.
2. Define mass Mention its unit.
Ans. Mass is the amount of matter contained in a body. It’s unit is kilogram (kg).
3. What are the multiples and sub multiples of mass?
Ans. The multiples of mass are quintal and metric tonne.

The sub-multiples of mass are gram and milligrams.
4. What is physical quantity? give example.
Ans. A quantity that can be measured is called a physical quantity.

For example, the length of a piece of cloth, the time at which school begins.
5. What do you mean by ‘unit’?
Ans. The known measure of a physical quantity is called the unit of measurement.
6. What is measurement?
Ans. Comparison of an unknown quantity with a standard quantity is called measurement.
7. What is meant by area?
Ans. Area is the measure of the region inside a closed line.
8. What is capacity of a container?
Ans. The volume of liquid which a container can hold is called its capacity.
9. What is the relation between density, volume and mass?
Ans. Density = 

mass
volume

10. Define astronomical unit.
Ans. One astronomical unit is defined as the average distance between the earth and the sun. 

1AU = 1.496 × 1011 m or 149.6 × 106 m
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VIII. Long Answer

1. How will you find the volume of an irregularly shaped object (stone) by using 
measuring cylinder?

Ans. (i) Take a measuring cylinder and pour some water 
into it.

(ii) Note down the volume of water from the readings 
of the measuring cylinder.

(iii) Take it as V1
(iv) Now take Q small stone and tie it with a thread.
(v) Immerse the stone inside the water by holding 

the thread.
(vi) This has to be done such that the stone does not touch the walls of the measuring cylinder.
(vii) Now the level of water has raised.
(viii) Note down the volume of water and take it to be V2
  The volume of the stone is equal to the raise in the volume of water.
  V1 = 30cc, V2 = 40cc
  Volume of stone = V2 – V1 = 40 – 30 = 10 cc

IX. Problems for practice:

1. A piece of iron weighs 230 g and has a volume of 20 cm3. Find the density of iron.
Solution: Mass of iron (m) = 230 g
  Volume of iron (v) = 20 cm3

 ∴ Density of iron D = 
m
v  × 

23 0
2 0

 = 11.5 g/cm3

2. Find the mass of silver of volume 50 cm3 and density10.5 g / cm3.
Solution: Mass of silver (M) = ?
  Volume of silver (V) = 50 cm3

  Density of silver D = 10.5 g/cm3

  Density (D) = 
mass( )

volume( )
m
v

  mass (M) = Density × Volume

   = 10.5 × 50 = 525 g

X. Creative questions: HOTS

1. Why does an iron needle sink in water, but not an iron ship?
Ans. Iron needle is compact and its density is 7.6 g/cm3. Thus, as the density of iron needle 

is more than 1 g/cm3 therefore, it sinks in water.
However, the iron ship is constructed in such a way that it is mostly hollow from within, 
thus, the volume of iron ship becomes very large as compared to its mass and hence its 
density is less than 1g/cm3 . As the density of iron ship is less than 1g/cm3, therefore 
it floats in water.
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�UNIT TEST
Time : 60 min. Marks : 25

I. Choose the correct answer: (3 × 1 = 3)
1. The area of a spherical object is _______.

(a) l × b × h (b) πr2h (c) 4
3

2× ×π r  (d) a3

2. What is the SI unit of density?
(a) a2 (b) mm3 (c) kg/m3 (d) kg/m2

3. The speed of light in vacuum is ______.
(a) 10 × 106 m/s     (b) 3 × 108 m/s
(c) 1.496 × 1011 m/s   (d) 2 × 108 m/s

II. Fill in the blanks. (3 × 1 = 3)

4. The unit of amount of substance is _____.
5. There are ______ fundamental physical quantities in SI units.
6. The materials with higher density are called _____.
III. Match the following  (4 × 1 = 4)

7. Cylinder (a) litre
8. Mass (b) 1000 kg/m3

9. Volume of liquids (c) πr2h
10. water (d) kg

IV. Answer in one word:  (4 × 1 = 4)
11. What is the symbol of unit of temperature?
12. Name the method which is used to find the area of irregularly shaped figures.
13. What is the formula to calculate volume of a cube?
14. Name the unit which is used to measure distance between the two stars.
V. Answer the following in one or two sentences: (3 × 2 = 6)
15. Define derived quantity.
16. Heavy objects sink in water and lighter objects float in water. give reason.
17. What do you mean by the term ‘capacity of the container?
18. What is light year?
19. Calculate the volume of wood of mass 5000 kg, when density of wood is 0.5g cm–3

VI. Answer the following in detail:  (5 × 1 = 5)
20. (a) How will you find the area of irregular objects?

(or)
(b)  Describe the graphical method to find the area of an irregularly shaped plane figure.
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Force and Motion2
�� To define distance and displacement.
�� To differentiate distance and displacement
�� To define speed, velocity and acceleration.
�� To differentiate speed and velocity
�� To draw and explain distance- time and velocity time graphs.
�� To measure and calculate the speed of the moving objects.
�� To know the day to day uses of centre of gravity and stability.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Unit

EvaluationEvaluation�

I. Choose the appropriate answer :
1. A particle is moving in a circular path of radius r. The displacement after half a 

circle would be
(a) Zero   (b) R
(c) 2r   (d) r/2 [Ans. (c) 2r]

2. From the given v-t graph it can be inferred that the object is

Time

Ve
lo

ci
ty

(a) in uniform motion
(b) at rest
(c) in non uniform motion
(d) moving with uniform acceleration [Ans. (moving with uniform acceleration)]

3. Which of the following figures represent uniform motion of a moving object 
correctly?

(a) 

Time
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   (b) 

Time
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e

(c) 

Time

D
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e

   (d) 

Time
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 [Ans. (b) 

Time
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Unit 
1 SourceS of Medieval india

History

Evaluation

I. Choose the correct answer:

1. ____________ are the writings engraved on solid surfaces such as rocks, stones, temple 
walls and metals.
(a) Chronicles  (b) Travelogues
(c) Coins  (d) Inscriptions [Ans : (d) Inscriptions]

2. _____________ was the land gifted to temples.
(a) Vellanvagai (b) Shalabhoga
(c) Brahmadeya (d) Devadana [Ans : (d) Devadana]

3. _____________period was known as the period of devotional literature.
(a) Chola (b) Pandya
(c) Rajput (d) Vijayanagara [Ans : (a) Chola]

4. _________ provides information about the first Sultan of Delhi.
(a) Ain-i-Akbari (b) Taj-ul-Ma’asir
(c) Tuzk-i-Jahangiri (d) Tarikh-i-Frishta [Ans : (b) Taj-ul-Ma’asir]

5. _____________ , an Arab-born Morocco scholar, travelled from Morocco to India.
(a) Marco Polo (b) Al Beruni
(c) Domingo Paes (d) Ibn Battuta [Ans : (d) Ibn Battuta]

II. Fill in the Blanks
1. _________ inscriptions provide details about administration in a Brahmadeya village. 

 [Ans : Uttiramerur]
2. ___________ had stamped the figure of Goddess Lakshmi on his gold coins and had his name 

inscribed on it. [Ans : Muhammad Ghori]

3. 3.6 grains of silver amounted to a___________. [Ans : Jital]

4. ______________ was patronised by Sultan Nazir-ud-din Mahmud of Slave Dynasty. 
 [Ans : Minhaj-us-Siraj]

5. An Italian traveller _________ visited Vijayanagar Empire in 1420. [Ans : Nicolo Conti]

III. Match the following
A B

1. Khajuraho – i. Odisha

2. Konark – ii. Hampi

3. Dilwara – iii. Madhya Pradesh

4. Virupaksha – iv. Rajasthan
Ans. 1 – iii 2 – i 3 – iv 4 – ii
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IV. State true or false :
1. Pallichchandam was the land donated to Jaina institution. [Ans : True]
2. The composition of metal coins gives us information on the political condition of the empire.

 [Ans : False]
 Correct statement: The composition of metals in the coins gives us information on the economic 

condition of the empire.
3. The high cost of copper made palm leaf and paper cheaper alternatives for recording royal 

orders and events in royal courts.  [Ans : True]
4. Domingo Paes, a Portuguese traveller, visited the Chola Empire in 1522. [Ans : False]
 Correct statement: Domingo Paes, a Portuguese traveller, visited the Vijayanagar in 1522.

V. Match the statement with the reason
a)	 Tick	(√)	the	appropriate	answer.
1. Assertion (A) :Muhammad Ghori’s gold coins carried the figure of Goddess Lakshmi.
 Reason (R) :The Turkish invader was liberal in his religious outlook.
 a) R is the correct explanation of A.
 b) R is not the correct explanation of A.
 c) A is wrong and R is correct.
 d) A and R are wrong. [Ans : (a) R is the correct explanation of A]
b) Find out the wrong	pair
1. Madura Vijayam - Gangadevi
2. Abul Fazal - Ain-i-Akbari
3. Ibn Battuta - Tahquiq-i-Hind

4. Amuktamalyatha - Krishnadevaraya  [Ans : (3) Ibn Battuta - Tahquiq-i-Hind]
c) Find out the odd one
 Inscriptions, Travelogues, Monuments, Coins [Ans : Travelogues]
VI. Answer the following in one or two sentences
1. Who compiled Nalayira Divyaprabhandham?
Ans. Nathamuni
2. What does the word Tuzk mean?
Ans. Auto biography
3. Name Jahangir’s memoir.
Ans. Tuzk-i-Jahangiri 
4. Name the two different types of sources for the study of history.
Ans. Primary sources and Secondary sources are the two different types of sources for the study of 

history.

5. List out the important mosques and forts constructed during the medieval times.
Ans.    (i)  Quwwat-ul Islam Masjid, Moth-ki- Masjid, Jama Masjid, Fatehpur Sikri Dargah (all in 

and around Delhi) and Charminar (Hyderabad) are the important mosques belonging to 
the medieval times. 

(ii) The forts of historical importance are Agra Fort, Chittor Fort, Gwalior Fort and Delhi Red 
Fort and as well as the forts of Daulatabad (Aurangabad) and Firoz Shah Kotla (Delhi).

6. Mention the important foreign travellers who visited India during the medieval period.
Ans. Marco Polo, a Venetian traveller, Al-Beruni, Ibn Battuta Nicolo Conti,  Abdur-Razzaq, Domingo Paes.
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VII. Answer the following :

1. Describe the different types of coins introduced by the rulers of Delhi Sultanate.
Ans.    (i)  The picture and the legend on the coins convey the names of kings with their titles and 

portraits, events, places, dates, dynasties and logos. 
(ii) The composition of metals in the coins gives us information on the economic condition 

of the empire. 
(iii) Mention of king’s achievements like military conquests, territorial expansion, trade links 

and religious faith can also be found in the coins.
(iv) Muhammad Ghori had stamped the figure of Goddess Lakshmi on his gold coins and 

had his name inscribed on it.
(v) This coin tells us that this early Turkish invader was in all likelihood liberal in religious 

outlook. Copper Jitals are available for the study of the period of the Delhi Sultans. 
(vi) Silver Tanka introduced by Iltutmish, Ala-ud-din Khalji’s gold coins, Muhammad-bin-

Tughluq’s copper token currency are indicative of coinage as well as the economic 
prosperity or otherwise of the country of the time. A jital contained 3.6 grains of silver. 
Forty eight jitals were equal to 1 silver tanka.

VIII. Answer Grid
 1.  _________ was a courtier of 

Emperor Aurangazeb.
Ans : Khafi khan

2.  Tiruvalangadu copper plates belong to _______.
Ans : Rajendra Chola I

3.  _____ was the land for the 
maintenance of the school. 
Ans : Shalabhoga

4. _______ compiled Periyapuranam.
Ans : Sekkizhar

5.  ______ is an Arabic word meaning 
history.
Ans : Tariq or Tahquiq.

6.  Muhammed bin Tughluq transferred his capital 
from Delhi to ________ in the south.
Ans : Devagiri (Daulatabad).

IX. HOTS :
1. The composition of metals in coins is indicative of the economic prosperity of the empire– 

Substantiate.
Ans.    (i) Metals like Gold and Silver are precious and rare elements. 

(ii) They are shiny, strong and  have high economic value.
(iii) If such metals are used in coins in an empire, it indicates its economic prosperity.

X.  Student Activity :

 Prepare an album collecting pictures of palaces, tombs, mosques and forts of Medieval 
India

 Humayuns - Tomb Jama mas jid Agra fort Amber Palace
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XI.  Life skill :

1. Find out from the libraries in your town or village and prepare a report about the primary 
and secondary sources available there.

Ans.  On a visit to a library nearby I found that it had primary and secondary sources.
 I found historical documents, statistical data, pieces of creative writing, speeches and art objects. 

Interviews, surveys, field work also are available here. I also could see and sources like articles 
in news papers, popular magazines, book a movie views  and articles in journals.

Additional Questions
I. Choose the correct answer:
1. Uttiramerur inscriptions in____________ district provide details about Brahmadeya 

village administration.
(a) Salem (b) Kanchipuram
(c) Chennai (d) Vellore [Ans : (b) Kanchipuram]

2. ____________ jitals are available for the study of the period of the Delhi sultans.
(a) Gold (b) Silver
(c) Copper (d) Aluminium [Ans : (c) Copper]

II. Fill in the blanks:
1. __________ grants, which were treated as legal documents, have significant source value. 

 [Ans : Copper - Plate]
2. Palaces in Jaipur, Jaisalmer and Jodhpur signify the greatness of the __________ dynasty.

 [Ans : Rajput]
3. The ____________ period was known as the period of devotional literature in South India. 

 [Ans : Chola]
4. __________ are pictures, images in drawing or painting. [Ans : Portraits]

III. Match the following:

 

A B
a. Abul Fazal i. King’s achievements
b. Iltutmish ii. Akbar nama
c. Coins iii. Kalhana
d. Rihla iv. Chahalgani
e. Rajatarangini v. The Travels  [Ans: a –ii; b –iv; c –i; d –v; e –iii]

IV. State true or false:
1. Zia - Ud - Barni wrote Tarikh - i - Firoz shahi. [Ans : True]
2. Tabakat-i- Akbari was authored by Abul Faze. [Ans : False]
 Correct statement: Tabakat-i- Akbari was  authored by Nizam-ud-din Ahmad.
3. Ibn Battuta tells us of caste in India and the practice of Sati. [Ans : True]

V.	 Match	the	statement	with	the	reason.	Tick	the	appropriate	answer:
1. Statement : Minhaj - us- siraj, patronised by Sultan Nazir - ud - din Mahmud, wrote 

Tabakat-i-Nasiri.
 Reason : The compendium was named after its patron.
 (a)  Statement is true but Reason is wrong.
 (b)  Statement and Reason are correct.
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 (c)  Statement is wrong and reason is correct.
 (d)  Both Statement and reason are wrong. 

 [Ans : (b) Statement and Reason are correct.]
2. Statement :Accroding to Ibn Battuta, a Morocco scholar, Egypt was rich in the 16th 

century.
 Reason :The whole of Indian trade with the west passed through Egypt
 (a)  Statement is true but Reason is wrong.
 (b)  Statement and Reason are correct.
 (c)  Statement is wrong and reason is correct.
 (d)  Both Statement and reason are wrong. 

 [Ans : (c) Statement is wrong and reason is correct]
3. Statement: Kayal, which was a port city is situated in this district of Tamil Nadu.
 Find out which of the following is correct?

(a)  Kanyakumari (b) Tirunelveli

(c)  Thoothukudi (d)  Ramanathapuram  [Ans : (c) Thoothukudi] 
4. Find out the wrong Pair
 (a)  Nalayira Divyaprabhandham –  12 Azhwars
 (b)  Devaram –  Appar, Sambandar, Sundarar
 (c)  Thiruvasagam –  Manikkavasakar
 (d) Gita Govindam –  Kabir das 

 [Ans : (d) Gita Govindam  –  Kabir das] 
5. Pick out the wrong statement.
 (a)  Al-Beruni accompanied Mahmud of Ghazni in one of his campaigns 
 (b)  He stayed in India for 10 years.
 (c)  The most accurate accounts of Mahmud’s Somnath expedition is that of Alberuni
 (d) He knew only Arabic. [Ans : (d) He knew only Arabic] 

VI. Answer in one or two sentences
1. Who composed Nalayira Divya Prabhandam?
Ans. Nalayira Divya Prabhandam was composed by 12 Azhwars.

2. By whom was Devaram composed and compiled?
Ans.    (i) Devaram composed by Appar, Sundarar and Sambandar 

(ii) Compiled by Nambiyandar Nambi.

3. How many jitals were equal to 1 siver tanka?
Ans.  Forty - eight

VII. HOTS :
1. How are sources of history useful to us?
Ans.    (i) Source are the supporting materials, documents or records in the form of evidence that 

help to reconstruct the past.
(ii) They are available in different forms such as Inscriptions, monuments, coins, chronicles, 

travelogues, biographies etc.,
(iii) Through these sources we get to know a lot of information about social, economic and 

political condition of a country under different rulers.
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Who am I ?
1. I am a person who writes accounts of important historical events. [Ans : Chronicles]
2. I am a collection of detailed information about a particular subject. [Ans : Compendium]
3. I am a tall tower, typically part of a mosque. [Ans : Minaret]
4. I am an Arabic word meaning generations or centuries. [Ans : Tabakat]

UNIT TEST
Time : 1 hr.         Marks : 25

I. Choose the correct answer : (2 × 1 = 2)
1. _____________period was known as the period of devotional literature.

(a) Chola          (b)    Pandya             (c)     Rajput       (d)   Vijayanagara 
2. Uttiramerur inscriptions in__________ district provide details about Brahmadeya village 

administration.
(a) Salem          (b)   Kanchipuram   (c)     Chennai    (d)   Vellore 

II. Fill in the blanks :  (3 × 1 = 3)
1. ___________ had stamped the figure of Goddess Lakshmi on his gold coins and had his name 

inscribed on it.

2. 3.6 grains of silver amounted to a___________.
3. ______________ was patronised by Sultan Nazir-ud-din Mahmud of Slave Dynasty.

III. Match : (4 × 1 = 4)
  A   B
1. Khajuraho  –  i.  Odisha
2. Konark  –  ii.  Hampi
3. Dilwara  –  iii.  Madhya Pradesh
4. Virupaksha  –  iv.  Rajasthan
IV. True or False :  (2 × 1 = 2)
1. Pallichchandam was the land donated to Jaina institution.
2. Tabakat-i- Akbari was authored by Abul Faze.

V.	 Read	the	Statement	and	tick	the	appropriate	answer	:		 (1 × 1 = 1)
 Assertion (A) : Muhammad Ghori’s gold coins carried the figure of Goddess Lakshmi.
 Reason (R) : The Turkish invader was liberal in his religious outlook.
 a) R is the correct explanation of A.
 b) R is not the correct explanation of A.
 c) A is wrong and R is correct.
 d) A and R are wrong.
VI. Answer in one or two sentences  (4 × 2 = 8)
1. Name the two different types of sources for the study of history.
2. Mention the important foreign travellers who visited India during the medieval period.
3. What are inscriptions?
4. What are monuments?
VII Answer the following: (1 × 5 = 5)
1. Describe the different types of coins introduced by the rulers of Delhi Sultanate.
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Unit 
2 eMergence of new KingdoMS in north india

History

Evaluation
I. Choose the correct answer:
1. Who wrote Prithivirajraso?

(a) Kalhana (b) Vishakadatta
(c) Rajasekara (d) Chand Bardai [Ans : (d) Chand Bardai]

2. Who was the first prominent ruler of Pratiharas?
(a) Bhoja I (b) Naga Bhatta I
(c) Jayapala (d) Chandradeva [Ans : (b) Naga Bhatta I]

3. Ghazni was a small principality in _______
(a) Mangolia (b) Turkey
(c) Persia (d) Afghanistan [Ans : (d) Afghanistan]

4. What was the most important cause of the invasion of Mahmud of Ghazni?
(a) To destroy idolatry
(b) To plunder the wealth of India
(c) To spread Islam in India
(d) To establish a Muslim state in India [Ans : (b) To plunder the wealth of India]

II. Fill in the Blanks

1. _____________ was the founder of Vikramashila University. [Ans : Dharmapala]

2. Arabs conquered Sind in ________________. [Ans : AD (CE) 712]

3. The city of Ajmeer was founded by ______________. [Ans : Simharaji]

4. The Khandarya temple is in ____________. [Ans : Madhya Pradesh]

III. Match the following
A B

1. Khajuraho – i. Mount Abu

2. Sun Temple – ii. Bundelkhand

3. Dilwara Temple – iii. Konark
Ans. 1 – (ii), 2 – (iii),  3 –  (i)

IV. True or False :
1. Rajputra is a Latin word. [Ans : False]

 Correct statement: Rajputra is a  Sanskrit word.
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2. King Gopala was elected by the people. [Ans : True]

3. The temple at Mount Abu is dedicated to Lord Shiva.  [Ans : False]

 Correct statement: The temple at Mount Abu is dedicated to Jain Tirthankaras.

4. Raksha Bandan is a festival of brotherhood. [Ans : True]

5. Indians learnt the numerals 0 - 9 from Arabs. [Ans : False]

 Correct statement: Arabians learnt the numerals 0 - 9 from Indians.

V. Consider the following statements.
	 Tick	(√)	the	appropriate	answer.
1. Assertion (A) :The tripartite struggle was to have control over Kanauj.
 Reason (R) :Kanauj was a big city.
 a) R is the correct explanation of A.
 b) R is not the correct explanation of A.
 c) A is wrong and R is correct.
 d) A and R are wrong. [Ans : (b) R is not the correct explanation of A]
2. Statement I : Mahipala could not extend his domain beyond Benaras.
 Statement II : Mahipala and Rajendra Chola were contemporaries.
 a) I is correct   b) II is correct.
 c) I and II are correct  d) I and II are false [Ans : (c) I and II are correct.]
3. Assertion (A) :  India’s Islamic period did not begin after Arab conquest of Sind in AD 

(CE)712.
 Reason (R) : Gurjara Pratiharas gave a stiff resistance to Arabs.
 a) R is the correct explanation of A.
 b) R is not the correct explanation of A.
 c) A is correct and R is wrong.
 d) A is wrong and R is correct. [Ans : (a) R is the correct explanation of A]
4. Assertion (A) : The second battle of Tarain was lost by Prithiviraj.
 Reason (R) : There was disunity among the Rajputs
 a) R is the correct explanation of A.
 b) R is not the correct explanation of A.
 c) A is correct and R is wrong.
 d) A is wrong and R is correct. [Ans : (c) A is correct and R is wrong.]
5. Consider the following statements and find out which is/are correct.
 1. Raksha Bandan tradition is attributed to Rajputs.
 2. Tagore started a mass Raksha Bandan festival during Partition of Bengal
 3.  Raksha Bandan was to counter the British attempt to create a divide between Hindus 

and Muslims.
a) 1 is correct b) 2 is correct
c) 3 is correct d) All the above are correct 

 [Ans : (d) All the above are correct]
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VI. Answer in one or two sentences
1. Write about tripartite struggle over Kanauj.
Ans. There was a prolonged tripartite struggle between the Gurjara Pratiharas of Malwa, the 

Rashtrakutas of Deccan and the Palas of Bengal, as each one of them wanted to establish their 
supremacy over the fertile region of Kanauj. In the process, all the three powers were weakened.

2. Name any four Rajput clans.
Ans. The Pratiharas, the Chauhans, the Chalukyas (different from the Deccan Chalukyas), known 

as Solankis, and the Paramaras of Pawars.
3. Who was the founder of Pala dynasty?
Ans. Gopala was the founder of Pala dynasty. 
4. Mention the first two early Caliphates.
Ans. Two early Caliphates were ‘Umayyads’ and the ‘Abbasids’
5. Name the ruler of Sind who was defeated by Qasim.
Ans.  Qasim defeated Dahir, the ruler of sind and killed him in the battle.

VII. Answer the following :
1. What was the impact of Arab conquest of Sind? (point out any five)
Ans.    (i)  The people of Sind were given the status of ‘protected subjects’.

(ii) There was no interference in the lives and religions of the people. 
(iii) The Arab scholars visited Sind and studied many Indian literary works. 
(iv) They translated many Sanskrit books on astronomy, philosophy, mathematics and 

medicine into Arabic. 
(v) They learnt the numerals 0 to 9 from India. Until then, the people in the West did not 

know the use of zero. 
(vi) Through the Arabs, Europe gained more knowledge in mathematics. The importance of 

zero was learnt by them from India. 
(vii) It is believed that the people in the West and the Arabs learnt the game of chess only 

from the Indians.
VIII. HOTS :
a. Difference between Mahmud Ghazni’s invasion and Muhammad Ghor’s invasion.
Ans. Mahmud Ghazni invasion Muhammad Ghor’s invasion

Mahmud of Ghazni conducted  17 raids into
India. He initially raided the shahi kingdom. After his 
victory over Shahi and Waihind, he extended his rule 
over punjab.
But his subsequent raids were aimed at plundering the 
rich temples and cities of North India. Some of the cites 
were Nagarkot, Thaneshwar, Mathura and Anhilwad. 
He plundered the famous temple of Somnath, breaking 
the idol.

Muhammad of Ghor who was initially 
a vassal of Ghazni took over its 
control after the death of Mahmud 
Ghazni. Unlike  Ghazni, he wanted 
to extend his empire in India and 
captured Multan and Punjab.
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b. Find out
First battle of Tarain Second battle of Tarain

Fought in the year
Causes for the battle
Who defeated whom?
What was the result?

Ans. First battle of Tarain Second battle of Tarain
Fought in the year 1191 1192
Causes for the 
battle

Ghori captured Multan and Punjab, 
Prithviraj wanted to check his 
advancement.

Muhammad of Ghor wanted to 
average his defeat in the first 
Battle.

Who defeated 
whom?

Prithiviraj Chauhan defeated 
Muhammad of Ghor

Muhammad of Ghor defeated 
the army of Prithiviraj

What was the 
result?

Muhammad of Ghor was defeated, 
captured and pardoned.

The first Muslim kingdom was 
firmly established.

IX.  Student Activity :
a. Word Splash (Students discuss what they know about the words given here. They use the 

words from what they have learnt in a narrative form)
 Harsha  Rajputs Kanauj  Vikramashila Prithiviraj Caliph

Ans.    (i) Harsha: A famous king of the Rajput clans.
(ii) Rajputs: Rajputra Means scion of the royal blood. They are known for their valour and 

chivalry. They ruled northern and central India.
(iii) Kanauj: A very fertile region, there was a prolonged tripartite struggle between Pratiharas 

of Malwa, Rashtrakutas of Deccan and the Palas of Bengal.
(iv) Vikramashila: Dharmapala, the pala king founded Vikramashik Monastery, which 

became a great centre of Buddhist learning.
(v) Prithiviraj: Prithiviraj Chauhan, the last of Chauhan king, was considered the greatest 

of all Chauhan rulers.
(vi) Caliph: Caliph means a representative of prophet Muhammad.

b. Time Line
 Write the event for the given year in each column.

Advent of Islam in India

A.D.(C.E)1192
Second battle of Tarain

A.D.(C.E)1175
Muhammad of Ghor 

Captured Multan

A.D.(C.E)1001
Mahmud of Ghazni 
defeated Jayapala

A.D.(C.E)1191
First battle of Tarain

A.D.(C.E)1030
Mahmud of Ghazni died

A.D.(C.E)712
Arabs’ conquest of Sind
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X.		 Map	work
 On the river map of India mark the territories ruled by Pratiharas, Chauhans, Palas and 

Paramaras.

Pratiharas
The territories ruled by

Chauhans

Palas

Paramaras

XI. Answer Grid
 1.  Who was the Shahi ruler of Punjab defeated by 

Mahmud of Ghazni?
Ans : Jayapala

2.  Rajput style of Painting is called 
_____

Ans : Rajasthani
3. How many Rajput clans were there?

Ans : Thirty-six

4. Who established the first Islamic 
empire in India?
Ans : Muhammad Ghori

5. Who was the first Sultan of Delhi?
Ans : Qutb-ud-din Aibak

6. Where is Mecca?
Ans : Arabia

XII.  Life skill :
1. Make an album with the pictures of temples built by Rajput rulers.
Ans.  Activity to be done by the students themselves

Additional Questions
I. Choose the correct answer:
1. ________ was prominent and had become the rallying point for all Rajput clans.

(a) Kanauj (b) Ajmer
(c) Chittor (d) Sind [Ans : (c) Chittor]
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2. The____________, one of the four prominent clans of the Rajputs, ruled from Gurjaratra 
(in Jodhpur).
(a) Palas (b) Pratiharas
(c) Chauhans (d) Chalukyas [Ans : (b) Pratiharas]

3. ___________ was also a great patron of Buddhism.
(a) Gopala (b) Mahipala
(c) Devapala (d) Harsha [Ans : (c) Devapala]

4. There are sixteen Hindu and Jain temples at _____ which is 32 miles away from Jodhpur.
(a) Osian (b) Jaipur
(c) Udaipur (d) Gwalior [Ans : (a) Osian]

II. Fill in the blanks:
1. __________ laid the foundation of the Gurjara dynasty.  [Ans : Harichandra]
2. __________, son of Rambhadra, succeeded in consolidating the power of the Pratiharas.

 [Ans : Mihirabhoja]
3. ______ was the most powerful ruler of the Pala dynasty. [Ans : Mahipala I]

4. The ____________ of the khajuraho temples are most elegant. [Ans : Shikharas]

5. Under Pala patronge, a distinctive school of art arose, called __________. 
 [Ans : Pala Art or Eastern Indian Art]

III. Match the following:

 

A B
a. Harichandra – i. Rajput dynasty
b. Gopala – ii. Political leader
c. Simharaji – iii. Pala dynasty
d. Caliphates – iv. Gurjara dynasty  [Ans: a –iv; b –iii; c –i; d –ii]

IV. True or False :
1. The Pala dynasty declined soon after the death of Mahipala. [Ans : True]

2. The Khajuraho temples are dedicated to Buddha. [Ans : False]

 Correct statement: The Khajuraho temples are dedicated to Shiva and Vishnu.
3. The Palas were adherents to the Mahayana school of Buddhism. [Ans : True]

4. Mahmud is said to have conducted 10 raids into India. [Ans : False]

 Correct statement: Mahmud is said to have conducted 17 raids into India.

V.	 Match	the	statement	with	the	reason.	Tick	the	appropriate	answer:
1. Statement :  King of Kanauj placed a statue of prithiviraj as door keeper at the entrance 

to his court.
 Reason : He wanted to insult Prithiviraj.
 (a)  Statement is correct, Reason is wrong.
 (b)  Statement is wrong, Reason is correct.
 (c)  Statement and Reason are correct.
 (d)  Statement and Reason are wrong.  [Ans : (c) Statement and Reason are correct.]
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2. Statement :  After the victory in the second battle of Tarain Muhammad Ghori returned 
to Ghazni.

 Reason : He had a weak army.
 (a)  Statement and Reason are wrong.
 (b)  Statement is correct and Reason is wrong.
 (c)  Reason is correct, Statement is wrong.
 (d)  Statement and Reason are correct. 

 [Ans : (b) Statement is correct and Reason is wrong.]
3. Find out the wrong Pair
 (a)  Suryavanshi –  i. Race of the Sun
 (b)  Chandravanshi –  ii.  Race of the Moon
 (c)  Agnikula –  iii.  Race of the Sky
 (d) Tomaras –  iv.  Haryana region  [Ans : (c) Agnikula  - Race of the Sky] 

VI. Answer in one word.
1. Name the tower of victory built in chittor to commemorate the victory of Rana of Chittor 

over Malwa.
Ans. Jaya Stambha

2. Who is the chola king who restricted the Pala domain from spreading beyond Banaras.
Ans. Rajendra Chola

3. What was the capital of Chauhans between A.D. 956 and 1192?
Ans.  Sakambari.

VII. Answer the following :
1. Name some important Rajput buildings. 
Ans. Some of the important examples of the Rajput buildings are the strong fortresses of Chittorgarh. 

Ranathambhor and Kumbahlgarh (all in Rajasthan), Mandu, Gwalior, Chanderi and Asirgarh 
(all in Madhya Pradesh).

2. Write a short note on Khajuraho temples.
Ans. The Khajuraho in Bundelkhand has 30 temples. The shikharas of the Khajuraho temples are 

most elegant. The exterior and interior parts of the temples are adorned with very fine sculptures. 
These temples are dedicated to Jain Tirthankaras and Hindu deities like Shiva and Vishnu.

3. Name the famous universities of the Palas period.
Ans. Famous universities of Nalanda and Vikramashila.

4. Who was the Buddhist monk who reformed Tibetan Buddhism?
Ans. Atisha

VIII. HOTS :
1. What is the significance of Rakhi or Raksha Bandhan festival?
Ans. This festival celebrates brotherhood whereby a woman ties a rakhi around the wrists of men 

whom they treat as brothers with a belief that they would protect them. Rabindranath Tagore 
started the mass Raksha Bandhan festival to encourage brotherhood and harmony between 
Hindus and Muslims during partition of Bengal.
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UNIT TEST
Time : 1 hr.         Marks : 25

I.	 Choose	the	correct	answer	:	 (2	×	1	=	2)
1. Ghazni was a small principality in _______

(a) Mangolia (b) Turkey
(c) Persia (d) Afghanistan

2. There are sixteen Hindu and Jain temples at _____ which is 32 miles away from Jodhpur.
(a) Osian (b) Jaipur
(c) Udaipur (d) Gwalior

II. Fill in the blanks :  (3 ×	1	=	3)
1. Arabs conquered Sind in ________________.
2. The ____________ of the khajuraho temples are most elegant.
3. The city of Ajmeer was founded by ______________.

III. Match : (3	×	1	=	3)
  A   B
1. Khajuraho –  i.  Mount Abu
2. Sun Temple –  ii.  Bundelkhand
3. Dilwara Temple –  iii.  Konark

IV. True or False :  (3	×	1	=	3)
1. King Gopala was elected by the people.
2. The temple at Mount Abu is dedicated to Lord Shiva. 
3. The Palas were adherents to the Mahayana school of Buddhism.

V.	 Read	the	Statement	and	tick	the	appropriate	answer	:		 (1	×	1	=	1)
1. Statement :  After the victory in the second battle of Tarain Muhammad Ghori returned 

to Ghazni.
 Reason : He had a weak army.
 (a)  Statement and Reason are wrong.
 (b)  Statement is correct and Reason is wrong.
 (c)  Reason is correct, Statement is wrong.
 (d)  Statement and Reason are correct. 

VI. Answer in one or two sentences  (4	×	2	=	8)
1. Name any four Rajput clans.
2. Write a short note on Khajuraho temples.
3. Mention the first two early Caliphates.
4. Name of the famous universities of the Palas period.

VII Answer the following: (1	×	5	=	5)
1. What was the impact of Arab conquest of Sind?
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3

eMergence of new KingdoMS in South india:
later cholaS and PandyaS

History

Evaluation
I. Choose the correct answer:
1. Who revived the later Chola dynasty?

(a)  Vijayalaya (b)  Rajaraja I
(c)  Rajendra I (d)  Athirajendra [Ans : (a) Vijayalaya]

2. Who among the following Pandya rulers is known for ending the Kalabhra rule?
(a)  Kadunkon (b)  ViraPandyan
(c)  Kun Pandyan (d)  Varaguna [Ans : (a) Kadunkon]

3. Which of the following was the lowest unit of Chola administration?
(a)  Mandalam (b)  Nadu
(c)  Kurram (d)  Ur [Ans : (d) Ur]

4. Who was the last ruler Vijayalaya line of Chola dyanasty?
(a)  VeeraRajendra (b)  Rajadhiraja
(c)  AthiRajendra (d)  Rajaraja II [Ans : (c)  AthiRajendra]

5. An example of Chola architecture can be seen at_______.
(a)  Kannayiram (b)  Uraiyur
(c)  Kanchipuram (d)  Thanjavur [Ans : (d)  Thanjavur]

6. To which of the following, Marco Polo went in the last decade of 13th century in India?
(a)  Chola mandalam (b)  Pandya country
(c)  Kongu region (d)  Malainadu [Ans : (b) Pandya country]

II. Fill in the Blanks
1. _______ built the famous Brihadeshwara Temple at Thanjavur. [Ans : Rajaraja I]
2. _______________ established a Vedic college at Ennayiram. [Ans : Rajendra I]

3. ________ was the donor of Velvikudi copper plates.[Ans : Jatila Parantaka Nedunjadayan]

4. The royal sectretariat of Pandya kingdom was known as_________________.  
 [Ans : eluttu-mandapam ]

III. Match the following
A B

1. Madurai – i. Inland traders

2. Gangaikonda Cholapuram – ii. Maritime traders

3. Anju-vannattar – iii. Capital of Cholas

4. Mani- gramattar – iv. Capital of Pandyas
Ans. 1 – iv, 2 – iii, 3 –  ii, 4 – i.
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